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Everything’s Coming Up Poppies 166
The most dichotomous of flowers can 
turn an ordinary bed into a field of dreams.

Ghost Story 160
Designer Thomas Beeton honors 
two spirits—a vintage California 
’30S cottage and its late owner, 
Dame Judith Anderson.
BY DIANA KETCHAM

North Star 132 
Architect Donald McKay and 
designer Thomas O’Brien of 
Aero Studios open up a new frontier 
in a staid Toronto neighborhood, 
designing a house and its interior 
in the New International Style.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

First Principle 131

Faithful TO Their Flock 196
An old farm, a few sheep, and a fine 
garden have made country converts of 
Elaine and Richard Berman.
BY CAROL KING

Jeweled Boxes 172
In MASTER CLASS, John F. Saladino 
walks us through the luxurious 
details of five perfect powder rooms.When Chintz Meets Steel 144 

Creative sparks fly, as they did 
in New York City, when tradition
alist decorator Mario Buatta 
worked side by side with modernist 
architect Lee Skolnick.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN

Bubble, Bubble,
Feel No Trouble 182
At bath time, try a little 
scents and sensi- 
bility, with glori- 
ous oils, salts, 

creams, soaps, 
and candles.
BY SABINE ROTHMAN

home court advantage

DO
TESTING THE WATERS

180Gravity & Grace 152
Frederic Mechiche makes an 
elegant partnership of a contempo
rary art collection and 18th-century 
furnishings in a historically 
landmarked London town house.
BY JEAN BOND RAFFERTY

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT

188
WhataTurn-on 190
Forget those drippy 
faucets and go for the bold,

LITTLE WONDER

194
POWOER ROOM DESIGNED BY THOMAS BEETONPHOTOGRAPHED BY TIM STREET-PORTElt,ON THE COVER: GHOST STORY,
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EASTERN SETTINGS East meets West and the 
result is the fusion table, above; Chippendale 

meets lipstick and the result is the vanity table. 
Object Lesson > 65: Soaking Tubs

PORCH SONGS From a little bit of paradise 
close to home, above, to the best hotel baths. 
The 20-Minute Gardener > 48: Hot Tomatoes

BY DAN SHAW

departments
On THE Couch 116 
Personal Growth Whenthe 
shrubs are from Mars, roses from Venus.
BY ROXANA ROBINSON

Dig It 92
Fun with Your Food Forthe 
French, poiager is a formal matter.
In America, you can relax a little.
BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

Welcome 16
BY DOMINIQUE BROWNING

Blueprint 78
Let’s Play House A perfect 
architectural toy for grown-ups.
BY WENDY MOONAN

Uncorked 124
A Toast to the Plant Kingdom 
GninerVeltliners—polite enough to 
flatter vegetables. BY jay mcinerney

Ar'1' & Craft 96 
Crystal Cathedrals Paul 
Stankard’s beauty under glass.
BY GEORGIA DZURICA

Home Economics 82
Young at Art A new generation 
creates accessories for Ligne Roset.
BY LYGEIA GRACE

Past Perfect 128 
October 1977 Intheera 
of big hair, big bathrooms meant 
serious grooming.
BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

Turn OF THE Screw 100 
A Tinker’s Damn 
Once you could have fun 
taking apart a radio or TV. 
No more, by jerry adler

Dealer’s Choice 86 
Woven Dreams The mysterious 
Kaitag emerges from the Silk Road.
BY MELIK KAYLAN Sources 204 

Where to buy everything.Bookcase 110
Touch Me, Feel Me Book after 
book appeals directly to our senses.
BY CATHLEEN MEDWICK

Sketches 90
Discreet Charm Christophe Fillet’s 
understated furniture, by lygeia grace

& Another Thing 206 
Before we go . . .
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As I See It, #36 in a series 
Howard Schacz 
“Synchronized Swimming" 
Underwater Photography

THE BOLD LOOK
OF KOHLER

Not your average morning routine, is it? But then again, the KOHLER Symbio™whirlpool and shower 
work together to be anything but average. Designed to give you more options in less space with little 
effort. And there's nothing routine about that. See the Yellow Pages for a KOHLER® Registered Showroom, 
or call 1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. KR5to order product literature, www.kohlerco.com
©1997 by Kohler Co.
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NEW YORK

AVAILABLE TO INTERIOR DESIGNERS AT THE FOLLOWING PORTICO LOCATIONS 
NEW YORK 1 39 Spring Street • 72 Spring Street • 903 Broadway • 450 Columbus Avenue • Bridqehampton CommonsCONNECTICUT Westport • Greenwich NEW JERSEY Short Hills 

MASSACHUSETTS The Atrium ot Chestnut Hill • 77 Newbury Street 
Call toll Free 1 888 759 5616 For additional store information

WWW, porticonewyork.com
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The "Provence" CollectiDn of solid cherrywood ami 
hand-matched veneers Is made In France and available 
In 18 hand-applied finishes and colors. The bedroom 
as shown is available for immediate delivery.

1-800 GRANGE1

TRADE SHOWROOMS ATLANTA 404-237-3641 • BOSTON 617-542-3172 • CHICAGO 312-527-1919 • DALLAS 214 744-9007 

DANIA 954-925-8895 • DENVER 303-777 1866 • HOUSTON 713-963-8240 • LOS ANGELES 310-659-7898 • NEW YORK 212-685-9057 

PHILADELPHIA 215-557-0118 ■ SAN FRANCISCO 415-863-6406 • SEATTLE 206-624-9454 • TROY 248 649-9372 • WASHINGTON. DC 202-488-0955

STORES GRANGE Naples. FL 941-262-2448 • PAYSAGE Cleveland, OH 216-292-4747 • Rocky River. OH 216-356-5599 
PORTICO NEW YORK Spring St.. NY 212-941-7800 • 212-941-7722 • Broadway. NY 212-328-4343 • Columbus Avc., NY 212-579-9500 

Bridgehampton, NY 516-537 1449 • Short Hills, NJ 201-564-9393 • Greenwich, CT 203 629-5700 • Westport, CT 203 222-8201 

Chestnut Hill, MA 617-964-9797 ♦ Newbury. MA 617 236-0890 • SCANDIA DOWN Kansas City, MO 816-753-4144
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WELCOME

Home Alone
WHAT SHE HAD PLANNED ON—was tO fall in lovC, get 

married, and make a home with someone. It wasn’t happening, though. (Maybe she 
didn’t really want it to, either; certainly it could have, there had been possibilities, 
but they were never quite right. . . .) She was a person of accomplishment, and 

fortitude, and sophistication. As she muscled her way into her forties, she began to feel hanging in the 
air the distinct staleness that comes with living too long like a college student: street-find furniture,

tough time giving herself permission to go ahead. 
Fussing axoundwith fabrics, alone. Picking the paint color, 
alone. Rearranging the furniture, alone. It’s like doing ther
apy, alone: there’s no one to say, “Tou're talking a lot 
about blue, but you seem more excited about green; are you sure 
you're not avoiding... ,^’No one to suffer with over the real
ity checks—you know, the ones that buy the Oushak and 
the Directoire chair. And pay the mortgage. No one to 
applaud and appreciate the daily effort. Of course, you can 
find yourself doing all these things alone even when you 
aren’t alone, which is even worse.

My tearful friend finally gave herself permission to live in 
a style to which she immediately became accustomed. She 
hired a talented decorator; with true executive aplomb, she g 
speedily groomed her first home. I’ve been watching another J 
friend take an entirely different tack; she’s been settling into ^ 
her house for the last decade, carefully, methodically a 
reupholstering, rearranging, repainting. She could easily g 
afford to hire someone to help, but has chosen instead to | 

strip and sand years of old paint ij 
from handsome wooden doors by | 
herself. Her work is deliberate, § 
conscientious. I think of her as | 
firtingintoherplacethewaywater S 
carves and smooths its way into ^ 
stone. Maybe if we’re not flapping | 
about with mates and chicks and ^ 
ail the little wormy things of life, | 
we aren’t nesting. But we are giv- ” 
ing ourselves shelter. Our work i 
may be harder, but it is not less g 
loving for being done alone. |

HAT SHE WANTED

plank-and-block bookcases. But she was having a
buy a place, decorate, live well. She who never took no for an 
answer at work seemed paralyzed when it came to telling her
self yes. As if going ahead meant shutting the door on the 
hope of finding true love. So when the day finally came to 
close on her first home, my friend came to visit me in tears.

“I never thought I would be doing this alone.”
Well, most of us didn’t, not really. At best we’re of two 

minds about the alone thing, We’re from a generation, fem
inist and post, that grew up saying we needed men like fish 
needed bicycles (a phrase that seems so quaint now, and 
naive, but charming in its zany defiance). I for one was such 

ardent little feminist that in (an admittedly subtle) rebel
lion, I decided I would be damned if I waited to become a 
bride to choose my china pattern and so bought my first 
porcelain teacups (Royal Worcester) to take with me to col
lege. (God forbid that I should simply forgo the china.) And 
while I was at it, I started a pattern for my best friend, 
Zoe. (Twenty-odd years later, we’re both still adding to 
those patterns; for someone who 
does a lot of cooking for one, I 
weirdly have enough china to 
serve platoons of dinner guests— 
but that’s another story.) Now 
we’re a generation that has 
watched abandonment tear a 
jagged edge through our lives— 
whether through death, divorce, 
or utter confusion about all our 
choices. What we assemble, how
ever painstakingly, we also disas
semble. However devastatingly.

It’s hard for many to go it 
alone—and of course this is just as 
true for men as it is for women.
Forget all the spiritual crises; 
let’s just focus on the little picture.

an

Dominique Browning, editor
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GAGGENAU

Appliances for the Kitchen of a New Era. 
By Gaggenau.

Built-in kitchen appliances from Gaggenau 
express a consistent attitude: the quest for the ideal balance of perfect form, 
highest technology, most attractive appearance and basic practicality. Anyone 
who professes to have good taste knows the Gaggenau line. In each of these 
appliances lies the experience, the ability and the know-how of our specialists. 
Every one of these units stands out in terms of its unique advantages and the 
quality of materials and workmanship. Above all, Gaggenau appliances have 
been awarded many design prizes for their simple beauty and functional design.

The first built-in kitchen appliances
to be launched in Europe bore the distinguished Gaggenau name. Today this 
built-in appliance collection symbolizes the progress attained in kitchen 
technology. For many demanding and discerning people in Europe, North and 
South America, the Near and Far East, the name Gaggenau is synonymous 
with the greatest achievements in kitchen design.

An attractive example is the Gaggenau VG 330 
gas hob, a unique Gaggenau development for those who appreciate Asian 
cuisine. This gas hob is designed specifically to be used with a wok, the round- 
bottomed Chinese pot. The flat-bottomed variant of the wok and other large 
and sturdy round or long pans also fit onto this particularly designed gas hob. 
Its unusually large-size burner produces extremely high heat (max. 17,000 BTU) 
from three different sources simultanously; the center, the inside and the out
side flame rings. The result is fast and precisely controlled heat, which is evenly 
distributed over the large surface of the cooking pot.

Would you like to find out more about this 
exceptional gas hob and the other unique appliances in the Gaggenau collection? 
We will send you the new Gaggenau Magazine! Please mail $5 for shipping 
and handling to Gaggenau USA Corporation, Dept. GGH2,425 University Avenue, 
Norwood, MA 02062, to receive the most outstanding and beautiful appliance 
catalog of the industry. Included are the addresses of the dealers nearest you.
To order with MasterCard or Visa, please call Gaggenau USA Corp.at 800-929-1125

The Difference is Gaggenau.or visit us at www.Gaggenau.com.



Gretchen Bellinger is Stepping Out'r..and she's Delightfully Dotty.'TM

Awning''* canvas stripe 
taupe/grey

Stepping Out'" wool jacquard 
gnege & olive/aqua

Rowboat'" textured weave 
taupe/grey

-w-

.

II l« u eOrfb fct
ttraw.-r**

Rhumba"' cotton chintz 
mountain clematis

Boathouse'" seersucker 
taupe/dark grey

Two Step'" ottoman weave 
cream/celadon

mm

■6

o

r

■\teV'A''A'u•e
Wv'V
m/

fiS Saranac*" cotton jacquard 
I taupe/grey

Josephine'" iridescent silk 
celadonite

5 Gretchen Bellinger 
shows her spirit in a collection 

that steps out ahead 
of the ordinary.

Gretchen Bellinger Inc

31 Ontario Street Cohoes New York 12047 3413 

Telephone 518 235 2828 Facsimile 518 235 4242 

Gretchen Bellinger'" fabrics are available 

internationally through architects and designers.

a

S

Gretchen Bellinger'
Delightfully Dotty " cotton jacquard 
lime mousse

Polka Dot'" dotted sheer 
lime mousse





SUSPENSION FIXTURE IN ONE. THREE. EIGHT OR TWELVE PENDANT FORMATION,

FLOSLS4
FLOS USA INC, 200 M^KAV ROAD HUNTINGTON STATION NEW YORK 117U6 TEL 516 5U9 27H5 FAX 516 5A9 4220

1 800 939 3567
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A classic? It's timeless styling, elegance and sophistication all woven together. It's Karastan. For details, call I-800-234-M20 ext, B2,
Coltection of TeaWash'"Rugs. ©1998 Karastan.Shown: Persian Vase, from the Samovar
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B&B Italia. The choice for quality, harmony and modern living.

B&BCharles, designed by /Vitonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 800-872-1697 
B&B ttalla U.S.A., Inc. 150 East 58 Sft-eet, New York, 
Internet: http;//bebitalla,lt
Also available thrcmgh Architects and Interiors Designers. Timeless and Treasured



Dry your baby off.



A front porch is a bit of paradise close to home. This indoor/outdoor room is the soul 
of spring and summer, an easy zone where house meets garden. Also this month, 
the best hotel bathtubs, Victoria Hagan’s House Rules, the Eameses’ splintered 
past, and The 20-Minute Gardener’s discovery of the true value of seedlings.
HousecyGarden • MAY 1998



PORCH PROCESSION

time outdoors in a com
fortable way.” For some 
architects, porches are 
mandatory. “Any house I 
build in the country has 
a screened porch auto
matically,” says Mar
garet McCurry of the 
Chicago firm Tigerman 
McCurry. “They really 
are outdoor rooms.” 

While some porches 
are de facto mudrooms, 
others are warm-weather 
living rooms, “I live on 
my porch in the sum
mertime,” says New York 
architect Debra Wass- 
man. “Porches give you a 
sense that you arc part of 
the house. There’s a feel
ing of safety and warmth 

you don’t get from sitting on the grass.” 
Though porches hark back to simpler 
times, their decoration doesn’t have to 
be spartan. “It’s become very popular to 
put fireplaces on them,” says Wassman. 
“We’ve even put in chandeliers.”

Peri Wolfman, the SoIIo housewares 
retailer, put a fireplace on her screened 
porch in Bridgehampton, New York. “We 
don’t even go into our living or dining 
room in the summer,” she says. Becau.se of 
the fireplace, she can use the porch in 
December for her annual Christmas 
party. “It’s where the smokers congre
gate,” says Wolfman, offering yet another 
theory about why porches have become 
so popular once again.

400 B.C.
The porticus—a covered entryway 

flanked by columns—is built 
on Greek temples to provide 

a transitional space between the 
exterior and interior

1610
The Palace of the Governors in Santa 

Fe is built with a high-roofed loggia 
that shades the interior

1700s
Taking a cue from native architecture, 

colonialists build verandas on their 
houses in India and the West Indies

open-air lairs
t’s not merely nostalgia that’s respon
sible for the renaissance of the porch. 
“People are seeking a connection to 
the outdoors,” says Susan Maney, 
director of marketing for the National 

Association of the Remodeling Industry. 
“The trend is toward opening up the house 
and creating a bridge between the interior 
and exterior. People spend so much time 
inside working that they’re seeking new 
ways to be in touch with nature.”

Wisconsin architect Lou Host-Jablonski, 
who has added porches to several houses, 

'People want to spend more

i;^

1787
George Washington erects a two- 

story porch at Mount Vernon, where 
guests can sit and enjoy Potomac 

River breezesnotes:

1845
Cottage-style houses are buiK across 
America, giving birth to the prototypi

cal American front porch, which is 
usually covered with flowering vines

the decoration of porches
If only we could ask Edith Wharton 

& Ogden Codman, Jr., for advice

When the town of Wilson, North Carolina, proposed 

i banning old sofas and other "indoor furniture" from 

I porches earlier this year. The New York Times con- 

I sidered the story front-page news. After all. there's 
' no consensus on what besides wicker is proper 

porch furniture. "You don't put aluminum poo! furni- 

ture on a front porch." says architect Margaret McCurry. 

But upholstered pieces are not an alternative, according to 

interior designer David Easton. “You can’t do that." says Easton, who nevertheless 

believes in lavishly decorated porches. "Damp and humidity can rum real furniture."

/ .•'is*

1857
Calvert Vaux writes; “The veranda is 
perhaps the most specially American 
feature of a country house, and noth
ing can compensate for its absence”

back of bookFrit all Sources36
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24 LIGHT DIAMANTS BISEAUX CHANDELIER. $36,000.
AT BACCARAT 41 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY, 800-777-0100.
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PORCH PROCESSION

Domestic B' 1880s
Inexpensive, factory-made screens 
make the screened porch popular

POR

Company and 
North Carolina’s Hat- 

teras Hammocks. This 
year Hattera.s introduced the 

Poolside Collection of breathable, 
vinyl-coated hammocks in robust 

stripes and a soigne ivy jacquard. “If you lie 
in one in a wet bathing suit, it dries 
quickly,” says Rudd. “Nobody likes lying in 
a damp hammock.” Still, the basic cotton- 

ammocks, like barbecues and ceil- rope hammock remains the best-seller at 
ing fans, are becoming gentri- both companies, though a version made 
fied. “Now that people devote so from soft-spun green or blue polyester rope 

much attention to decorating their interi- (above) is increasingly popular. And since 
ors, they want to dress their yards, too," lazing around is self-indulgent, many peo- 
says Laureen Rudd, marketing director pie refrain from buying hammocks for 
for the Hammock Source, which owns themselves but love to get them as gifts. 
South Carolina’s Pawleys Island Hammock Says Rudd; “Father’s Day is our big holiday”

Queen Anne-style houses with 
wraparound verandas are erected

^wfng tW®

1910
The bungalow, which has a stoop 

attached to its front porch, 
becomes a popular housing style

1930s
The noise and fumes from automo
bile traffic make sitting on the front 

porch less appealing
PEANUTS

IVE BEEN FEEUN6 SOfTT 
OF LONEL't'TONISHT.. 
COULPMfFRIENPANOI 
COME IN AND SIT IN ONE 
OF YOUR PORCH SWiNBS 
FOR A FEW MINUTES?

'<E5,5iR..I SAW 
yOUR 6ARDEN 

SUPPLY STORE 
WA55TU OPEN..

THANK
YOU..

1950s
Television and air-conditioning keep 
Americans indoors, so builders cease 

putting porches on new houses

hues you can use 1980s
The building code for Seaside, 

Florida, requires porches 
(to encourage socializing)

Gear has made sure you’ll want to 
look at this furniture year-round, too.

Min addition to traditional green, 
W white, and navy, the Front 

Porch collection comes 
B in ten sophisticated 

shades, left, such as 
sage, olive, cappuc- 
cino, and chicory, 
which facilitate seri- 

- ous decorating of out
door rooms. Ann Lehery, 

Gear’s director of product 
development, imagines that 

adventurous .souls will mix hues. 
“But most people,” she sighs, “buy 
everything in one color.

ast summer, Lloyd/Flanders, 
which has seventy-five years 
of experience with 
wicker furniture,
 introduced 

its first collection in 
conjunction with (jear, 
the home-furnishings 
company that spear
headed the mix- 
and-match American- 
country look twenty 
years ago. Called the Front ^
Porch collection, the line of 
all-weather wicker—which includes a’^ 
porch swing, love-seat glider, and steamer 
chair—was built to endure the elements.

•v

'/I
3
p
9A I

A Robert A. M. Stern builds Hamptons 
“cottages” with elaborate porches

2m o|
1996

In Celebration, Florida, Disney’s 
planned town, design guidelines 

encourage the building of porchesciiij

38
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HOME AWAY FROM HOME

tubs for travelers
ii-'•uultiple phone lines and fax machines are no 

longer enough. Increasingly, sophisticated 
travelers are choosing hotels based on their bath

rooms. “If you think about it, guests spend more waking hours 
in the bathroom than the rest of the room,” says Peter

Remedies, whose design firm 
was responsible for the fabled 
tubs in New York’s Four 
Seasons Hotel, which fill in 
an amazing sixty seconds.

“Bathrooms are key,” says 
socialite Blaine Trump, who 
calls the his-and-hers bath
rooms at Harrah’s Hotel in Lake 
Tahoe “quite brilliant.”

Designer Diane Von Fursten- 
berg also counts the quality 
of a hotel’s bathroom very 
important. “I love the ones at 
Claridge’s in London,” she 
explains, “because of the deep 
tubs and large showerheads.” 

At Shutters on the Beach in 
Santa Monica, guests soak with 
views of the ocean. Views aren’t 
lost on Dan Dobrowolski of 
Wisconsin’s Canoe Bay, but he 
wants to eliminate bathrooms 
altogether. Rather chan stick 
them on “at the end of a suite,” 
he says, “we integrated the 
bathroom into the rest of the 
rooms.” Tubs are in the bed
rooms—often next to a fire
place or a window. “You can sit 
in the tub and watch the sun 
set over the lake,” observes 
Dobrowolski. “It’s better than 
looking at a toilet.”

Itli !> Ik
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JUST REDO IT
■ t was probably a shelter magazine that gave Lucy and 

Ethel the crazy confidence to try building a brick barbe

cue and wallpapering a bedroom back in the 1950s on / 

Love Lucy. “Magazmes were the engines of the do-it- 

yourself movement.” says Carolyn M. Goldstein, a curator at 

the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C. and 

author of the new book Do It Vburse/f: Home Improvement in 

20th-Century America (Princeton Architectural Press). "By 

using the language of 'before and after,' they encouraged 

middle-class people to continually look for ways to improve 

their homes." Goldstein's book is illustrated with advertise

ments that show how pre-women's movement housewives 

were encouraged to panel their attics, tile their floors, and 

shingle their roofs. "Suburban women in the 1950s.” says 

Goldstein, “were looking for meaningful things to do."

[SHUTTERS ON THE BEACH

CANOE BAY

— LYGEIA GRACE

heaven-sent
t sun and light summer showers, 

^ / Manufactured by the same people
/ who make the TopsyTail hair con- 

y traption, the Halo comes in five colors 
and costs $35 (to order, call 800-55-topsy). 

yr Senga Mortimer, House & Garden's itinerant 
garden editor, has just one word for this clever 

'creation: "Divine.

godsend on a garden tour, the f'j 
Halo solves an age-old probleni | 
how to travel with a wide- V 

brimmed hat. When folded up and placed \ 
in its coordinating pouch, this versatile top- \ 
per fits snugly in a sporty duffel or the most \ 

delicate handbag. When the hat is open, its ' 
five-inch brim artfully protects you from both —SABINE ROTHMAN

HouseCJ'Gardcn • may 199840
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the white stuff
KitchenAid’s search for a new neutral
The proper ofF-white is the Holy Grail of interior design. No wonder 

k KitchenAid was especially meticulous about concocting a “new neu- 

V tral" exterior color for its kitchen appliances. To make sure its off- 
\ white would be a .success, the company decided to match its shade 
\ to those with track records: DuPont Corian’s Bisque, introduced 
IL in 1992, and Kohler’s Biscuit line of sinks and fixtures, which 
% also came on the market in 1992. After some internal debate, 
% KitchenAid named its off-white Biscuit, too. But Don 
\ Stuart, KitchenAid’s marketing communications manager, 

had another idea. “I wanted to call it Biscotti,” he jokes.
NAME Victoria Hagan
RESIDENCE New York City apartment
RESUME Interior designer known
for elegantly eclectic rooms, whose
clients have included Men in Black
director Barry Sonnenfeld
CURRENT PROJECTS A penthouse,
a town house, a beach house
THE FIRST THING I DO WHEN I WAKE
UP IS See my children
I CANT GO TO SLEEP WITHOUT
Seeing my children
I SLEEP ONLY ON weekends and
holidays
MY REFRIGERATOR IS ALWAYS 
STOCKED WITH Tab 
I WATCH TELEVISION To keep up 
with the news
MY FAVORITE PLACE TO READ IS 
The beach
THE BEST VIEW IN MY APARTMENT 
IS FROM The west windows, to catch 
the sunset
THE MOST USED ROOM IN MY 
HOUSE IS My bedroom 
MY LIVING ROOM IS VACUUMED BY 
A Hoover
THE LAST PIECE OF FURNITURE 
I BOUGHT FOR MYSELF WAS A Chi
nese altar table
MY DREAM HOUSE IS A secret 
THE NEXT DECORATING PROJECT 
I’M GOING TO DO FOR MYSELF IS 
My garden on Long Island 
A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME UNLESS 
You can share it with people you love

water show
C ontrary to conventional wisdom, cappuccino is 

not every hipster’s cup of tea. For modernists 

who boil water for their daily brew, these translucent poly

propylene plastic teakettles are manna from Canada. Man

ufactured by Toastess. which has been making standard ■ 

electric kettles for thirty-eight years, these see-through plas-

I'T

m

tic pots do the seemingly impossible: turn boiling water into art.

Q
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Further proof that the mania for mid-century modernism is infiltrating the suburbs: To attract a high style-conscious consumer, 
Honda set the current commercial for its Odyssey minivan in the home of an anonymous suburban couple who decorate with the 
familiar and fashionable modernist designs of Eero Saarinen, Eames, and George Nelson. “I was thinking maybe we could get a 
minivan,” the husband suggests. The wife laughs hysterically at the irony of such a prospect.

According to Virginia Lee, who designed the set for the commercial, the TV couple think minivans symbolize “suburban bloat 
and poor taste.” But because they live in a house decorated in the milieu of the moment, their nascent approval suggests that the 
Odyssey might actually represent good design. Above, we pinpoint what makes this commercial a hot spot.

Z

o

—JOYCE BAUTISTA

House Garden • may 199842
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Jacuzzi’s new vision
avc you always fantasized about television monitor an optional feature 
showering with the Baywatch of the J-Allure, his latest combination 
babes or the Chicago Bulls? Well, whirlpool bath/steam bath/shower sys- 

Roy Jacuzzi can make your dreams come tcm. “1 believe families worldwide are 
true. The man who invented the whirl- looking for new ways to relax,” says 
pool bath thirty years ago has made a Jacuzzi. Like its cousin the J-Dream II

(which is a shower sys
tem only), the J-Allure is 
designed for two people to 
use at once and comes with a 
CD player and radio.

While Jacuzzi (who has 
more than 250 patents on his 
resume) is catering to midti- 
taskers with the J-Alhirc. he 
has not forgotten the New 
Agers and athletes who 
think of bathing as escapi<an 
and therapy. He has also 
come up with the newJ-Sha 
whirlpool bath, engineered 
to simulate a Shiatsu finger
tip massage. The company 
consulted with masseuses 
to design the sybaritic tub: 
the backrest has thirty-two 
microjets, which are acti
vated sequentially to mimic 
the rolling pressure of an 
actual massage.

flying colors
hat we do is take the mystery 
and headache out of wall 
glazes,” s^ specialty painter 

Kathy Farley, of Art Decor in Berkeley, CA 
(510-527-3904). Three years ago, Farley and 
her business partner and husband, Michael 
Shemchuk, began spreading their consid
erable knowledge about creating profes
sional wall finishes. The couple now sells 
“paint recipes”—instructions on how to 
mix and apply custom wall glazes—by mail.

Their formulations include easy-to- 
follow instructions for choosing a base 
coat and blending Benjamin Moore 
paints to produce the top glaze. The first 
recipe costs $20; each additional one 
is S15. With Art Decor’s detailed direc
tions, you can concoct a glaze and 
paint your walls a variety of rustic colors, 
from burnt copper to smoky lilac. The 
couple will also design an individualized 
glaze to ^ordinate with, say, that sienna 
tile you brought back from Italy or 
the pale-green couch you 
just picked at an antiques 
store."“It’s really like operat
ing a long-distance interior 
design iervice,” Farley says.

— BARBARA MMGilTON

CLICHE ALERT

KEEP ON TUCKIN’
If your neighbors' kids start holding camp-outs in 

their driveways, blame the folks at the Company 

Store and Garnet Hill. In their spring catalogues, 

both mail-order firms feature full-page photos of virv 

tage pickup trucks—the status car among weekend 

farmers—made up with sheets, pillows, and quilts.

the eames legacy says Peter Loughrey, a Los Angeles dealer in 20th-century design. 
Using a mold of Charles’s leg, the couple designed an ergonomic 
splint that could be stamped out in one piece. It was their first 
success using mass-produced molded plywood. By the end of the 
wai; they had mastered the process and quickly ad^ed it for their 
famous chairs. Today, Loughrey sells the Navy-surplus splints, 
many still in Ray’s original brown-paper packaging, for $125 each 
(for information, call 213-845-9456). Why so little for a piece of 
design history? “The Eameses’ theories of mass production were 

to drive down costs," Loughrey explains.
“Because they made so many splints, I can’t 

charge an arm and a leg.”

In 1941,Charlcsand Ray Eamcswcrc intent on developinga chair 
that could be manufactured in a simple, money-saving process. 
But as soon as they began, they were compelled to stop: Washing
ton demanded that major machinery and materials be directed 
only to the war effort. So the Eameses became Navy contractors.

“Charles saw that the government needed leg splints,”

c*:
— L, G.

HouaeCTGarden < may 199844
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tt One of the problems of 
drinking coffee is that you drink 
about a halt a cup, then you get 
on to doing other things, and 
the coffee gets cold. Thus, you 
waste coffee. Not when you 
use one of these marvelous 
devices. Mug warmer.
Electric. 93-point-25-dash-1, 
it says. And it is a very 
efficient way of keeping your 
coffee warm. Drink it whenever you want it Fail-safe item.

C4
51
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f , BENCHES tA k<^

In today's compet- 

itive gardening 

Sjptworld, it’s not enough 

ft to have a green thumb,

1 You need a good eye 

H and knockout trellises, 

g birdbaths, sundials, \
H urns, and jardinieres.

The New York Botanical 

HR Garden’s sixth annual 

Antique Garden Furniture 

Show and Sale (April 24 
to 26) is a good place to ^ 

shop for items like this 

$2,500 cast-iron trellis.
A

from Judith & James Milne, 

Inc,, one of the show’s 

twenty-two dealers.

— BY PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH 
FOR THE MOCK-UP OF HtS CAMP DAVID OFFICE AT THE BUSH PRESIDENTIAL 

LIBRARY AND MUSEUM IN COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

EXTRAI EXTRAI

the mark of distinction -X

he dirty little secret of Manhattan’s 
movers and shakers Ls their addiction 
to the New York Post's gossip columns, 

which they read every morning before they 
read The New York Times. This winter, % 

a series of name-dropping advertise
ments, the feisty tabloid tried to 

demonstrate that some of its read
ers are affluent sophisticates (and 

not strapped-for-cash straphangers). 
She loves Blass (and his clothes), supports 

Municipal Art Society, decorates with Mark, devoted 
to Liz,” read one of the ads. Clearly, Liz is columni.st Liz Smith. 
And Mark? Well, everyone presumed it was Mark Hampton, the 
impeccable interior designer whose clients have included Brooke 
Astor, Barbara Bush, Pamela Harriman, and Henry Kravis. “Of 
course I am the Mark in the ad,” said Hampton. “But my real 
concern is that my wife, Duane, is simply referred to as ‘she’!”

- \
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the little red book that could «•
Chairman is the perfect book forfendsitters. Weighing in at 600 pages, ifea witty and entertaining tribute to 

Rolf Fehtoaum, leader of 'Yitra. the innaratiaa^wiss furniture company knowrtlDr its extraordinary 
^ chairs. The 6" x 4 book (Princeton Architectural Press, $35) chronicles the rise of Vttra ana the many 

designers—from George Nelson to Frank Gehry—who contributed to.iissueeess. Composed almost 
entirely of photographs. Chairman's cinematic scope is the work of M&Co’s Tibor Kalman. -! wanted 

It to be like a documentary abouttiis life;’'-a*piains the desi^r, who was commissioned to do the 
ject to mark Fehibaum’s receiving Germany’s Federal Award for Design Leadership. “As you lurrrthe page^: 
feel like you are going from scene to scene. This book uses pictures like words and words like

OI

Biy-...«
l-u s, \

O
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*Domestic Bliss THE GAME PLAN

1) Sow seeds in ceil 
packs—segmented plastic 
seedling trays—filled with 
packaged seed>starting 
mix. Plant seeds !4>inch 
deep, 2 or 3 seeds per com
partment, and water well.

THE 20-MINUTE GARDEN

■Cl •:

r...

ly . 2) Place tray under a 4- 
. foot-long, two-tube, fluo

rescent-light fixture; a 
shop light equipped with 
one cool white and one 
warm white tube is ideal.

// !■.

ly
'5,

7

get your red-hots!
The right tomato seedlings are the best currency

or Tom, the seedlings he .started under 
fluorescent lights in his basement had 
always been a cherished symbol of self- 
sufficiency. But then Marty explained 

that, really, such .seedlings are just bait.
Gardening may seem like an idyll, but only to 

outsiders. There’s always some neighbor who 
has better sources for plants and an obsessive 
focus that a 20-minute gardener can’t match. 
He gets the ‘Italian White’ sunflowers that 
make your old ‘Russians Mammoths’ look as 
cheap as Soviet suits. He orders early and gets 
the new daylily hybrid that’s sold out when you 
finally call the nursery. Think this plant miser 
will share? Absolutely—because he wants a cut 
of your seedlings.

The trick, Marty insists, is to figure out what 
what will be this year’s hot tomato. Everyone— 
even the know-it-all down the street

American tomato of intense color and flavor. It 
was the provenance, though, that fascinated the 
professor across the street and persuaded him 
to part with seed from his “perennial German 
lettuce.” That proved to be a particularly sweet- 
flavored strain of mache, and it has returned 
spontaneously every spring and fall in Tom’s 
salad garden, providing labor-free greens on 
which to serve his tomatoes.

Last year, Marty recommended being practi
cal, so Tom sowed ‘Stupice,’ a cold-hardy Czech 
immigrant. These plants actually ripened fruit in 
the garden of Tom's mother-in-law, in the 
Berkshire Hills of western Massachusetts—a 
first, Tom swapped his surplus ‘Stupice’ seedlings 
for a supply of chic llama manure from his 
mother-in-law’s neighbor.

This year, Tom is planning a garden completely 
free of vulgar red. He has started seedlings of 
‘Black Prince,’ a black-fruited Siberian variety, and 
‘Great "White,’ a white-fruited beefsteak tomato.

Marty, meanwhile, claims he’s found an eas
ier way. He’s having his bargaining chips deliv
ered, ready to trade, from the Santa Barbara 
Heirloom Nursery. Its “Rainbow Collection” 
covers all bases with purple, red, yellow, green, 
and white fruit as well as marbled tomatoes of 
red, green, and yellow. There’s no black, but 
Marty figures he can work a deal with Tom.

TOM CHRISTOPH tR AND MARTY ASHER

3) Hang the fluorescent 
fixture six inches over 
the seed tray to warm the 
soil. Drape a tent of alu
minum foil over the light 
fixture and tray. Leave 
light on 24 hours a day, 
and keep seeds moist.

,r -■
v<-

...

grows
tomatoes, and tomatoes are the very easiest 
plant to start from seed. In four weeks you can 
transform a paper packet of seeds into a trayful 
of irresistible bargaining chips.

Three years ago, following Marty’s advice, 
Tom focused on heirlooms. He started two

4) When seedlings emerge 
(6 to 10 days), snip off ail 
but one plant in each com
partment. Prop up one side 
of the aluminum-foil tent 
to ensure air circulation. 
Leave lights on 16 hours 
daily, gradually raising 
them as seedlings grow.

trays of‘Brandywine’ seedlings. This century- 
old Amish tomato bears medium to large fruits 
with a truly vintage flavor. With those seedlings, 
Tom scored his first white sunflowers. The next 
year, Tom sowed ‘Cherokee Purple,’ a native
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when I hear 
low prices 
on a can of paint
I say

wait a
second.

My fiouse
wfiere my

Deserves
tneSest.

Professionals tell you

doing it rig fit
the first time

costs less than
doing it over.

That's why I use the

Best Paint
Benjamin Moore

And I get the

Best Advice
front my

Benjamin Moore Dealer.

Thats the hesl way
to the best look te Best Paint ^he Best AMMBenjamin Moore.

-

For the heatich of your nearest
Benjamin Moore dealer call l-S?i'-6PAir#6





HuntingC^
ering

GOT RIC Bowl, $35,
Sara, Cumix 2.
Aero, NYC. 3.
$85, Takashima]
4. Napkins, $25,
Goodman. 5. AsiapI
ware, $34 a setting,
Laman, Montecito, C
6. Bud vase, $165, and
7. Teapot, $90, Aero, NYC.
8. Teacup, $20, and 9.
ment dish, $85 for set of 6,
Sara, Cumix, Inc. 10. Tray,
$375, Aero. 11. Tablecloth,
$425, Christofie.

First there was Chinese takeout, then pad thai, then impossible-to-get reservations 
at Nobu. Having long influenced the Western palate, Asians arc now changing the 
look of our plates, too. Call it the fusion table, where traditional flatw'are and crys
tal mix with silver chopsticks and square plates, and tea is served in handleless 
cups small enough to cradle in your palms. Also this month, an excuse for vanities.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAY ZUKERKORN PRODUCED BY BROOKE STODDARD

STYLED BY MARGOT NIGHTINGALE 51



WITH ITS EXQUISITE FORMS AND NATURAL GLAZES, Asian tablcwaie has been 

finding its way onto Western tables, both in imported pieces and in local interpretations 
by companies as diverse as Williams-Sonoma and Aero, NYC. Now that even Christofle,

set, from Calvin Klein Home. 8. Botanical plate, $58, and 
9. Napkins, $25 to $42, from Bergdorf Goodman. 10. Lotus 
salad bowl, $55, from Laurie Gates Designs, Los Angeles, 
CA. 11. Banana Leaf platter, $14 to $64, available from 
Wllliams-Sonoma. 12. Silver chopsticks, $48, from Shanghai 
Tang, NYC. 13. Rhodes tablecloth, $220, from Christofle.

INSPIRED BY NATURE I.Asiaphile Capiz bowl, $12, from 
The Gardener, Berkeley, CA. 2. Green Bamboo bowl, $35, 
from Bergdorf Goodman. 3. Este plate, about $75, from Vietrl 
Inc. 4. Tommy Chartreuse hock glass, $298, from Saint Louis.
5. Two Fish vase, $150, from Christofle. 6. Perfection Rhine 
wineglass, $135, from Baccarat. 7. Mercer flatware, $60 a

1 louseiJ'Garclen • MAY 199852





Huntin
BLUE MOON 1. Condiment 
dish, $85 a set, Sara, Cun4x, 
inc. 2. Siiver chopsticks,
$48, Shanghai Tang, NYC.
3. Smaii blue fish plate, $18, 
Felissimo. 4. and 5. Periwinkle 
plates, $26 to $46, Global 
Table, NYC. 6. Japanesn 
bowl, $70, Aero. 7. Viviamna 
flatware, $99, Georg JaMMi.
8. Asian bowl and spdbn, 
$160 a setting, Christjolne.

9. Kyoto plate, $15, Uanrle 
Gates Designs. 10. piartet 
$21, Felissimo. 11. Pl<^, f 

$12, Williams-Sonom&
12. Flatware, Calvin li^Un 

Home. 13. Chopstick bow^l^^ 

$49, WI1liams-Sonomtt«
14. Celadon plate,
Sara, Cumix, Inc. 1^ Mongo*' 
lian square plate.
Table. 16. Aldabhrsf cocktail 
table, Dakota Jac 
Sources, see backl of book.

Global '

NYC.

the venerable French dinnerware firm, has introduced an Asian table setting that coordi
nates with its classic porcelain service, the East-meets-West table is clearly here to stay. 
As with fusion cuisine, the results are wholly original: square plates alternate with round 
rice bowls that coexist with European crystal, and flatware gets handles of bamboo. The 
ceramics borrow forms and palettes from nature: one bowl is shaped like a lotus flower, 
one is rimmed in bamboo; pastel glazes are like pale roses and summer leaves. The under
lying theme is attention to detail and to the lovely ceremony of dining well.
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you're so vain
SITTING PRETTY Poiscd in front of this table, part of Baker’s 18th-century collection, we 
assemble our precious possessions, like crystal powder jars and vintage perfume bottles. We 
open the drawers in which our bangles and beads nestle, adorn ourselves, and luxuriate in 
the table’s rich mahogany Simple, decorated, and appreciated. The beauty of vanity^ii^

bottles, $135 to $195, cosmetic case, $395, powder puff, $55, Taka
shimaya, NYC. 800-753-2038. Necklaces, Verdura, NYC. 212-758-3388. 
Vase, $405, powder jar, $538, Sentimento, NYC. 212-750-3111. Dress, 
$2,329, Shanghai Tang, NYC. 212-888-0111. Rug, Odegard, NYC.

MAKING UP Mahogany dressing table, $4,227, Baker Knapp & 
Tubbs. 800-592-2537. Estee Lauder lipsticks, $15 to $16; Guerlain’s 
Eau de Fleurs de Cedrat, $99; Bergdorf Goodman. 800-218-4918. 
Trish McEvoy brushes, Henri Bendel, NYC. 212-247-1100. Perfume
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what^ news 1,,

Thirsty for color? Try these new designs,
in fluid shapes and hues from coffee 

brown to orange pop. Drink up

i □
1. MOD FORM Jorge Pensi’s
Duna chair for Cassina comes
in eight upholstery colors, as well
as In leather. 800-770-3568.
2. VASE ART French designers Mattia
Bonetti and Elizabeth Garouste
created this limited-edition ceramic
Boogie Woogie vase, $1,170,
Neotu, NYC. 212-262-9250.
3. SO PURE Moen’s Pure Touch
filtering faucet system, $450,
purifies tap water. 800-buv-moen.

4. SEATING PLAN Plati & Young’s
King Tubby chair, $941, in natural
wicker over tubular steel. From
Driade through Domus Inc.,
Atlanta, GA. 404-872-10S0.
S. COLOR WHEELS Carlo Cuminl’s
Take tables, $150 each, come with
removable tray tops available in 139
colors. From Horm SRL. 800-645-7250.
6. VODKA OR GIN? Summer Hill’s
Swing Collection by Rela Gleason
includes this Martini table, $2,830,
in a variety of gilded finishes.
Summer Hill Ltd., Redwood City,
CA. 650-363-2600.
7. DESIGNER HOMAGE This plate.
$150, is part of a limited-edition
series of designs by the late Piero
Fornasetti. Barneys New York. 212-
826-8900. Sources, see back of book.





Seita J We make the Worlds Best Mattress.
m
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live with.Art to

poggen
TTie Uitimate KitEhen

I------------------------------POCCENPOHL STUDIOS: Atlanta, CA 404-816-7275 • Boston, MA 800-696-6662
Chicago. IL 512-755-9023 • Dania, FL 954-923-2688 • Detroit, Mi 248-624-7500 • LOS Angeies, CA 510-289-4901 • Naples, FL 941-263-4699 • New York, NY 212-228-3354 

Palm Springs, CA 760-346-1499 • Paramus, NJ 201-587-9090 • Philadelphia, PA 215-557-8550 • San Diego. CA 619-581-9400 • Toronto. Canada 905-731-4556

Poggenpohl pfooucts are also available tnrougn fine architects and designers To order our comprehensive catalog, please send JiS.OO to: 
Poggenponi U.S., Inc., 145 U.S. Hwy 46 west - suite 200. Wayne, NJ 07470. Phone: 1-B00-387-Q555 or 975-812-8900. Oept. HC2. wvi/w.poggenponi-usa.com



At Elizabeth Arden Salons

Elizabeth Arden
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Object Lesson
RUB*A-DUB Savoytub, 
$1,899, plus $335 for legs, 
has a white enamel interior 
and a plain cast4ron exterior 
that can be decorated; Nor
folk tub filler, $2,058; Akd 
limestone flooring, $8.69 per 
sq. ft., outlined with Beach 
Pebbles, $11 for a 1-lb. bag, 
all from Waterworks. Towels 
and bath caddy, ABC Carpet 
& Home, NYC. Bath towel, 
$19.95, from Crate & Barrel.

[J
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/
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‘soaklhSi tubs
Soaking tubs, with their suggestion of ample leisure time, seem slightly 
old-fashioned, even when their designs are modern. But these freestanding 
bathtubs are back, and their popularity reflects a new appreciation of form, 
craftsmanship, and time-honored materials such as cast iron, wood, and 
copper. Most are deep enough to get you up to your neck in hot water.

WRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH PRODUCED BY NEWELL TURNER
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Object Lesson
SOAKING TUBS
Annie Kelly, a Los Angeles decorator 
and stylist, recently found herself 
debating the topic of bathtubs with a 
local real-estate developer fond of 
installing indoor whirlpool baths. “That 
was the craze here in the 1980s,” Kelly 
says, “but it turned out nobody used 
them. Too much fuss.”

Her clients now want what their 
grandparents may have had; a tub that

for leisurely baths, these tubs also serve 
another purpose. “They act like a piece 
of sculpture sitting there in the bath
room,” she says. “They become a fea
ture of the room."

It’s all part of a general trend in the 
design community to bring back 
objects and materials “that remind us of 
a time when things were simpler,” says 
New York architect David Mann.

is freestanding and in which they can 
take long, hot soaks. Unlike whirlpool 
baths, with their molded acrylic seats 
and noisy jets, soaking tubs are a quiet 
way to relax. They are also more ele
gant, with choices ranging from deep 
copper basins to sexy new European 
designs in stainless steel and wood. 
Since the California movers and shak
ers Kelly works with rarely have time

sculptureTHEY ACT LIKE A PIECE OF

SITTING THERE IN THE BATHROOM. THEY

BECOME A FEATURE OF THE ROOM

Ann IE Kelly

Decorator and Stylist. L.A.

He frequently uses vintage tubs in his
work. He tiled an entire room in the
Hamptons in blue-glass mosaic, leaving
it empty save for a white cast-iron bath
tub. The room had French windows
that opened onto surrounding rooms,
so the tub was visible from several van
tage points in the house.

For an apartment in Manhattan,
Mann combined a bedroom and bath-

into one large room, and used aroom
claw-foot tub, open on three sides, as a
design element in the space.

When things float in a room like that.
you get a better quality of space,” he says.

OLYMPIC METAL The Archeo copper
bath, $41,708 including copper hardware.
is handcrafted in France. From Kallista
through Martin Lane, Los Angeies, CA.
Woven-leather-and-wood stool, $75 to
$175, from Afghanistan, Craft Caravan
Inc., NYC. Jumbo cup and saucer, $32,
in celadon crackled ceramic, by Jars
through Alga Bar, Los Angeles.
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THROUGH LEADING INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS
Showroom: D&D BUILDING. 979 THIRD AVENUE. NEW YORK. NY 1(1022 (212) 753 44SH 
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Object Lesson

JAPAN’S BATH
In Europe and colonial America, 
bathing was often viewed with 
a certain suspicion (Benjamin 
Franklin’s critics loved to make 
fun of his penchant for the tub). 
But in Japan, baths have always 
been a central part of the culture. 
As early as the third century, 
Chinese voyagers recorded the 
cleansing rituals that were a 
part of Shinto.

While Japan’s sentos, or public 
baths, are well-known, the furo, 
or private bath, traditionally made 
of hinoki cypress and installed in 
a small freestanding building 
opening onto a garden, is equally 
important. A modern version of 
the furo is being made in Oregon 
out of Port Orford cedar—essen
tially the same wood as hinoki. 
The manufacturer. Oriental 
Hinoki Products, has modernized 
this soaking tub. While the clas
sic furo had a fire underneath it 
to heat the water, this one uses 
an electrical heating system that 
keeps the water at a constant 
temperature. Instead of the tub 
being emptied after use, a filter 
keeps the water clean.

According to Frangoise de 
Bonneville in Le livre du bain, the 
bather washes thoroughly before 
entering the furo, then soaks 
silently until the “spirit drifts.”
You know you've stayed in long 
enough, she says, when you find 
yourself reciting haiku In the tub.

u I LIKE TO LEAVE CAST-IRON TUBS OPEN

ON THREE SIDES, NOT PUSHED AGAINST A WALL.

quality of spaceYOU GET A BETTER

David Mann 
Architect. NYC

CLAW-FOOTED CLASSIC
The most popular freestanding tub is 
one our ancestors would recognize: the 
Victorian tub in cast iron, standing on 
claw feet that have an occasional 
gargoyle’s head thrown in for good mea
sure. The recent popularity of the design 
has created a market in vintage bathtubs,

and now several large manufacturers are 
offering new versions of this classic. 
These come deep enough that you can 
immerse your entire body up to your 
chin in hot water while restingyour arms 
on the traditional curved rims. At up to 
seven feet long and averaging thirty 
inches in width, they are sufficiently

BUILT FOR TWO Kohler Vintage cast-iron bath, $5,078, AF Supply. Towels, 
assorted soaps, and slippers, Portico Bed and Bath, NYC. Stainless-steel footstool, 
$150, and tin plate, $25, C.l.T.E. Design, NYC. Left: Hinoki Hot Soaking Tub,
$3,500 to $4,900, Oriental Hinoki Products, OR.
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Object Lesson
roomy to stretch out in. But if that’s not 
big enough, Kohler has introduced a cast- 
iron Vintage Bath, which, at 72 by 42 
inches, is ample for two.

An advantage of buying a new cast- 
iron bathtub is that it doesn’t need to 
be re-enameled, a process that can cost 
several hundred dollars. Unlike some 
old tubs, new ones also come with 
drainage systems that adapt easily to 
modern building codes, so they can be

fitted with a wider variety of fixtures.
“%u have the flexibility to put this tub 

anywhere in the room,” says Peter Sallick, 
president and CEO of the Waterworks 
bathroom specialty chain, who tracked 
down a German supplier that has made 
cast-iron tubs since the turn of the cen
tury. Sallick points out that these baths 
must be fitted with exposed pipes and 
mixers, unlike most built-in tubs, but he 
feels the design of the metal fixtures only

adds to the tubs’ charm. And while the 
hardware exists to convert them into 
showers, he doesn’t recommend it, since 
cast-iron baths can be awkward to climb 
into, as well as slippery.

LUXURIOUS MATERIALS
Soaking tubs made of materials predating 
cast iron are also being resurrected. In 
San Francisco, Sabina Marble & Granite 
offers tubs chiseled out of slabs of mar
ble. In Milan, designer Andrea Rossetti 
creates beech bathtubs, using computer 
mapping to carve the wood on a vertical 
grain so it doesn’t dry out between 
baths. Linda Smith Johnston, a wood
worker in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, sells 
a mahogany bathtub based on the one 
she created for herself on her boat.

A particularly striking tub is Kallista’s 
hand-hammered copper Archeo bath, a 
gleaming vessel 65 inches long and 31 
inches wide, made in France by the same 
coppersmith firm that repaired the 
Statue of Liberty’s torch. Copper, a nat
ural heat conductor, was favored for bath
tubs in ancient Greece and Rome but 
eventually lost out to materials that were 
easier to mass-produce and clean. For the 
tub to stay shiny, the interior must be pol
ished with a copper cleaner as often as 
once a week (some people prefer the 
greeny-blue look of oxidized copper, in 
which case the cub doesn’t need to be pol
ished much at all). “The maintenance is 
high,” says Kallista’s general manager, 
Christopher Lohmann. But he notes that 
prospective owners of this bathtub, 
which retails for $41,708 for the tub and 
faucets, are likely to have help at home 
for tasks such as polishing copper.

NEW DIRECTIONS
The traditional soaking rub is also 
inspiring new interpretations. In Lon
don, Max Pike Bathrooms sells the 
Ursula tub, an oval bathtub more than 
six feet long and made of seamless 
stainless steel by a Glasgow company, 
Submarine. “It’s amazing,” Pike says.

NEARLY ALL OUR BATHS ARE 19 INCHES 

DEEP. IF you’re GOING TO spoil yourself.
YOU MIGHT AS WELL SPOIL YOURSELF

Max Pike

SHINE ON Ursula seamless stainless- 
steel bathtub, about $16,000, made in 
Glasgow by Submarine. Available through 
Max Pike Bathrooms, London. Wire-mesh 
Rascal chair, $157, bath towel, $66, 
mesh bin, $18, polished-chrome stand, 
$74, and wire coat hanger, $10, all from 
the Conran Shop, London.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Fever
FOR THOSE PLAGUED BY POLLEN, THIS SEASON CAN MEAN MISERY

If every year the' 
arrival of warmer i 
weather begins a 
season of discom- 
fort, you probably 
suffer from spring 
allergies. Classic j 
symptoms include I3l 
sneezing, nasal congestion, throat irri
tation, and itchy, watery eyes, Often 
called "hay fever," spring allergies have 
nothing to do with hay and everything 
to do with pollen, the powder-like 
substance plants and trees release 
during the growing season.

allergies that go unchecked may 
worsen with time. The more irritated 
your body gets from pollen, the more 
sensitive you become. In both cases, 
the best strategy may be medication.

Is It A Cold Or 
An Allergy?
Sneezing, runny nose, itchy 
throat—allergic symptoms can 
be misleading. Maybe you're just 
coming down with an ill-timed 
spring cold? If you agree with one 
or more of the statements below, 
you probably suffer from allergies:

• You don't have any fever, 
aches or pains.

• Symptoms began almost 
immediately and without a 
buiid-up over a few days,

• Your symptoms occur at 
the same time every year.

• Your symptoms are not 
clearing up within a week.

Rx I nr Helic \ k

Antihistamines are oral medications 
that counter the histamines' effect. 
Medications have been developed to 
relieve symptoms and stop the misery 
from escalating. Over-the-counter drugs 
aim to lessen allergies' worst symp
toms, but known side effects include 
drowsiness, fatigue and dehydration. 
However, a whole new category of non
sedating antihistamines (available by 
prescription only) has been introduced 
in the past few years.

It’s War
Think of allergies as a mini
war waging within the body. 
It's a senseless battle- 
allergic reactions are caused 
when the immune system 
overreacts to otherwise 
harmless pollen. Armed for 
some serious fighting, 
the body releases a series 

of chemical weapons called histamines. 
These are the culprits that make you feel 
so awful—they cause unpleasant symp
toms such as wheezing and watery eyes.

Avoiding Pollen
You can help lessen your body’s 
reaction to pollen if you minimize 
your exposure to it. A few steps to 
relieve some of your discomfort:

• Keep your windows and doors 
closed. Use air conditioning 
both at home and in the car.

• Avoid early morning outdoor 
activities. Plants produce the 
greatest amount of pollen 
between 5 and 10 a.m.

• Don't hang laundry outside, where 
pollen can gather on your clothes.

• Shower at night and rinse your 
hair before you go to bed.

• Avoid outdoor exercise in
smoggy areas where pollutants 
may cause further irritation.

Take ActionStronger
Medicine As with any condition, spring allergies 

are best evaluated and treated by 
a physician. Once diagnosed, your 
doctor can determine whether you 
might benefit from medication. In some 
cases, you may be referred to an aller
gist—an internal medicine practitioner 
specializing in the recognition and treat
ment of allergies. Bottom line? There are 
ways to curtail suffering.

If the idea of closing 
your windows to spring's 
sweet smells troubles
you, you're not alone—

allergies place on their 
lives. Furthermore,



NOWIHERE’SALLEGRA™. IHE PRESCRIPnON
SEASONAL ALLERGY MEDICINE THAT LEIS YOU GETOLTTHERE.
Caich some air tike.it*%'cr before this aller^ season. Because this 
season, thcRr’s Allegra.

Onl)’ you know how miscrahleTour seasonal nasal alici^ can 
be—and how some medicines can make you feel, That’s why 
Aliegra was made to gjvc you nondrows)' relief from s)miptoms 
like sneezing, runny nose, and watery, itchy eyes, but lets you 
feel like youiself.

In fact, in tesK conducted by alleigists, drowsiness in people who 
cookAHegra was similar to placebo (sugar pill), 1.3% vs 0.9%, 
The most commonly reported adverse experiences for Allegra

and placebo are cold or flu (2.5% vs 1,5%\ nausea (1.6% vs 
1.5%), and menstrual pain (1.5% vs 0,1%).

And Aliegra is safe to take as prescribed—one capsule, twice a 
day for people 12 and over. MostimponantofalUts 
effectiveness doesn’t wear off as the day wears on.

So discover what it takes to really get out there this year. Ask your 
doctor about Allegra. You just may find that tliis season you’re 
going for it in ahlfo totally cool way.

And check out our website at http://www.ahhh-aUegra.com. 
Please see additional imponant information on adjacent page.



This allergy season, live with ahhhhandon.
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ADVERTISEMENT
Siial SumrriBry of
Prescribing Inlormation as of October 1996

ALLEGRA™
(fexofenadine hydrochloride) Capsules
so mg to win a . windsurfing trip 

for two to 
Lake Tahoe!

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
ALLEGRA'” is indlcalod Icr the relief of symptoms associated with 
seasonal allergic rhinitis In adults and children 12 years of age and older. 
Symptoms treated effectively Include sneezing, rhinorrhea, Itchy 
nos^palate/throat. Ilchy/watery/red eyes.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
ALLEQRA'" Is contraindicated in patients with known hypersensitivity to 
any of Its Ingredients.
PRECAUTIONS 
Drug Interacttona
In two separate studies, fexofenadine nydtochlorlda 120 mg twice daily 
(twice the recommended dose) was co-admlnistered wllh erythromyc 
500 mg every 8 hours or ketoconazole 400 mg once dally under steady- 
state conditlans to normal, healthy volunteers (naa4, each study). No 
diftarences In adverse events or OTc Interval were observed when 
subjects were administered fexofenadine hydrochlohde alone . . 
combination with erythromycin or ketoconazole. The findings of these 
studies are summarized In the followtng table:

Ettecta on Steady-State Fexofenadine Pharmacokinetics 
After 7 Days of Co-Admtnlstrallon with Fexotenadina Hydrochloride 

120 mg Every 12 Hours (twice recommended doaa)
In Normal Volunteers (n=24)

In

or in

Concomitant
Drug Four days and three, nights in beautifidLake Tahoe - here's ho^v to enter to 

win: Circle True or False for the questions below. Then, print your
c AUCss(0-12/l) (Extent of 

systemic exp(3sure)
♦109%

I'Peak'plasma
eonceniraffon)

♦82% name
and address in the space provided and mail to: Windsurfing Sweepstakes 
Conde Xast Publications, 350 Madison .Avenue, 17th. floor, York, .\T 
10017, Attn: Cathy Alessio. You will also receive a complimentary water 
bottle simply for entering, while supplies last.

Erythromycin 
(500 mg every 8 hrs)

Ketoconazole 
(400 mg once dally)
The methanlsms o1 these Interachons are unknown, and the polenltal lor 
mlaractlon with other azole antifungal or mecrolide agents has not been 
studied. These changes in plasma levels were within the range of plasma 
levels achieved in adequate and well-ccntrolled clinical trials. 
Fexofenadine had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of erythromycin 
ketoconazole.

♦135% +164%

or

Ctrdlnwitnwla. Mutaaan—la. InuMlrmerw of FarBIttv 
The carcinogenic potential and reproductive toxicity ol texotenadine 
hydrochlorida were assessed using terfenadlne studies with adequate 
fexolenaOine exposure (based on plasma area-under-the-cun/e (AUC) 
values). No evidence o( carcinogenicity was observed when mice and rats 
ware given dally oral doses of 50 and 1

Name

AddressISO mg/kg otterlenadlne lor 18 and 
24 months, respecllvely; these doses resulted In plasma AUC values of 
texotenadine that were up to lour limes the human therapeutic value 
(based on a 60-mg twioe-dally fexofenadine hydrochloride dose).
In in-vltro (Baclenal Reverse Mulatlon, CHO/HQPRT Forward Wuiatlon, 
anO Rat Lymphocyte Chromosomal Abenatron assaye) and in-v'ivo 
(Mouse Sone Marrow Micronucleus assay) tests, texotenadine 
hydrochloride revealed no evidence of mulagenicity.
In rat lerlllity studies, dose-related reductions In Implants and increases 
in poalimplantation losses were observed at ora! doses equal to .

*'eater than 150 mg/kg of terfenadlne; these dqrses produced plasma 
UC values of texotenadine that were equal to or greater than three 
limes the human therapeutic value (based on a 60-mg twice-daily 

fexofenadine hydrochloride dose).

PisaoancyTeratogenic Ettecls; Category C. There was no evidence of tsrato- 
gemcity In rats or rabbits at oral terfenadlne doses up to 300 mg/kg; 
these doses produced lexofenadlns plasma AUC values that were up to 
4 and 37 limes the humsn therapeutic value (based on a 60-mg 
twrce-dslly texotenadine hydrochloride dose), respectively.
There are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. 
Fexofenadine hydrochloride should be used during pregnancy only It Iha 
potential benetll justiflas the potential risk to the felus.
Nonteratogenlc Ettecta. Dose-related decreases in pup weight gain and 
survival were oOserved In rats exposed to oral doses equal to and greater 
than ISO mg/lcg ol terfenadlne; at these doses the plasma AUC values of 
fexofenadine were equal to or greater than 3 llmea the human therapeutic 
values (based on a 60-mg IwIce-daJly texotenadine hydrochloride dose).

City

Phone Number (optionai)

stale ZIP

True or False?
or

1. Anyone can suffer from spring allergies.

2. Spring allergies are not serious.
3. Spring allergies are a common malady.

4. Since allergies pass with the season, people rarely see 
a doctor about them.

5. If you have spring allergies, you've probably 
inherited that tendency.

0. Most people outgrow their spring allergies.

7. All antihistamines are the same.

T F

T F

T F

T F
There ore no adequate and well-controlled studies In women during 
lactation. Because many drugs are excreted In human milk, caution 
should be exercised when texotenadine hydrochloride Is administered to 
a nutalog woman.
Pediatric Uae
Salety and elfecliveness ol ALLEGRA'** in pedislrlc patients under Ihe 
age of 12 years have not beer established. Across well-controlled clinical 
trials In patlente with eeasonal allergic rhinitis, a total at 205 patlanis 
between Ihe ages of 12 to 16 years received doses ranging from 20 mg 
to 240 mg twice dally tor up to two weeks. Adverse events were similar In 
this group compared to pafienls above the age of 16 years. 

GerlatcIS-UaeIn placebo-controlled trials, 42 patients, age 60 to 68 years, received 
doses ot 20 mg lo 240 mg ol fexofenadine twice dally tor up to two weeks. 

......................._...tll8r in this group lo patients under age 60 years.

T F

T F
Advsrse events were sIm

T FADVERSE REACTIONS
In placebo-controlled cllnicel trials, which Included 2461 patients receiving 
texotenadine hydrochloride at doses of 20 mg to 240 mg twice daily, 
adverse events were similar In lexofenadlns ht^rochlorlde and placebo- 
treated patients. The incidence of adverse events, including drowsiness, 
was not dose related and was similar across subgroups defined by age. 
gander, and race. The percent of patients who withdraw prematurely 
because ol adverse events was 2.2% with texolenadine h^rochlorlde 
vs 3.3% with placebo. All adverse events that were reported by greater 
than 1% ol patients who received the recommended dally dose of Isxolen- 
adine hydrochlortdB (60 mg Iwice-daily), and that were more common wllh 
lexotehsdtne than placebo, are listed in the lollowing table.

Adverse Experiences Reported In Placebo.Controlled Seasonal 
Allergic Rhinitia CIIiiIcbI Trials at Rates of Greater Than 1%

Vll.swt'r s

t. TH.i Iv But, it is more likely to be found in young adults, specifically under the age of 45.
2. K Vl.'nl':: Untreated, spring allergies can lead to such complicatfens as sinusitis, nasal polyps, 

and the loss of smeil and taste.
T. TIU K: Allergies are believed to affect as many as 40 million adulte and children in the U.S.

4. KM.SI-:: Allergies rank among the "top ten" reasons for f^ysician visits in the U.S,
5. TKI K. A child with one parent who suffers from allergies has a 25% chance of developing allergies. 

If both parents do, the likelihood incrrases to 66%.
6.1'’\1.SK; Some people do find that allergies improve spontaneously, particularly during childhood 

and adolescence. Experts believe, however, that most adults do not outgrow their allergic tendencies, 
7. I'AI-nM While most over-the-counter antihistamines list drowsiness as a side effect, your 

primary-care physician or allergist can prescribe you a non-sedating antihistamine.
Ask your doctor for more information,

Oflidol Sw^toket Rules ond Regulalwns: NO hlRCHlSE NEUSSARY. Enhont mrst beo U.S. letidenlml 18 yeoi! ol oge oi citei m of Moy 1,1998. Odds of wimg depend on nini' 
bs[ ol mines leteived. Ore emy pet iteian. b enlei, (ompiete pz with ynut mme, oddiess and lelophone runbei (opttonnl) ond send lo; WindsixElns Sweepstote, Condi Niei 
NIMiDiis, 3S0 Modson Amna. )tlii8aoi. New NY 10017, Attn; CnthylUesao. Entiles rnusi be re<sMdb)Moy 31, )998cnd imibe onolfiddeniryiorni ptohonddimtii 
focElinlle. Not lespons^le lor losi, lols, iMiemd n llle^ entries UecMoly leiinidiKsd entiias net efiglilo. W^ner will be {twsui m o random drawing of al entiles nceirad on or 
wound dune 15,1978. Y/Innw wl be nolffied by (3*1111611111(01. All dedtions of ttiejuojss ora Nool. One Grand ^eWNinerwilbetiwcnledolouHloy lr|i bom the raqor (ommoKiiit oii- 
potl dosest In Iheabonw to liieTohoe.liiploi two complete wllh iiwnikTipcoocb otiiora.S-niglib hotel octommodSionsidtxibleoraipP'Kyl.i&s Includes one day of wMatifing lessons 
(indixing all witnh). Appioilmine rerail vidM of the Grand Rriia Vncotion is $5,000. Mods, odditlonal iranspottsioe. ond oltw expeiw not induded. lop nusl be compiiiid wilNIn cne 
yen fram dote ol oueptonii. Income ond oltiH nues, d ony, ora Ihe sole responsbiliiy el die wniei. Schediiing subject lo owdobily; msnktions ond Efadout dotes moy apply. No cosh 
rafund or suhsMon wS be mode If Winnei ond/ot guest do not use ony ponton ol owaded piize. Acceplairi of pitie conslihitss consent to use WNra's name ond liinass foi edltoiiol, 
odmtising and niUicity purposes. Winnet inoy ue requited In sign on Affidovit of BigHIlv om W9nnM ond travel ccnponlon moy be required to sgn o liobility/Pubiicliy Reiiass, *dii(h 
must be rstumed mlhln H days liom dels of notihtrrlien m or dlemnle winner moy h chosen- All entiiss becone thepppeity d sponsors aid wdl nol be nclmcndedged n ritiimeri. Prizes 
are not tionsfercMs, ond moy not be grran, boiieted oi scM once issued ns on nwoiil; no subsMion fa pnze oie^iI by spomors m otie of utwoduliiiy, in whirii cose prizes d equol a 
gteoier vnlue will be substituted. Su^t in oR opplioble federal, stole and led Iws aid iwulstiofls. Void in Puerto Bco ond where prohiblled. Erployees of The Condi Itet PuEdicDtions, 
HoerhshMcnon Roussd, USA, oi thw ogendes orid ireraerfiHe fnnlies ae not ebgile. Ea me none of Ihe Winnei, send o ssIFqddr^, stienped sinetope to: Windsixfltig Sweepslnites 
Winner. 350 Madison Avenue. NewVorMY I0GI7, Attn: Cndiy Alessio, olt« lune 30. 1998. Sweepuidiessponsond by Ihe Condi KostPirbikchorts Inc.

Fexo/enatiine 60 mg 
Twice Daily 

ln=67S)

Placebo 
Twice Daily 

(n<’67t)Adverse Experience
Viral Infeclion (csld, llu)
Nausea 
Dysmenorrtiaa 
Drowsiness 
Dyspepsia 
Fatigue
Adverse events occurring In greater than 1% of lexpfenadlne hydrcxthlo- 
ride-lrealed patients (60 mg twice daily), but that were more common In 
Ihe placaCxX’lreated group, include headache and throat irrliallon.
The frequency and magnitude of laboratory abnormalities were similar In 
lexotenadine hydrochloride and placebo-lrealed patients.

2.5%

1,6% 1-8%1.5%
0.3%1 5%

1.3% 0.9%

0.6%1.3%
1.3% 0.9%

Prescribing Inlormalion as of October 1996

HoechsI Marion Roussel, Inc.
Kansas City. MO 64137 USA

US Patents 4.254,129; 5,375,693.
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'Have some presents of mine. nit

Mark Poi,[,ack

POLLACK & ASSOCIATES ♦ Celebrating our first 10 years!



BEECH YOU TO IT Wooden bathtub, 
about $3,700, by Italian designer Andrea 
Rossetti, made of steam*curved beech. 
Available through Caracalla, Milan.
The faucet, $1,275 to $1,550, in chrome 
and ceramic with handheld shower, by 
Giovanni Garrone through Whitehaus 
Collection. Sources, see back of book.

“There are no join marks anywhere. It’s 
totally seamless and very contemporary. 
If you had a big loft, you could put the 
bath in the middle of the room.”

New York interior designer David 
Kaplan specified a concrete tub for the 
Cancer Research Institute Showhouse 
in Manhattan last winter. Fabricated by 
a Poughkeepsie, New York, concrete 
manufacturer called Get Real Surfaces, 
the bath is no concrete box: made from 
a mold, it has neoclassic fluting and a 
curved shape. The concrete, polished to 
a smooth sheen and tinted green, has 
the texture of marble or stone. “I think 
the tub has the feeling of an ancient 
Italian spa,” Kaplan says.

But even when made out of newer 
materials, these freestanding soaking 
tubs work on an old-fashioned principle; 
being up to your neck in hot water means

we're going back to HCltllTCllMClteTiclhu

LIKE COPPER. WHICH KEEPS THE WATER VERY

WARM AND FEELS COMFORTABLE

Christopher Lohmann 
Gen ERA 1. Manager. Kallista

SOAK

when bathing, if not quite as deep 
as some of the nev.r versions on the 
market Leonard Scheshtei, vvhose 
Urban Archaeology stores in New 
York sell high-end vintage bathtubs, 
offers these tips:
• in cast iron, iook for a tub whose 
porceiain glazs is in good condition. 
Today most tub surfaces are 
restored by being coated with epr xy 
paint, which iasts just two to five 
years. {Original tubs have long- 
lasting porcelain glazes fi.-ed in a kiln.) 
-When buying hardware, be aware 
that you are iimited to that which fits

Jttm 1^ Tbc M m Min m m
iMkaM tMi.

the configuration of hoies on a par- 
ticuiar vintage tub. Schechter can 
modify both vintage and new hard
ware so they work with any tub.
• Make sure the faucet is positioned 
higher than the overflow, otherwise 
dirty water could be siphoned into 
your clean-water supply.
*Ask the dealer for the weight of the 
tub and check with an architect to 
see if your bathroom can support it. 
Cast-iron tubs can weigh up to 400 
pounds, while vitreous china weighs 
at least 800 pounds-and that's with
out water and bathers.

Vintage tubs are highly fashionable 
and easy to find, especially claw
footed cast-iron baths and vitreous- 
china tubs made before World War I. 
Both are durable, and vintage cast- 
iron tubs can also be inexpensive: 
at United House Wrecking in Stam
ford, CT, prices start at $300. At an 
average height of 17 inches (without 
feet), most vintage tubs are deep 
enough to immerse the shoulders

««Tub-nighr-aioy
Steel Clad Bath«• ikuM i

ava«l*aiw«M.si4 tmm
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nautica
home

Lexington Furnitwe Industries * P.O. Box 1008, Lexington, NC 27293 • wiw.'.lexim'ton.com 
To purchase a Nautica Home catalog (#567, $15), receive a free general Lexington brochure, 

call 1-800~LEX-INFO (539-4636)



BLUEPRINT

Let’s Play House
Robert Kahn’s architecture kit is a perfect toy for grown-ups.

It helps you design your own place, it’s fun, and it saves you money

BY WENDY MOONAN

REATiviTY and conve
nience are paradoxical,” 
says New York City 
architect Robert Kahn 
(no relation to Louis). 

“Often when people consider commis
sioning a house, they want to hire an 
architect, but assume it will take more 
time and money—so they back away.” 

Kahn believes the most successful 
houses are the result of true collabora
tions between architect and client. A 
former visiting architecture professor 
at Yale and a Prix de Rome winner, he 
has built houses for some famously

imaginative types—Frank Stella, David 
Mamet, and Kevin Kline—and has 
spent years thinking about his paradox.

In an effort to introduce architecture 
to the general public, Kahn invented 
the KahnHouse, which might be better 
titled Dream in a Box. It is a kit 
containing i:8 scale wooden blocks, 
a checklist of questions, and an instruc
tion book (available from Robert 
Kahn Architect, 6ii Broadway, New

York, NY 10012. www.kahnhouse.com).
“It occurred to me that I could pro

vide a set of tools and the necessary 
guidance for people to think about the 
design of their houses before they call 
me,” Kahn says. “The kit allows people 
who would otherwise never go to an 
architect to work with one. It also saves 
time and money. I know, because my 
parents and I used the same concept 
before I built their house in St. Louis.”

The kit posits questions, such as 
“What do I need now, and how will 
those needs change over time?” There 
are lots of options, but they are

NEW KIT ON THE BLOCK Manhattan 
architect Robert Kahn has created a kit 

to help laypeople design a house.
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J-AUURE:.. the UITIMATE in LIJXURYbathing.
N IIIt’s niofc tlian alluring... It's Jacuzzi's new J-^\llurecomplete witli wtiirlpool hath, shower system 

steam batli. built-in stereo system witli CD player and iin optional television monitor to enjoy the 
latest video oi* your favorite 'I\’ show. It's all yours. Only from the tnnoviuor... Jacuzzi* (

for more information call l'8(X)-28H-4O02.

fto>

Jacu^f]
WMIRL-POOL B*TH

fli N
JACUZZI WHIRLPOOL BATH

Jticuz:i 'XhirtliiM)! Bath andjiu'iizzi are ivgisleretl tmriemarks (jfJacuzzi Inc.Visit IIS on IIh' avrliiwidv iieb at ivicwjacuzzl.cimi



BLUEPRINT

directed. To wit: “To establish the 
size of the house, you must deter
mine the number of stories, bed
rooms, and bathrooms, and if you 
plan to expand in the future.” Once 
you decide on the overall size, the 
checklist sends you to the appro
priate chapter in the book.

Next come the possible add-ons; 
a family room, fireplaces, dressing 
rooms. You are encouraged to con
sider form, color, materials, and 
budget. “There are sixteen combi
nations for rooflines alone,” ICahn says.

All style choices are laid out. Should 
the house be traditional or modern, 
clapboard or stucco? “You base your 
decisions on climate, the styles of the 
other houses in the neighborhood, and 
what you like,” says the architect.

Kahn demonstrates the process. He 
fills out the checklist. Then he removes 
all the appropriate blocks from the box. 
Aided by the graphics in the book, he 
arranges pieces for the living room, 
kitchen, bedrooms, and baths into an 
L-shaped house, with the kitchen as the 
pivot between the public rooms and the 
bedrooms. He puts a barrel vault over 
the living room, then adds a family 
room, bedroom, and carport. Presto! 
The L becomes a T. The house’s propor
tions are classical: the living room is i6 
by 24 feet, with 12-foot ceilings; the bed
room is 12 by 18 feet. That’s probably 
why you cannot really go wrong with 
the kit. If you follow it, theoretically 
you cannot build a bad house.

After a kit owner completes the block 
house, Kahn will, as part of the initial kit 
price, generate design plans and photo
realistic computer renderings of the

ALMOST HOME The house kit, above, 

comes with blocks representing rooms, 
roofs, ar\d accessories. After you build 

the model, Kahn generates a computer 

rendering of your design, below.

house. The owner is also entitled to two 
hours of consultation with Kahn about 
the design. After that, Kahn charges an 
hourly design fee.

At this point, all a kit owner needs is 
a building site and a set of blueprints. 
For a few thousand dollars—a fifth of 
his normal architect’s fee—Kahn will 
also provide working drawings that a 
local architect or builder can adapt to 
comply with site conditions as well as 
local codes. If requested, Kahn will also 
act as the kit owner’s on-site architect.

Robert Kahn is trying to change the 
way people think about architecture. 
“The kit is more than just an innovative 
way to provide architectural services,” 
he says. “Of course, it is a means to get a 
more well-thought-out house. But it also 
educates people. They think about the 
design process in a whole different way 
afterward. It’s much more positive.”

The kit also involves some quality con
trol. Kahn was deter
mined not to “design a 
lesser-built house,” he 

We won’t usesays.
cheap building materi
als or hardware. All
floors are hardwood. £
Still, with the kit, we |
can build a custom |
house for $iro asquare |
foot.” If that seems “
miraculously low, just I
call his folks. 8
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Order. Where you need it the most.

When you invest in a California Closets system, you're not just buying a better pantry, you’re buying time. 

Time to create. Tme to experiment. Time to savor. Our complimentary in-home consultation will help 

determine your storage needs for every room in the house, Call us today at 

in the US and Canada, or visit us at www.calclosets.com.

800.336.9174

CALIFORNIA 
_ CLOSETS



A new generation of designers creates an accessories line for Ligne Roset

BY LYGEIA GRACE

ouNG MEN are fitter to 
invent than to judge,” 
wrote Francis Bacon, 
“and fitter for new proj
ects than for settled 
business.” Add young 
women to the mix, and 

Pierre Roset, the head of Ligne Roset, 
an influential furniture company, would 
probably agree. Roset recently com
missioned twenty-five designers—some 
very young—to develop the firm’s first 
major line of accessories. “We’ve been 
researching new ideas for the end of 
the century,” says the French- - 
man, “and we think that young 
designers are the best people to 
implement them.” Consumers 
can judge this month, when

the line debuts at New York’s Interna
tional Contemporary Furniture Fair.

Pierre Roset and his brother, Michel, 
who oversees design research, gave the 
recruits very few guidelines, except to 
include such items as rugs, bowls, and mir
rors. The young guard created more than 
120 pieces, some destined to be classics. 
The clever Libris lamp (S170), by rwenty- 
nine-year-old RenaudThiry doubles as a 
bookend. Delphine Gault’s Deshabille 
Moi valet ($170), a minimalist dream from 
a twenty-seven-year-old, all but asks you 
to undress. Another twenty-seven-year-

old, Ronan BourouUec, serves up Botanic 
($140), a planter with a triple punch.

The scope of the collection reflects 
Ligne Roset’s vast scale. Once a small 
firm devoted to bentwood walking 
sticks, the 138-year-old company now 
sells its sleek and inviting .sofas, chairs, 
tables, and cabinets to nearly a thou
sand distributors around the world. 
With the work of up-and-comers 
complementing furniture by heavy 
hitters like Pascal Mourgue, Peter 
Maly, and Didier Gomez, the firm can, 
boasts Pierre Roset, “outfit the whole 

house." Except, as he notes, the 
bathroom and kitchen. But 

^ come the millennium, who 
knows? Ligne Roset may 

Ba even throw in a sink,

NEXT WAVE Pierre Roset, above, and 
below, from left, the Eclipse cande
labra, Libris lamp, Botanic planter, 
Ego vase, and Jour de Fete lamp.
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How many summers since 
you felt good about 

going to the beach?
You feel funny about putting on a swimsuit?
Little wonder, considering some of the suits out there. 

They’re not cut for you - they’re cut for some fashion 
designer’s idea of you.

And unless you have a model’s figure, they can be 
embarrassing, to say the least.

Well, at Lands’ End® we know how you feel. So we 
make our swimwear for real women, not mannequins. 
And we call it “IGndest Cut®” - it 
fits just about any shape, any size.

For example, we know 
not every woman wants to bare 
everything. So, we offer three 
different leg openings on different 
suits. You show only as much as 
you feel comfortable with.

You can also pick the torso 
that’s right for you. For a woman can be tall and have a 
short torso - or short and have a long torso. So, to fit 
properly, a suit has to give you a choice.

You even have a choice of bra - shelf, soft cup, 
underwire or fixed underwire.

And this year we’ve added Women’s 18W-26W sizes. 
Now, thoughtful as our design is, you’ll find our 

febrics equally so. Solids, patterns and prints, selected 
to flatter where you want it most

3 different leg openings.

With Kindest Cut* swimwear, you won’t
hive to feel self-conscious a^n.

They’re not just for show, either. Our fabrics hold 
up well, in or out of the water. Which means ^ 
you won’t be forever tugging 
and pulling your suit back 
into shape.

And if you don’t like some
thing, no problem, 
like everything at 
Lands’ End, our 
swimwear is - 
“Guaranteed. Period.®”

Now really, why 
dread the beach 
another summer?
Call for our catalog, 
instead. Go ahead; 
no one’s looking.
Ol99SUnds'End.lnc.
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For our free catalog, call anytime
1-800-963-4807
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W)ven Dreams
Among the most beautiful textiles to emerge from the reopening 

of the old Silk Road is the Kaitag, a treasure as mysterious as it is rare

BY MELIK KAYLAN

N THE MIDDLE agcs, whenMarco 
Polo traveled the ancient Silk Rjaad, 
it had already functioned for cen
turies as a conduit for East-West 
trade, especially in textiles, carpets, 

and, of course, silks. With the collapse of 
Soviet borders, the ancient Silk Road has 
suddenly revived, pouring forth pent-up 
treasures of antique textiles. For us in the 
West, this has meant the sudden avail
ability of fabrics that often v/ere so rare as 
to be legendary.

The latest and most mysterious tex
tile to emerge is the Kaitag, virtually 
unknown in the West until a lone and

erudite English enthusia.st in his fifties, 
Robert Chenciner, identified and named 
it in the late 1980s. He discovered 
Kaitags in the remote Russian province 
of Daghestan, an area in the Caucasus, 
just below Chechnya. He collected and 
catalogued some two hundred of the 
best and oldest he could find, which 
dated from the early seventeenth to the 
late nineteenth century.

Chenciner called them Kaitags after a 
small multiethnic group in the region, 
who disappeared long ago. The textiles 
themselves are intricate silk-on-cotton 
embroideries. A rare few are silk on silk; 
these seem to shimmer with a strange 
gnostic power. They typically measure 
approximately three feet in length and 
about half that in width, and each carries 
a distinct metaphysical freight in its 
motifs. Chenciner believes they were 
intended as ritualistic objects, created 
to protect children from the evil 
eye, safeguard marriages, and sanctify 
funerals. By now, says Chenciner, few

I
ETERNAL VERITIES Archetypal symbols 
abound in Kaitags. From top to bottom: 
Male fertility symbol, sky and stars, 
Indo'Aryan tree of life, and a sun symbol.
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Nothing

Ask Your Doctor About a Trial of CLARITIN-D^ 24 HOUR.

Lets you be alert during the day and sleep at night.
In stucHes, the incidence of drowsiness was 6% vs si^ar pill, 4%; 
the incidence of sleeplessness w^is 5% vs sugar pill, 1%. Dry 
mouth was the most commonly reported side effect with 
CLARITIN-D* 24 HOUR (8% vs sugar piU, 2%).
For a 55JS> rehEOe cEftifre 
inhumassm about ivlref 
imri ofatET aasonal nasaiE

All-day, all-night relief in one tablet
Relieves all your seasonal allergy .symptoms: your stuffy nose; 
itchy, watery eyes; runny nose; itchy ea«/palate; and sneezing.
nierc arc some people who should not take 
CIARITIN-D' 24 HOUR. You should not use this product if you 
have a history of difficulty in swallowing tablets or any medical 
problems associated with swallowing abnormalities. Other 
people need to be especially careful using it. Therefore, be sure 
to tell your healthcare provider if you have high blood pressure, 
heart dLsca.se, diabetes, glaucoma, thyroid or liver problems, or 
difficulty urinating, or if you are taking MAO inhibitors 
(prescription medicines that treat depression), or if you become 
pregnant or are nursing a baby. CLARITIN-D* 24 HOUR must 
not be chewed or broken.
CLARITIN-D* 24 HOUR contains pscudoephedrine sulfate, 
which also is in many over-the-counter (OTQ and ptesraption 
medicaffons. Too much pscudoephedrine sulfete can cause 
nervousness, sleepksaaess, dizziness, and other related side 
effects. Therefore, you shouldn't use both CLARlTIN-D*24HOUR 
and OTC antihistamines and decongestants at the same time.

CtARITIN-D* 24 HOUR is uuyiLiLhi btf p-r ii iptinn nnly

tree
lesti

symptoms]

Call 1-800-CLARITIN (1-801

*-1 'aritln-D 24tmar

Bdended Release Tablets
Please see next page for additional important information.

"BLUE 9KIE8" Bv kv*iB Bar«n O 1B27 (H«nw«d) by hvtng B»in. In/tig Muao e«T*ianV-

jI www.claritin.comnsu Cspyrtthte 19M.SehBnn|CoriHirBtlon.K»nilwortli,NJ 07033. AlHighb rmrvsd. CH0337/21336700 2/98 >>rlntad In U.SJL



CLARITIN-D®24 HOUR 
brand of loratadine and 
pseudoephedrine sulfate, USP 

Extended Release Tablets

Drug/l3boratory Test InleractiDns: ITie in vitro addition of pseudo- 
ephedrine to sera containing the tardiac isoenzyme MB of serum cre
atinine phosphokinase progressively inhibits the activity of the 
enzyme. The inhibition becomes complete over 6 hours. 
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: There 
no animal or laboratory studies on the combination product loratadine 
and pseudoephedrine sulfate to evaluate carcinogenesis, mutagenesis 
or Impairment of fertility.

In an 18-month carcinogenicity study in mice and a 2-year study in 
rats loratadine was administered In the diet at doses up to 40 mg/kg 
(mice) and 25 mg/kg (rats), in the carcinogenicity studies pharmaco
kinetic assessments were carried out to determine animal exposure 
to the drug. AUC data demonstrated that the exposure of mice given 
40 mgAg of loratadine was 3.6 (loratadine) and 18 (active metabo
lite) times higher than in humans given the maximum recommended 
daily oral dose. Exposure of rats given 25 mg/kg of loratadine viras 28 
(loratadine) and 67 (active metabolite) times higher than in humans 
Divan the maximum recommended daily oral dose. Male mice given 
40 mg/kg had a significantly higher incidence of hepatocellular 
tumors (combined adenomas and caminomastthan concurrent con
trols. In rats, a significantly higher incidence or hepatocellular tumors 
(combined adenomas and carcinomas) was observed in males given 
10 mg/kg and in males and females given 25 mg/kg. The clinical 
significance of these findings during long-term use of loratadine Is 
not known.

year feeding studies In mice and rats conducted under the aus
pices of the National Toxicology Programs (NP) uncovered no evi
dence of carcinogenic potential of ephedrine sutfate at doses up to 10 
and 27 mg/kg, respectively (approximately 16% and 100% of the 
maximum recommended human dally oral dose of pseudoephedrine 
sulfate on a mg/m’ basis).

In mutagenicity studies with loratadine alone, there was no evi
dence of mutagenic p^otentlal in reverse (Ames) or forward point 
mutation (CHO-HGPRT) assays, or in the assay for DNA damage (Rat 
Primary Hepatocyte Unscheduled DNA Assay) or In two assays for 
chromosomal aberrations (Human Peripheral Blood Umphocyte 
Clastogenesis Assay and the Mouse Bone Marrow E’^'ytnrocyte 
Micronucleus Assay). In the Mouse Lymphoma Assay, a positive 
finding occurred In the nonactivated but not the activated phase of

that were more common In the placebo-treated group, include 
headache.

Adverse events did not appear to significantly differ based on ape, 
sex, or race, although the number of non-wtiltes was relatively smalf.

In addition to those adverse events reported above, the following 
adverse events have been reported In fewer than 2% of patients who 
received CLARITIN-0 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets:

Aatonomic Nomas System: Altered lacrimation, flushing, 
increased sweating, mydriasis, thirst.

Body As A Wiiole: Abnormal vision, asthenia, back pain, chest 
pain, conlunctivltls, earache, eye pain, facial edema, fever, flu-llke 
symptoms, leg cramps, lymphadenopathy, malase, rigors, tinnitus.

Cardiovascuter System: Hypertension, palpitation, tachycardia.
Central and Peripheral Nervous System: Convulsions, dysphonla, 

hyperkinesis, hypertonia, migraine, paresthesia, tremor.
Ga^lntestlnal System: Abdominal distension, altered taste, con

stipation. diarrhea, dyspepsia, flatulence, gastritis, stomatitis, tongue 
ulceration, toothache, vomiting.

Liver and Biliary System: Cholelithiasis.
MuseuloskelelBl System: Arttiralgia, musculoskeletal pain, myal

gia. tendinitis.
RsycAfafrfe; Aaltation, depression, emotional l^iltty, irritability 
Reproductive System: Vaginitis.

Abscess, viral infection.

are

BRIEF SUMMARY
(for full Prescribing Information, see package Insert.)
INDICATIONS AND USAGE; CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended 
Release Tablets are Indicated for the relief of symptoms of seasonal 
allergic rhinitis. CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release 
should be administered when both the antihistamlnic properties of 
CLARITIN* (loratadine) and the nasal decongestant activity of 
pseudoephedrine sulfate are desired (see CLINIuU. PHARMACOL
OGY section).
CONTRAINDICATIONS: CLARITIN-0 24 HOUR Extended Release 
Trials are corttraiitdlcated in patients who «e hypersensiUve to Piis 
medication or to any of Its Ingredients.

This product, due to its pseudoephedrine component, is contra
indicated In patients with narrow-angle glaucoma or urinary retention, 
and In patients receiving monoamine oxidase (MAO) Inhibitor therapy 
or within fourteen (14) days of stopping such treatment. (See PRE
CAUTIONS: Drug Interactions section.) It is also contraindicated in 
patients with severe hyperter\sior\, severe coronary artery disease, and 
in those who have shown hypersansltlvity or Idlo^ncrasy to Its com
ponents, to adrenergic agents, or to other drugs of similar chemical 
structures. Manifestations of patient idiosyncrasy to adrenergic agents 
Include: Insomnia, dizziness, weakness, tremor, or arrhythmias. 
WARNINGS: CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets 
should be used virith caution In patients with hypertension, diabetes 
mellltus, ischemic heart disease, Intireased Intraocular pressure, 
hyperthyroidism, renal impairment, or prostatIc hypertrophy. Central 
nervous system stimulation with convulsions or cardiovascular col
lapse with accompanying hypotension may be produced by sympath
omimetic amines.
Use In Patients toproximately 60 Years of Age and Older: The safety 
and efficacy of CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets In 
patients greater than 60 years old have not been Investigated in 
placebo-controlled clinical trials. The elderly are more likely to have 
adverse reactions to sympathomimetic amines. 
raECAUTIONS: General: Because the doses of this fixed combina
tion product cannot be individually titrated and hepatic Insufficiency 
resuite in a reduced clearance of loratadine to a much greater extent 
than pseudoephedrine, CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release 
Tablets should generally be avoided In patients with hepatic insuffi
ciency. Patients with renal insufficiency (GFR <30 mL/min) should be
SIven a lower Initial dose (one tablet every other day) because they 

ave reduced clearance of loratadine and pseudoephedrine. 
Informstlon lor Patients: Patients taking CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR 
Extended Release Tablets should receive the following information: 
GLARlTtN-0 24 HOUR Expended Release Tablets are prescribed for the 
relief of symptoms of seasonal allergic rhinitis. Patients should be 
Instructed to take CLARITIN-0 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets 
only as prescribed and not to exceed the prescribed dose. Patients 
should also be advised against the concurrent use of CLARlTIN-0 
24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets with over-the-counter antihista
mines and decongestants. Patiente who have a history of difficulty in 
swallowing tablete or who have known upper gastrointestinal narrow- 
Ingor abnormal esophageal peristalsis should not use this product.^is product should not be used by patients who are hypersensihve 
to it or to any of Its Ingredients. Due to Its pseudoephedrine compo
nent. this product should not be used by pihlents with narrow-angle 
glaucoma, urina^ retention, or by patients receiving 
oxidase (MAO) Inhibitor or wfthin 14 days of stopping use of an MAO 
inhib^r. tt also should not be used by patiente severe hyperten
sion or severe coronary arteiy disease.

Patients m4io are or may become pregnant should be told that this 
product should be used in pregnancy or during lactation only if the 
potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus or nursing 
Infant.

Patients should be Instructed not to break or chew the tablet and to 
take (t a glass of water.
Drug Intaractloiis: No specific Interaction studies have been con
ducted with CLARtTIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets. How
ever. loratadine (10 mg once dally) has been safely coadministered 
with therapeutic doses of erythromycin, clmetidlne, and ketoconazole 
in controlled clinical pharmacology studies. Although increased 
plasma concentrations (AUC 0-24 hrs) of loratadine and/or descarbo- 
efhoxyloiatedine were observed foUowoo coadministTalion of lorafa- 
dlne with each of these drugs In normaf volunteers (n a 24 in each 
study), Riere were no cflnlcalN relevant changes in die safety profile of 
loratadine. as assessed by electrocardiographic parameters, clinical 
laboratory tests, vital signs, and adverse events. There were no signifi
cant effects on QT^ Intervals, and no reports of sedation or syncope. 
No effects on plasma concentrations of clmetidlne or ketoconazole 
were otsserved. Plasma contenfrations (AUC 0-24 hrs) of eTjrihto- 
mycin decreased 15% with coadminlstratlon of loratadine relabve to 
that observed with erythromycin alone. The clinical relevance of this 
difference is unknown. These above findings are summarized in the 
following table;

Tablets

Resistance Mechanism:
Respiratory System: Bronchospasm, dyspnea, epistaxis. hemop

tysis, nasal congestion, nasal irritation, pleurisy, pneumonia, sinusitis, 
sputum Increased, wheezing.

Two-

Skln and Appendages: Acne, pruritus 
Urinary S^tsm; Oliguria, micturttion frequency, urinary retention 

urinary tract infection.
Additional adverse events reported with the combination of lorata

dine and pseudoephedrine include abnormal hepatic function, aggres
sive reaction, anxiety, apathy, confusion, euphoria, paronirla, postural 
hypotension, syncope, urticaria, vertigo, weight gain.

The following additional adverse events have been reported with 
CLARITIN Tablets: abdominal distress, alopecia, altered micturition, 
altered salivation, amnesia, anaphylaxis, angioneurotic edema, 
blepharospasm, breast enlargement, breast pain, bronchitis, 
decreased libido, dermatitis, dry hair, dry skin, erythema multiforme, 
hypoesthesia, impaired concentration, impotence, increased appetite, 
lar^gitis, menorrhagia, nasal dryitess, peripheral edema, photosensi
tivity reaction, purpura, rash, seizures, sneezing, supraventricular 
tachyarrhythmias, upper respiratory infection, uhnary discoloration, 

Pseudoephedrine may cause mild CNS stimulation in hypersensi
tive patients. Nervousness, excitability, restlessness, dizziness, wet
ness, or insomnia may occur. Headache, drowsiness, tachycardia 
palpitation, pressor activity, and cardiac arrhythmias have been 
reported. Sympathomimetic drugs have also been associated with 
other untoward effects, such as fear, anxiety, tenseness, tremor, hallu
cinations, seizures, pallor, respiratory difficulty, dysuria, and cardio
vascular collapse.

There have been rare postmarketing reports of mechanical upper 
astrointestinal tract obstruction in patients taking CLARITIN-D 
4 HOUR Extended Release Tablets, in many of ^ese cases, patiente 

have had a history of difficulty In swallowing tablets or have had 
known upper gastrointestinal narrowing or abnormal esophageal peri
stalsis.
OVERDOSAGE: In the event of overdosage, general symptomatic 
and supportive measures should be instituted promptly and main
tained for as long as necessary. Tre^ment of overdosage would rea
sonably consist of emesis (Ipecac syrup), except In patients with 
Impaired consciousness, followed by the administration of activated 
charcoal to absorb any remaining drug. If vomiting Is unsuccessful, or 
contraindicated, gastric lavage should be performed with normal 
saline. Saline cathartics may also be of value for rapid dilution of 
bowel contents. Loratadine is not eliminated by hemodialysis 
known If loratadine is eliminated by peritoneal dialysis.

Somnolence, tachycardia, and headache have been reported with 
dosesof 40 to 180 mg of loratadine. In large doses, sympathomimet- 
Ics may give rise to giddiness, headache, nausea, vomiting, sweating, 
thirst, tachycardia, precordial pain, palpitations, difficult in mictun- 
tlon, muscular weakness and tenseness, anxiety, restlessness, and 
insomnia. Many patients can present a toxic psychosis with delusions 
and hallucinations. Some may develop cartliac arrhythmias, circuia- 
tory collapse, convulsions, coma, and respiratory failure 

The oral median lethal dose for the mixture of the two drugs was 
greater than 525 and 1839 mg/kg In mice and rats, respectively 
(approximately 10 and 56 times the maximum recommended human 
daily oral dose on a mg/m' basis). The oral median lethal dose for 
loratadine was greater than 5000 mg/kg in rats and mice (greater than 
2000 times the maximum recommended human dally oral dose on a 
mg/m’ basis). Single oral doses ot loratadine showed no effects In 
rats, mice, and monkeys at doses as high as 10 times the maximum 
recommended human daily oral dose on a mg/m’ basis.

the study.
Decreased fertility in male rats, shown by lower female conception 

rates, occurred at 64 mg/Xg of loratadine (approximately 50 times the 
maximum recommended human daily oral dose based on mg/nf) and 
was reversible wtR\ cessation o1 do^ng. Loratedlro had t\o effeh ots 
male or female fertility or reproduction In the rat at 24 mg/kg (approxi
mately 20 bmes the maximum recommended human daily oral dose 
on a mg/m’ basis).
Pregnarrcy Catagory B: The combination product loratadine and 
pseudoephedrine sulfate was evaluated for teratogenicity In rate and 
rabbits. There was no evidetKe ot teratogerticlty in reproduction stud
ies with this combination of the same clinical ratio (1;24) at oral doses 
up to 150 mg/kg (approximately 5 times the maximum recommended 
human dally oral dose on a mg/m’basis) in rate, and 120 mg/kg 
(8 times the maximum recommended human dally oral dose on a 
mg/m’ basis) In rabbits. Similarly, no evidence ot animal teratogenicity 
In rats and rabbits was reported at oral doses up to 96 mg/kg of 
loratadine alone (approximately 75 and 150 times, respectively, the 
maximum human dally oral dose on a mg/m’ basis). There are, how
ever, no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. 
Because animal reproduction studies are not always predictive of 
human response, CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets 
should be used during pregnancy only if clearly needed.
Hursing Mothers: It Is not known II this combination product is 
excreted In human milk. However, loratadine when administered alone 
and Its metabolite descarboethoxyloratadine pass easily into breast 
milk and achieve concentrations that are equivalent to plasma levels, 
with an AUC*/AUC

. It Is not
ratio of 1.17 and 0.65 for the parent and 

active metabolite, respectively. Following a single oral dosa of 40 mg, 
a small amount ot loratadine and metabolite was excreted Into the 
breast milk (approximately 0.03% of 40 mg over 48 hours). 
Pseudoephedrine administered alone also distributes Into breast milk 
of the lactating human female. Pseudoephedrine concentrations in 
milk are consistentN higher than those In plasma. The total amount of 
drug In milk as judged by Rie area under the curve (AUC) Is 2 to 3 
limes greater than in plasma. The tracRon ot a pseudoephedrine dose 
excreted In milk Is estimated to be 0.4% to 0.7%. A decision should 
be made whether to discontinue nursing or to discontinue the drug, 
taking into account Rie Importance of the drug 
should be exercised when CLARITIN-D 24 HI 
Tablets are administered to a nursing woman.
Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 
12 years have not been established.

a monoamine

I to the mother. Caution 
OUR Extended Release

ADVERSE REACTIONS; Information on adverse reactions Is pro
vided from placebo-controiled studies involving over 2000 patients, 
605 of whom raceived CLARlTlN-D 24 HOUR ExlenOeO fleleasB 
Tablete once daily for up to 2 weeks. In these studies, the incidence of 
adverse events reported with CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release 
Tablets was similar to those reported with twice-daily (q12h) 120 mg 
sustained-release pseudoephedrine alone.

REPORTED ADVERSE EVENTS WITH AN INCIDENCE OF a2% 
m CLARlTlN-0 24 HOUR E>CTEHDED RELEASE TABLfTS 
TREATMENT GROUP IN DOUBLE-BLIND, RANDOMIZED, 

PUCEBO-CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIALS 
PERCENT OF PATIENTS REPORTING 

Pseudo
ephedrine

CLARlTtN-0* Loratadine 120 mg
24 HOUR
(nr 60S) (nr44'9) (nr 220}

DwcarttMtlumlofiti AftaflODmrtCoadnilnlrtraBnn 
lMlPfflii)ln Nonnil Volutilwri 10 mg q12h Placebo 

(n = 605)Descarboethoxy-
loratadineLoratadine 

t 40% 
t103% 
+307%

Dry Mouth 
Somnolence 
Insomnia 
Pharyngitis 
Oizaness 
Coughing 
Fatigue 
Nausea 
Nervousness 
Anorexia 
Dysmenorrhea

Adverse events occurring in greater than or equal to 2% of 
CLARITIN-D 24 HOUR Extended Release Tablets-treated patents, but

2 7 2Erythromycin (500 mg QBh)
Clmetidlne (300 mg QID)
Ketoconazole (200 mg Q12ti)

There does not appear to be an Increase In adverse events In subjects 
who received oral contrac^ttves and loratadine.

friended Release Tablete (pseudoephedrine 
component) are contraindicated In patiente taking monoamine oxidase 
inhibitors and for 2 weeks after sto
antihypertensive effects of beta-adrenergic blocking agents, methyl- 
dopa, mecamylamlne, reserplne, and veratrum alkaloids may be 
reduced by sympathomimetics. Increased ectopic pacemaker activity 
can occur when pseudoephedrine is used concomitantly with digitalis.

+46% 6 A 5 4+ 6% 5 1 9 1+73% 5 5 5 5
4 2 3 23 2 3 12 Rev. 10/973 1 19410943T-JBSCLARITIN-0 24 HOUR
3 2 4 23 1 4 1use of an MAO inhibitor. The 2 <1 2 02 2 2 1

Copyngrit© 1996,1998, Schering Corporation, Kenilworth, NJ 07033 
USA. Ail rights reserved.



DEALER'S CHOICE

locals revere their original power, and 
none remember how to make them.

Still, as decorative fabrics Kaitags have 
lost none of their visual eloquence. Kaitag 
designs reflect Daghestan’s varied cultural 
topography Influences range from Chi
nese dragons to Indo-Aryan emblems to 
Ottoman tulip motifs. But anyone who’s 
seen a few can tell you that the appeal of 
Kaitags transcends the purely ethno
graphic. There are many that, to the 
modem eye, look eerily like early works 
by Matisse or Klee or Miro, while others 
look disconcertingly like graffiti.

Chenciner’s day job, his profession, is 
to act as a sort of matchmaker for poten
tial corporate takeovers. The rest of the 
time, however, he’s the kind of scholar- 
adventurer-impresario the Victorians 
used to produce. His interest in Kaitags 
derived, he says, from his interest in sym
bols, which led him to collect Chinese 
artifacts, Islamic metalwork, and ulti
mately Oriental rugs and textiles. He did 
research on Caucasian carpets in Dagh
estan, which is where he first saw a few 
Kaitags, in a small museum. A senior 
associate member of St, Antony’s Col
lege at Oxford, Chenciner wrote the 
only book on the subject {Kaitag: Textile 
Art from Daghestan, Textile Art Publica
tions, London, 1993).

Chenciner’s publisher and one of only 
two principal dealers in Kaitags is 
Michael Franses of the Textile Gallery, a 
founder of Halt, the world’s top antique- 
rug magazine, and himself a leading 
authority on Eastern textiles. He is mar
keting a cohesive group of forty-seven 
Kaitags as one collection, for $1.2 mil
lion. The rest are available separately. 
Though Kaitags can be found sporadi
cally on the market, the other chief 
supplier is in Istanbul, Turkey, not far 
from the Grand Bazaar in a smaller 
venue, just below the Blue Mosque, 
called the Arasta Bazaar. The shop’s 
name is Maison du Tapis d’Orient, and 
the owner, Mehmet ^etinkaya (pro
nounced Chet-inkayd), a graduate of the 
Belgian Academy of Art, has a renowned 
eye for the best in his field.

These days the few Kaitags still com
ing Out of Daghestan pass through 
(^etinkaya. He, like Franses, divides

TRIBAL AND

UNIVERSAL The
design motifs in
Kaitags are reminis

cent of cultures as
diverse as the Aztec,
above, and the ancient
Persian, right.

guide, should rise inexorably. Indeed, 
this may be the last chance for most of 
us to afford our own magical piece of 
the old Silk Road.

them broadly into three categories, val
ued roughly at $2,000, $to,ooo, and 
$20,000, depending on age, condition, 
density of stitching, and aesthetic flair. 
The market is still evolving, but with 
only two principal dealers, prices 
should hold and, if other textiles are a

Melik KsiyXanisajournalist and documen
tary filmmaker who collects ancient textiles.
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Discreet Charm
Everything about Christophe Fillet’s furniture 

is understated—except its resounding success

BY LYGEIA GRACE

F CHRISTOPHE FILLET had his

way, he would be making cars. “I 
like a lot of technical constraints,” 
explains the French furniture 
designer. “You always have fresh 

ideas when you work in a field you don’t 
know.” Specialists, he says, can get stuck 
in a “mental routine.”

But Fillet’s career has been anything 
but routine. Since winning France’s 
prestigious 1994 Creator of the Year 
Award, the former member of Philippe 
Starck’s studio has been in constant 
motion. He has designed his decep
tively simple furniture for trendsetting 
companies such as Cappellini, Ceccotti, 
and Domeau & Peres and created both 
public and private interiors around the

world. And last year, in his biggest move 
to date, Pillet was named design direc
tor of Heart International.

Fillet’s arrival at Heart marks a new eta 
for the firm, which is known for its reedi
tions of modem classics byJean-Michel 
Frank, Hileen Gray, and Mariano Fortuny. 
“We decided we wanted to have two col
lections,” he says. The first, Heart Inter
national, will continue to show the 
classics. The second, Heart Studio, is “a 
young Heart,” designed from scratch. “It

has the same spirit and aesthetic of the 
International pieces,” Pillet, “but it’s 
more aifordable and a little fresher.”

The new collection, which was intro
duced at last winter’s Paris Furniture 
Fair, is characterized by the clean lines 
and elegant forms for which Pillet is 
becoming famous. “Furniture should be 
discreet,” he explains. “It should not 
overwhelm. The important thing in the 
environment is the human being.”

With such future projects as kitchens 
for a Tokyo apartment house, park 
benches for Europe’sJC Decaux, product 
design for HOreal, and accessories for 
both arms of Heart, Pillet is busy injecting 
his sense of humanity and human scale 
into a number of environments.

I
LIGHT TOUCH Pillet and his designs: 
Duplex lamp, Air chair, Round pedestal, 
all for Ecart International; low table 
and bookcase, for Artelano; Easy 
Lounge daybed, for Domeau & Peres.
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window screen allows for an easier 
way to come out of fiiternation.

Hauling your screens oul every spring has always been a bear of a task. But that's something 

yoif /to longer have to worry about with Pella's Rolscreeii window screcn~it works just like a window shade for ̂  

your aisciiiciit wiiuiows. Pull it down when you need it, and when you don't, simply unlatch it and it rolls 

up out of sight. And because the screen disappears, you're able to enjoy a clear, unobstructed view while letting 

up 10 40% more light than if there were a screen in the way. Just another reason why people who awn I^ella* 

view their windows to he the best. To find out more, conlucl us at 

l-m-54HTiLLA or WWW.PtiLlA.COM.
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Fun with hhur Food
For the French, potager, the ornamental planting of vegetables, is a formal 

matter. In America, you can have a little fun with the edible landscape

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

Y FRIEND Dora 
claims that potager 
is just a word I use 
to intimidate the 
poor guy next door 

who still has (can you believe it?) a 
vegetable garden. Dora is a Cornell 
University-trained horticulturist, the 
gardener I always go to for answers, but 
this time she’s wrong. There’s a funda
mental difference between a traditional 
American vegetable patch and my veg
etables. Yet my planting is also unmis
takably new-world. For although potager, 
the decorative planting of vegetables, is 
a French tradition, I have changed it 
unrecognizably in the translation.

It is a typically French impulse to 
celebrate the beauties of provender, 
and the makers of the first potagers 
were just doing in the garden what 
chefs did in the kitchen. A frilled-paper 
stocking went over the ankle of the 
lamb chop, while the gardener trained 
the pea vines up an obelisk frame. But 
the potager remained discrete. You 
hid your kitchen garden within high 
walls. Though you might plant flowers— 
edible or medicinal ones—among 
the vegetables, you certainly wouldn’t 
intermingle this functional planting 
with your ornamental landscape. That 
would be like serving a white bordeaux 
with the roast.

But why not mate white wine with 
red meat, if that’s what you like? Try 
it, and you might discover that the dis
cord is provocative. That’s what Tve 
found in my garden. Well-grown veg
etables have a beauty peculiarly their 
own—and the effect is heightened 
when displayed up front, out among the 
rhododendrons and phlox.

My experiments along these lines 
began during a four-year sojourn in cen
tral Texas, a stay that coincided with 
the heyday of pesto. Having been raised 
in the Northeast, I had to relearn gar
dening after my relocation, for the 
Texan soils and summers were unlike 
anything 1 had known. In particular, I
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From the range to the refrigerator, they are appliances 

you want to touch. Work on. Create with. Maybe even 

start something of your own culinary renaissance.

Which normally doesn't happen very often. But, in a Viking 

kitchen, becomes a regular occurrence.

The Viking kitchen. It is a room filled with beautiful 

machines. Each one resulting from the innovative design 

and engineering Viking developed to create the 

commercial-style kitchen for the home.

And a look approaching contemporary sculpture. VIKIIVC,

www.viking-range.com• 1-888-845-4641 •Viking Range Corporation
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ter. I just raked the lime into the soil 
and dribbled anew. When my penman- 

was perfect, T sprinkled seed 
thickly everywhere I saw lime. Then, 
with a hand cultivator, I carefully 
worked the seeds into the soil and

ingly attractive, too: a rich, medium 
green and finely cut. When the seed is

thickly, it makes a thick, truly ship 
succulent mane of greenery.

1 use this plant to scribble directly on 
the garden, working patterns onto the

yet-unplanted beds of spring and the watered the area with a gentle but thor
ough shower.

DIG IT

sown
missed the fine, lush texture of a blue- 
grass lawn. The Texan turf of choice, St.
Augustine grass, seemed coarse to my 
eye, and it didn’t flourish under the live as- 
oak, whose shade made the front yard harvested and empty beds of fall. With

habitable in summertime. So I dug out 
the grass and replaced it with a tufted 
carpet of‘Spicy Globe’ basil.

This ensured an unlimited supply of 
fashionably green pasta sauce. It also 
stopped traffic. Myyard became a minor 
tourist destination as I planned further 
edible ornamental plantings.

In fact, there was a whole school of

The Elizabethans wove hedges of herbs into
embroidered kp^ots; I’ve re-created the effect in just

and ruby-stemmed chardsweeks with hedges of green

Matthew was learning his letters 
then, so he recognized the green pat
tern that soon began to appear on the 
soil. At first he ignored it. Eventually, 
he questioned me about it. I, naturally, 
professed ignorance. The garden, I 
said, must be communicating directly 
with him.

Matthew was too clever to fool for 
long, but he has watched the garden 
carefully ever since. That, I believe, is 
the real purpose of my new-world 
potager. It is more than the traditional 
French garnish. It’s the spice.

cress I have filled the garden with fan
tastic arabesques for an outdoor party. 
But the most effective use I have found

edible landscaping flourishing at that 
time, but it was dreadfully earnest. The 
edible landscapers planted avocados is to mystify my son, Matthew, 
and kiwi around the house so that they

HE TECHNIQUE IS SIMPLE. Aftercould eat low on the food chain. I
digging the soil to be planted and 
raking it smooth, I dribble lime

began lining the curb with checker
boards of red- and green-leaf lettuces 
because I savored the reactions of from between my fingers to sketch in a

design. For my son’s fifth spring, I 
sketched in his initials—MGC —on the

passersby. Of course, I also savored 
the salads.

The Elizabethans wove hedges of bed alongside the driveway, whose path
he followed every morning to the bus 
stop and kindergarten. To redraw a let-

herbs into embroidered knots; I’ve re
created the effect in just weeks with 
hedges of green- and ruby-stemmed 
chards. I’ve screened a little terrace 
with a gauzy hedge of asparagus, rein
forced the flower border with clumps 
of ‘Burgundy’ okra, and plugged gaps 
among the perennials with tussocks of 
mizuna, the lacy-leaved Japanese green.

Along the way I’ve learned a very 
practical advantage to this kind of 
planting. Insect pests tend to be very 
specific in the plants they attack; chose 
that eat Thai peppers, for example, 
won’t touch a marigold. Stash your pep
pers here and there among the 
marigolds, and you disorient the enemy 
so thoroughly that it is unlikely ever to 
find its prey.

My greatest potager triumphs have 
been the simplest, all based on the fast
growing, peppery, green curled cress 
{Lepidium sativum). This crop, which 
relishes the cool, moist weather of 

and fall, comes as close tospring
instant green as any plant I know. It is 
up and growing within five days of its 

and it reaches its maturesowing,
height of eight inches in four weeks. 
The foliage of this cress is outstand-
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ART & CRAFT

Crystal Cathedrals
Paul Stankard’s paperweights express the spirit of nature in the beauty of glass

“Little flower— ’’wrote Tennyson of a 
blossom in a crannied wall, “but if 
/ could understand what you are... I 
should know what God and man is. ”

organic credibility.” Stankard is a 
lampworker, melting and manipulating 
small rods of glass over a flame of pres
surized propane gas and ojq^gen, regu
lated through a torch, to create 
“botanical portraits” that incorporate 
the intricate details of stamens, pistils, 

roots, and even fading petals. He some
times uses hovering damselflies or honey
bees to add kinetic energy and reinforces 
some of the botanical detail with clear 
glass. “When the molten crystal drops 
onto the colored-glass flower—for exam
ple, a morning gjory—the center becomes 
hollow as the morning glory is encapsu

lated. So it’s an illusion in a sense,” he 
explains. “I’ve invented this menu of

I illusions that appear credible.”
Over time, Stankard has devel

oped a variety of formats for his 
portraits. After years of creating 
traditional dome-top paper
weights, he decided to make his 
work three-dimensional. The 

result is a new form he calls the 
Botanical. Whereas a paperweight 

is a hemisphere meant to be viewed 
from above, a Botanical is a rectangular 

sculpture, about six inches high, that 
invites inspection from all sides. Stankard 
often represents the life force under
ground by fashioning intertwining roots, 
sandy soil, and tiny mythic “root people,” 
who embody what is human and suggest 
what is divine. Stankard also incorporates 
‘Svord canes”—glass canes no bigger than 
grains of rice, on which he has written 
words that recapitulate the life cycle:

N THE WOODS NEAR his homC 
and studio in Mantua, New Jersey, 
and in the gardens he can see from 
his windows as he works, Paul 
J. Stankard searches for the same 

understanding, Stankard is a master 
craftsman and glass artist who has 
become one of the world’s foremost 
paperweight makers, creating individual 
native flowers, bouquets, and natural 
environments so real that many behold
ers are startled to realize that they are 
looking into glass. “They discover the 
fuzz on the seedpod or on the berry” 
says Stankard. “They discover details 
in the flowers that they had over
looked, and that always amazes them.”

“I was just mesmerized by how a 
piece of glass could be formed and 
then enclosed in. another piece of glass, 
says Claudia Burke, an Atlanta paper
weight collector who owns more than 
thirty Stankard pieces. “I view them as 
jewels—little, wonderful jewels.” 

Stankard began to experiment with 
paperweights in the late 1960s, after 
spending ten years producing scientific 
instruments. “He was one of those 
who ventured first into what M 
appears to be botanical accu- 
racy” says Dwight R Lanmon 
director and CEO of the 
Winterthur Museum, Gar
den and Library in Delaware I; • 
and former director of the 1 
Coming Museum of Glass in ^
Corning, New York. 1

The artist himself describes 
what he does as “giving the glass

I

PLEASANT UNDER GLASS From top:
Flax cluster with honeybee (note hair 
on bee’s back) and root spirit; goatsbeard 
daisy with mottled bulbs and stem; 
and a Paphiopetiiium orchid; al) from the 
collection of Mike and Annie Belkin.

* J'
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remember ZYRTEC for fast relief.

ZYRTEC® (cetirizine HCI) starts relieving your allergies fast.'
So symptoms due to pollen, dust, cats, dogs, and mold are no
longer a nightmare. One prescription ZYRTEC tablet works
fast and lasts for 24 hours.

For fast allergy relief, ask your doctor about the power
of ZYRTEC.

In ZYRTEC studies, side effects were mild or moderate
including drowsiness, fatigue and dry mouth in adults and
drowsiness, headache, sore throat and stomach pain in
children. Drowsiness occurred in between 11% and 14%
in adults, depending on dose, compared to 6% taking
placebo. In children, drowsiness occurred in between
2% and 4%, depending on dose, compared to I % taking
placebo.

To learn more, ask your doctor or pharmacist.
Call toll free 1-888-BIG-RELIEF for more information.

Visit our Web site at www.ZYRTEC.com

Reference; 1. Data on file. Pfizer Inc, New York, NY.
P/eose see important information for ZYRTEC 5-mg and 10-mg toWets and 5 mg/5 mL syrup on the adjacent page. © 1998, Pfizer Inc
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transammase elevations twe occurred flurnig cetinzine therapy. A single case ot posable dtug-mduced hepalitis wuh sig- 
nihcant Iranssninase elevation (5001c lOOlTlU/Dard elevated bilirubin has been reportal In loteignmaikelmgexpen- 
ence the lollowmg additional rare, but oolenhal severe adverse evenis have been reported hemolyiic anemia itimmtmrv

£'|"h. orotaciarrtehinesia sever'nypoiension anaphylaxis hepalihs qinmeiulonephnhs stihpirih and chtnes'-a'is UG ABUSE AW DEPENDENCE There 15 no inloimation to indicate thai abuse or dependency occurs wiin ZYRlF'' 
OVEROOSAGE Oveidosaoe has been reporleti wilh ZVRTEC In one aduH patieni who look 1501 

patient was somnoleni oul did not display any oiher chnicai signs or abnormal Wood chemishy or hema'lotogy resiilis 
an 18-mpnth-Qld pedalnc palieni who look an overdose ol ZVRTEC (approximaiely 180 mgi lesHesness and lttltahlll  ̂
wereobserved initially. IhiswaslollowedPv drowsiness Should overdc^ occur healmmisriouidnesymoiomaiici:' sm 
pprlive taking into accouW any concomilantly mqested medications Theie is np known speerhe antidoie m ZVBTFf 
ZVRTEC IS r»l etieclively removed by dialysis, and dialysis will be meilectivn unless a dteiyyable agent has Deer^ -rrr- 
comttanhy mgesled The acute minimal lethal oral doses in mice and rats were 237 and 562 n^t 
imaiely 55 and 265 limes the maximum recoiTtmended human daily oral dose on a mg/m-'basis) 1 
acute liixiciy was the cenirat ii'ivnus system and the largpi of multiple-flose loxiciiy was ibe 
ADMINISTRATION Adults and Children 12 years and older The reoimmendettiniiiai dose ot ZYHItCh'" 10 
mg «f day in adults and children 12yEarsandi;lili‘i dependii'guiisyiiiolomsevefily Mnsi patients m iiiinkantHis siam-i 
at™ mg ZYRTEC isgiwiasa single daily Oose, witeotwilhout loop TTie lime ciladminishaiun may be vaned in smim'i 
vidual paheni needs In paents with decreased rente lunchon (creatinine ctearance 11-31 mL/min). patens on nemubidiy'-i-. 
(creatinine clearancD les5than7mL/mm).and m h®alua)ly mpaiied patients a dose ol 5 mg once daily is lecnmmuivy-n 
ClilMieR 6 to 11 years; The recimmended imiial dose 01 ZYRTEC m ci'iidrena^ 6 lo tl years is 5 or 10 mg (1 or 2 br 
spoons] once daily iteperrting on sympinni sevetily ^ time ot admm'siralinn may be vaned to sell individual pahei'i 

Cteiimne is Iksnsed Itom UCB Pnatma, Inc

'seeds,” “fertile,' moist,” "decay,” and “scent.” (Several years 
ago, he began to write poetry—which he finds more difficult 
than working in glass—and often includes a poem with a 
paperweight or a Botanical.)

He makes Cloistered Botanicals, too, laminating three sides 
of a crystal sculpture with dark glass so that the flowers appear 
suspended in space. His latest and largest format is the 
Assemblage—nine components grouped, like a mosaic, into a 
panel eight or nine inches high, five inches deep, and seven 
inches across.

tankard’s innovative drive, his continual evolu
tion, i.s very appealing. “He’s always trying new things,” 
says Lauren K. Tarshis, director of Sotheby’s paper

weight department. “He’s not afraid to be challenged, which I 
feel is really wonderful, and I think a lot of collectors see that, 
too.”

While collectors are drawn to the beauty and botanical cred
ibility of Stankard’s creations, “it’s more than that,” says one. Dr. 
John Halverstam ofTenafly, New Jersey. “It’s not just that they 
look natural. They give you something to think about.”

Stankard’s work, which Tarshis calls “technically superb,” 
does indeed give you something to think about. It is imbued 
with a spiritual quality that expresses the artist’s reverence for 
nature and his environmental awareness, the interconnected
ness of all living things, as well as his childhood memories of 
walks in the woods. “There’s a sense of wonder to it,” says Dou
glas Heller, co-owner of the Heller Gallery in New York’s 
SoHo, who discovered Stankard paperweights in the ’70s. 
“Paul lives his religion in a private way, but his choice of flowers 
is echoed in a phrase that he uses, ‘God is evident in the 
wildflowers.' He tries to invest his work with a spiritual qual
ity, without being preachy 

Today, Stankard paperweights start at $3,000, and Botanicals 
range up to $22,000. In the secondary market, a Stankard has 
sold for as much as $30,000. His work is represented in more 
than thirty major public museums in the United States, Europe, 
and Japan, as well a.s in many private collections.

“He’s one of the greatest practitioners of a technology that 
is very, very old, but he has pushed it to new limits,” says Win
terthur’s Lanmon. In Stankard, “you see individual brilliance 
and how it carries a craft.”

A book about his work, Ulysses Grant Dietz’s Paul J. 
Stankard: Homage to Nature, was published two years ago. At 
fifty-four, the artist believes the work he is doing is his 
strongest ever. With three assistants (including his two 
daughters) doing some of the tedious work of material prepa
ration, he has more time to be creative. And now that an 
addition to his studio is complete, he’s prepared to continue 
experimenting; and, as always, he sees himself growing spiri
tually as his work evolves. There’s no telling how far he will 
push his art, but it will almost certainly be true, as it is of his 
work so far, that God is in the details.
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ANN SACHS
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i >s •• •T^K‘>
Tile & Stone

A KOHLERCOMpany

1.800.278.TILE
www.annsackstile.com

ALBUQUERQUE, NM, Fields & Company • ATLANTA, GA, Ceramic Technics • BEDFORD HEIGHTS. OH, Stoneworks Ltd. • CHICAGO, !L, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • CLERMONT, FL, 
Gracious Living Design Center • CLEVELAND, OH, Stoneworks • COLUMBUS, OH, Classico Tile • COSTA MESA, CA, Eorobath & Tile • CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, PA, 
Splash/Nicklas Supply • CRESTWOOD, MO, Classic Kitchen & Bath • DALLAS, TX, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • DAVIE, FL, Expo Design Center • DENVER, CO, Ann Sacks Tile & 
Stone • HANOVER, NH, Kaleidoscope • KETCHUM, ID, Sun Valley Kitchen & Bath • KOHLER, Wl, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • LAS VEGAS, NV, European Bath, Kitchen, Tile & Stone 
• LONETREE, CO, The Great Indoors • LOS ANGELES, CA, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • LUBBOCK, TX, Fields & Company • MIAMI, FL, Expo Design Center • MINNEAPOLIS, MN, 
Fantasia Showroom • NASHVILLE, TN, Southern Plumbing • NEW YORK, NY, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • NORTH AURORA, IL, Prestige Bath & Tile • PORTLAND, OR, Ann Sacks 
Tile & Stone • PHILADELPHIA, PA, Joanne Hudson Tiie & Stone • SAN ANTONIO, TX, Palmer Todd, Inc. • SAN FRANCISCO, CA, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • SEATTLE, WA, Ann 
Sacks Tile & Stone • SHORT HILLS. NJ, Short Hills Marble & Tile • TROY, Ml, Ann Sacks Tile & Stone • WATERTOWN, MA, Roma Tile • WESTPORT, CT, Westport Tile & Design



TURN OF THE SCREW

A Tinker’s Damn
Once upon a time you could have fun taking apart a radio or TV, 

find the problem, maybe even fix it. No more. Technology is a killjoy
BY JERRY ADLER

ID YOU EVER takeapart 
a computer? As long as 
you’re not too particular 
about putting it back 
together in working 

order, you can do a pretty impressive job 
of disassembly in under twenty minutes, 
using just a Phillips-head screwdriver and 
a butter knife. Of course, you won’t learn 
very much from the exercise, and your 
kids will probably find it a bore. Practi
cally the only major component whose 
function is immediately and unambigu
ously apparent is the cooling fan. A little 
effort might serve to identify the power

transformer and the hard drive, which (at 
least on the 1987-era Kaypro I was dis
secting actually looked as I had imagined 
it: a flat metallic disc mounted to rotate 
beneath a sliding head. There was no way 
to tell chat this very disc held, in binary 
bits and pieces, the first three chapters of 
a novel I had been working on since Joyce 
Maynard was in junior high school. Just 
about everything else, though, happened 
on one of a half-dozen circuit boards, on 
the plug-in chips containing millions of 
tiny transistors, as mysterious and com
plex as the DNA of the fruit fly.

I used to take apart radios when I was

a kid—a hobby, I was inanely gratified to 
learn recently, that 1 shared with the great 
theoretical physicist Richard Feynman. 
The subjects were old-fashioned tabletop 
AM radios, with five vacuum tubes wired 
in a series so chat if any one of them 
burned out, the whole device instantly 
went dead, When that happened, you 
opened the back of the radio, pulled out 
the tubes, and carried them down to the 
drugstore tube tester, a big floor-mounted 
machine magnificently equipped with 
banks of sockets, dials, and switches and 
gauges. Using one to identify a dead tube 
for the first time, I felt the thrill Fermi

5|
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Cheesecake... Chocolate Chip... Butterscotch Pie. They'rejust afew of more than a thousand 

luscious colors Ace Royal Touch® Paints has to offer. And with Ace. appetizing colors are just the start. 

You also get one coat coverage, waskability and 15 year durability.

Which means you can be sure every color 

will look as great as it sounds.
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TURN OF THE SCREW very people who designed it. Where is 
the engineer who can keep in his head the 
functions of seven million transistors? 

Or consider the automobile. When Imust have experienced watching the first 
atomic pile go critical. was growing up, we owned a 1964 Buick, 

And it wasn’t just tubes! Resistors whose hood had approximately the 
would burn out. capacitors short, wires

sur
face area of a queen-sized bed. Three p 

inexplicably detach themselves from pie could stand in the space between the 
their Terminals—and then I might have 
to get out a soldering iron, and root 
around in an old coffee can for a replace- mechanical ignition system, a collection
ment part, perhaps something I had of parts that had not fundamentally 
scavenged from an old TV set. Don’t get changed in thirty years. Happy hours,
me started. I can wring infinitely 
nostal^a from the schematic diagram of 
an old Philco or Admiral than from any 
of the novels I never finished writing.

eo-

engine block and the wheel wells. 1 spent 
many long, happy hours fiddling with the

Style You 
Can Really 
Sink Into.

more because I was doing something useful, 
saving on repair costs, and learning a skill 
that I was sure woidd come in handy in 
later life; long hours, because no matter 
how carefully I followed the instructions 

he point is that the technology of about gapping the points and setting the 
a radio set was once accessible to timing and adjusting the distributor, on 
the layman, even one in tenth the first three tries the engine would 
grade. Today’s cheap radios aren’t begin knocking at around 45 miles 

necessarily more complex than those of 
forty years ago (although they mostly gear. Around the time I finally mastered 
are), but who ever bothers to look inside the technique of the tune-up, mechanical 
one? Without vacuum tubes, they hardly ignition systems began to be replaced fay 
ever break, and they aren’t meant to be 
fixed anyway The value of the individual ubiquitous — 
parts is practically nil, the cost of assem
bling them in China orTaiwan not much

an
hour and refuse to shift out of second

V

electronic ones, and now the latter are
more black boxes silently 

flipping digits at the speed of light where 
once cams clacked and rotors whirled in 

more than that, and so the whole thing three glorious visible dimensions, 
can be sold here for less than the value of The computer, meanwhile, sits in 
the time it would take a high-school stu- pieces on my workbench. I put it aside for 
dent to figure out what was wrong. a project of greater moment, involving a

And chances are the student wouldn’t leaking divertor valve in the top-floor 
know which end of a soldering iron to bathtub. This is the little knob that sends 
hold (a potentially fatal mistake); he’s the water either to the showerhead or to 
spending all his time in the bedroom try- the tub spout, and how it could possibly 
ing to retarget SAC missiles by modem, even begin to malfunction is still an 
It’s fair to ask who I think I am to decree enigma to me. I had no choice but to 
that the little delinquent should be taking replace it, which meant removing a good 
apart a phonograph instead, just because half-dozen four-inch riles to get back to 
that’s how I wasted my youth. But even the pipe chase in the wall. The tools for 
the most creative programming is a tech
nological skill at one remove, or several, 
from the real thing. The real thing 
volves the physical manipulation of ob
jects and generally begins with removing thing about plumbing, I realized as I tried 
two dozen Phillips-head screws, at least to pound a tileback into place—managing 
three ofwhich will drop into the recesses to crack it into three pieces—is that you 
of the cha.ssis and never be seen again. can’t miniaturize it, digitize it, or have it

The computer itself, with its circuitry done in a Third World country for 
of almost biological complexity, is what seventy-five cents an hour; you just have 
scientists call a black box: there is input to get in there and bang the pipes around, 
(at the keyboard) and output (on the And accept with grace that while the 
screen or printer), but the details of what world no longer needs my skills to make a 
happens inside are a mystery to those radio bring forth music, I can, at least, pro- 
who use it—even, on some level, to the vide the blessing of a nice warm bath, ciup

this job included two screwdrivers, five 
wrenches, a cold chisel, a hammer, a 
notched trowel, a grout float, and about 
fifteen square yards of cotton rags. The

m-

Bath consoles by
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Imported exclusively by 
Aquaware America Inc.

Available through bath trade showrooms. 
For the nearest location, please call:

1-800-527-4498
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SINCE

Available at Bloomingdale’s, Dayton’s, Marshall-Field's, Hudson's,
Macy's, Rich's, Lazarus, Goldsmith’s, Burdines, The Bon March^ and other fine stores.

For a score near you or to receive a free catalog of our dinnerware, silverware, crystal and gift collections 
please call 1 - 800-VILLEROY or e-mail us at vbcustsv@unidial,com



SOME PEOPLE ARE BORN WITH CHABISMA

It’s style. It’s attitude. It’s also the MOST luxurious, ioo% Supima' cotton beiI

FOR THE NEAREST STORE. CALL 1-800-22A-5M2 EXT. 29 DECORATIVE BEDDING. CHARiSV



CHARI/M4America. Charisma. Do you have it?AND BATH COLLECTION MADE IN

SPLEKOOR [N BUTTERCREIkM. SHEETS WD PILLOWCASES; CHARISMA HESEKCT LACE IN PARCHMENT.
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the good lifeintroducing
skincare,

simplified.
smart choices for 

smart living

Discover Europe’s 
Best-Kept SecretBeautiful skin doesn’t come 

from complicated charts and The ultimate luxurious body care 
collection is now making its debut 

in the U.S.
time-consuming systems. It comes 
from pure formulas and flexible 
solutions. Products that are so easy 
to get and so easy to use, they become 
parr of your lifestyle, instantly. That’s 
the refreshingly simple approach to 

skincare from DHC. Every product 

in our skincare line strikes a perfect 
balance between nature and science

Previously only available in 
Europe, badedas offere a 
sensual array of bath and body 

products to help make you feel soft, 
silky and beautifully pampered all over.

Each product features a unique blend of 
horse-chestnut extract and naharal plant oils.

The badedas collection is now available at select Dayton's, Hudson's, Macy’s, 
Marshall Field’s, McAlpin's, Joslins, Castner Knott Co., Stanley Korshak, Burdtnes and 
other fine stores. Call 1 -800-690-0007 for more information or to order badedas products.

1 800-690-0007to give you healthier, more radiant 
skin. We never add perfumes, dyes 
anything else your skin doesn’t need. 

And we’re only a phone call away. 

It’s that simple.

or

For a free catalog with samples.
The Dream Cleaner

call 1.800.DHC.CARE or
The one cleaning tool you'll need for 
spring is Pumie*. a purs, natural pumice 
stick perfect for household cleaning — 
and safe for children and pets. Totally free 
of chemicals and detergents, its abrasive 
action works wonders.
• Removes stubbwn stains in tubs, sinks, 

and toilet bowls.
• Cleans food, grease and carbon 

build-up from ovens, grills and iron 
cookware.

• Takes off lime, rust and unwanted paint 
from hard surfaces.

Pumie works its cleaning magic both 
indoors and outdoors on swimming pools, 
showers, garden tools, barbeques and 
more. At food, drug, hardware and home 
centers or call 1-800-423-3037.

visit US at www.dhccare.com
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Extra Nighttii^
^[Moisture __

for evBryone’$ skio
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0 Chefs Choice for 
Better Butter
The perfect finishing touch for your 

gourmet table — the Butter BelP“ crock.

A favorite of chefs around the world, this 

French inspired earthenware crock allows 

you to store one stick of butter at room 

temperature for up to 30 days — for soft, 

spreadable butter without refrigeration, 

spoilage or odors. Hand-painted floral 

(pictured), $21.95 + s/h; white raised 

floral, $17.95 + s/h. To order or for more 

information call 1 -888-575-1900. Call today 

to find out about the Special Mother’s Day 
Gift Offer — good through 5/10/98.

1

1 800-423-3037

Ham-an

basic care for beautiful skin
Take Note: Experience the good life with Villeroy & Boch and Fieldcrest Cannon,

© 1998 DHC [ISA Inc. All R.ghr, Rwrvnd
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4B. Jenn-Air: Jenn-Air oilers i liiU line of innovative kitchen appliances, including the sleek, iniegrated 
Expressions® colleciion; the high-pcribtmince, siainicss-sieri 
Pro-Style™ line; the stylish Designer line; and the stunning 
Blue Creek™ line. For more information, all 80O-JENN- 
AIR or visit our Website at

09- HAkLiarA, INC.: Kallisia olTcrs whirlpools and baths, 
faucets, lollea, basins, sinks, and showeiheads of the I'tnest 
design and quality. 72-page aiolog, }|0, BUB-d-Kallista. 
www.kaJlisca.coin.

34. GIATI DESIGNS. INC.: ClATI Designs is a 
manufacturer nf award-winning, intcrior/eaicnor solid teak 
furniture, matket umbrellas and imponed French interior/ 
exterior iexiil«. All GJATI teak fiimiiure is hand-ctalied 
horn the FincM Ulana-gtadc, First European Quality, plan- 
iHcinn-grown lok. Each piece is solidly built using halt-bp 
and mortise and tenon joinery and staie-of-ihe-an, water
proof glues to ensure that It will last for gcneraiions oat- 
diiots, Particiilatly noteworthy is the Aria line, a heidonm 
colleaion with optional Bnishes, uphntsiery treatments 
and decorative panels ilui an be cusiiimioeii nr changed

lime to 111 new design snisiitililics and styles.

35. H.A. FRAMBURc; Ftamhutg, one of the fm»t uadi- 
lions in lighting, olFers over 400 styles, including Gothic, 
Empire. Vktorbn, Geoigian, Faiily Anicrian. Art Deto,
An Noureau. anil .Suft Crrnrunparaiy, Cetsfogcost 51?.

35. Marvin Windows a Doors: 'Made to Older" 
from Marvin Windows K Doors, heaiiiihillydcmonsi rates 
how inade-lo-order wood .ind ckd-vnxid windows and 
doon Can enhana' yiiur home. Includes product opuuns. 
and ene^ information. (FRF.F.).

37. OAK LEAF conservatories: a Yoik. England 
KmciI company .speclajiung in c'ciuom-buill indiiional 
En^ish style conservatories. Tradilinnal skills ol Rriiisli 
designers and craftsmen are utilised m create, construct, 
and insiiill the finest cuiiservaloiics. Each individually 
designexJ conservaiory rellecu its ownen,' needs and style. 
Call SOIS-KO-628^. Full-color htridiure. ilO.

36. Pella; With alinie dreamingand Pella* Windows 
and Doors, anything tan happen. Get the new DreambiMik 
from the company that newt eompromtses on materials, 
iTofismanship, design, or performance. Pelb*. VIEWED 
TO BE THE BE.ST” OH «nO-?4-PF.I.IA for your free 

Dreamhoiik.

To receive more information from our advertisers, simply fill out 
the form below and send it to Conde House & Garden, 
P.O. Box T0236, Riverton, NJ 08076-8236. If the reply card 
is missing, you may mail us your requesc. Please inclicare the 
catalog number you wish to receive as well as the amount 
requested (if applicable). Make check or money order payable 

Conde Hast House & Garden.

v.jcnnair.com.

to
17. LaBarge Magellan Collection: Discover spe
cialty ftimishlngs inspired by designs from around the world. 

Iron beds, chef's i.ihic, armoires, chests, and serven are just .1 
few of the treasures you'll rind in this full-calurcaulng. 5$.

SO. KOHLER Bath a Kitchen Ideas: A complete set 
cH hdl<ulni piuduct catalogs covering haihs and whirlpools, 
showers. lavatories, toileix and hidets, kitchen and enrenain- 

•slnks, faucets, and acossoties. 800-4-KOFfLER, cxi.

Apparel

1, Lands' End direct Merchants; Dread shop
ping fur a swimsuiif Shop at Lands' End"! Our Kiiidesi 
Cut* Swimwar gives you a greaicr cJwice of styles, fabrics, 

sixes.

ment
KR5. KohlerCo, 58. www.kohlcrco.com.

LEE Jofa; Christopher Moore travels the world in an 
effort to unearth Toiles de Jouy designs from historic estates, 
(invate collecrions, and anrique reconditioning efforjr. U-e 
Jofo is proud to be the exclusive dlsirihutor of these 
decidedly original prims. Brochure, 51.

16.Free catalog. 800-963-4807.
51. M ARTEx: For rhe Martex retailer nearest you or for one 
of out helpful guides to selecting and caring for sheets or tow
els, please c.ill 800-458-3000. And look us up on the 
Intcmei at www.minexhomc.com.

52. Phvlrich international: Fni four decodes, cteaiing 
plumbing fixtures and lurdware for fine homes. 122 complcrefy 
aroidinaied series, which are available In 17 haiid-pniished fin- 
Uhes. All pnducts ore covered by a lifetime warranty. Free.

53. Raymond Snkrsoll Orbigns: Ravinond 
Enkeholl Designs "IDflfi. fxqiiisite archiiccrorai sniid vwiod 
carvings, 104-pagc color product catalog shows capitals, 
nuddings, onlays, panels, etc. slocked in maple and red oak.

54. Serta, INC.: Manufacturer nf America's hest-sclling 
premium maicress. The Perfect Seeper. offen a cnmpfeic col
lection of premium and luxury bedding. Color brochures 

jvailahle.

55. Siematic Corporation: The SieMaiit Kiietm 
Beolr is 144 large-foimai pages of ciciting design ideas featur
ing .SieMarii's iniemaiionally known line of cabinets and 

accessories. 519.95.

56. TOTO USA: I'he world's laigest plumbing inntiufaccuicr 
is reinveming the genre with its water-saving 1.6 gpf 
Prominence toilei-raied as having the most powerful, quiet, 
and efllcieni flush-ami featuring a remote-controlled Zod seat 
with bidet-like wjshlei. warmer, and deodorizer. Unequaled 
in performance, pioneering design.

57. viking Range corporation: The miginator nf 
commerdal-iypc equipment for ihe home, Viking Range nui- 
Rts the ultimate kitchen with a foil line of products, including

liJation, cleanup, and reftigetarinn, 888-845- 
4641. www.viking-range.com.

andFABRICS
2. Cowtan a tout: Cowun & Tout's f^ric and wallpa
per collections are a celebraiion of American style. These 
modern designs ate essential elements in creating a veiy per
sona! environment. Telephnnc 212-647-6901 fora brochure.

19. LEXINGTON FURNITURE INDUSTRIES: Quality 
ciinstruciioii. great styles, lil'eti 
tiotis from Lei'ingron offer various options. Many afthc

popular hnme hirniihings available. Free brochure. 
800-LFJ4-!NI=0.

20. MINE, INC.: file Merropilitan Chair 1 
great pieces offered by Mike Room Service. F.
■hat includes our hard maple wood casegonds, our leather 
tack luhle series, and classic uphiilstered styles, please call

Mikeic4l5-255-MIKF-.

21. POLIFOHN USA INC.; PnWhim'i Dkii/uuiy Ilf Hume 
Dnign illusirates a rich ami diwtrse colleaiun of beds, wall 
units, eloset systems, dining room lumiiure, and more. For 
professionals and consumers. Call 8K8-P(3L1F0UM. Free.

22. Summer Hill ltd.: fiusiom uphohiery and original 
wood pieces, as well a.s unique fabrics and wall coverings. 
Order through ihe trade furniture catalog, available for $55.

23. Todd Hase Furniture. Inc,: Compleiecullec- 
lion of line fominire and textiles, all designed by Tndd Hase. 
Known for using Old VlJoild iechnii|ucs nf manufteturing to

modem furniture with el.isaical references. For further 
information, call 212-3.34-.3568.

24. WORKBENCH furniture: Wfirkhench combines 
classic modem design with ihe versarile options needed lo 
sal'uly home and ofTice needs, whether choosing a house full 
nf furniture or the perfect piece in finish a room. For youi 

nearest laarinn. cull S(W-.180-2j70.

25. Please send me all the free items in this category

invnimenls...lhe collec-

FlNANCIAL
me of many 
.a brochure

3, First Union National Bank: Fur addhiunal 
informaiinn tfonui pnxlucls and services nffered by Fiixi 
Union Nailunal Bank, please call 800-720-9339 or e-mail 

us at www.fimunion.com.

FLOORS a WALL COVERINGS

4. Hokanson incorporated; Designers and manu 
fectureix of custom-nude rugs and carpets iliai 
in almost any size, shape, color, nr combination of coluis. 
For more infotmaiion, please cal! 800-243-777! or visit our 
Website at www.holunsoncaipel.com.

5. Karastan: a ckssief It's limelcs styling, elegance, 
and sophistication all woven logethct. It's Karastan rugs 
and caiprts.

6. SAXONY carpet company: For die complete 
Nina Ganipbell Cnlleciion catalog of exclusive carpeu and 
holders, send $5 to; Saxonv Carpet Company, 979 Third 
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

7- Plea.se send me all the ftrc items in this utegoiy

be made

all ihe free items in this category36. Please send

Kitchen, Bed. & bath

40. AMERICAN standard: IVe Vliiiii Ibu 10 Love 
four Halhmom guidclxiok is overflowing with facts, ideas, 
and inspiration. This ,30-p  ̂brochure offers inreresriiq; 
facTS and considerations for planning your hathtoom, 52, 
www.us.amsid.iom. 800-52^9797. ext. 016.create

AMERICA. INC,: liicaied i41. Aouavva
Norwalk, dl Aquawttre Asnetk,!, Inc. is the exeJusiw 
imporicT and disiiihuinr for Cesana (shower enclosures 
and hath seteens), Cesame [cctatnic saiiiiaryware), Betiocci 
(bath accessories). Garibe (hathnKini furniture and vani
ties). Poria (faucets and mixers), and Karol (gi 
anil bathroom furniture). 800-527-4498.

1

Furniture king.

van 11 IS6. BBB ITALIA: For ihc dealer nearest you, please call 
800-872-1697.

9. BARLOW Ttrie: “The English Garden Tradition." 
Made in F.ngiand since 1920, our wilid leakwutxj outdoor 
and garden furnishings have '‘weathered" the test of time. 
Classic, award-winning dedgtis fur poolside, gaiilen, and 
alfresco entertaining will provide 1 lifetime nf enjoyment 
and saiisfectioii. 80-pagc catalog, S3.

56. Wood-Mode custom cadinetry; A beautiful 16- 
pjgc brochure answers quesiinns about custom cabinetry and 
illusirates many of the dimr styles, finishes, and special-pur- 

features in the Wood-Mode line. 52 for the brochure

42. Canac kitchens: Amazing new kiiclien 
ideas...icrrific tips...expert advice,..and mure! Canac's full- 
color Khdvn Planner is the uliimaic guide for creating the 
kilchen you’ve always 
with pictures, Canac's exciting 
it all. To Older, please send your name and address along 
with j 55 check (payahJr 10 Caiuit Kirthens) ii>; Canac 
Kitchen Plannei, .360 John .Sircei, Thornhill, ONT. 
Canada L.3T 3M9.

GIFT ITEMS

pose
with cerrificates for additional free literature (520 value).26. Bund; Since 1898 Cund has been making lovable soft 

toys. For more infotmaiion, please visit led. Easy to read and loaded
Kiiclien Pirnwr covers

Wehsiie ar 800-6,35-7500.
www.gund.aini.

OHS kitchens: Exquisite Old-World kitchens
56. WMbringing the sophistication and spirit of traditional Europe 
into the premium American kiichen. Segant, warm, fiimi- 
iHre-Ilke. Twenty-four page cnlor brochure. $5.

Home Design Materials

Company: Bernliardi,ID. Bernhardt furniture
furniture makers since 1889, showcases iheait of fineciafts- 
mansJiip wiih elegani hedwxMji, dinii^ room, and living 

styles ranging from iraditional to c«n- 
A Yariciy of case-good colleciions feature fine

27. Ace Hardware; Ace Royal Paims-tjualiiy and 
affordahiliiy a 
manufetmins
riot and cxterfiir paint, wood stains and finishes. vnameU, 
and specially products.

28. Amoega ft Machin conservatories: Amdega 
6: Machin Gmservaiories ate dcs^ned to rhe highest qtiality

withsund all climaies. For a full-color brochure, phone 

800-922-11110,

the hallmarks of Ace Royal Paints. Acc 
entire line of palm ptoducis, iridiiding ime- 43. CHARLES P. ROGERS BRASS ft IRON BEDS:

Oiatles I* Rc^rs Brass d Iron Beds, Fait. 1855- Original 
I Wh and 20ih ceniiiry headbonrdi, bedi. aiwpy beds, and 

available direct frum Ameiica’s oldest maker 
beds. Color catalog, $1. New Yolk City lac-

c all the free items in this ategory60. Please sendroom fominire, 

temporal)'.
carvhtg and hiKtou.i hand-fmijbed iviKciy The Parii 
brochure mavbe purcli.ised for $12- For more infotmaiion, 
caU toll-free;'888-.324-377!,

Pharmaceuticaldayl>eds 
ufbiusamli
loiy shwronni npen seven <feys a week. Phone orders wel 
come. Shipping available worldwide. 800-272-7726,

now

61. ALLEGRA:This year discover Allegni* (fexofenadine 
HCI), It's by prescriprion only, so askyourdnaur or call 800- 

ALLEGRA.

62. Claritin: ‘Nothing but blue skies fixim 
Aik your docioi about a trial of ClARITIN (loraudinc) 
rableis 10 mg. For 3 55 rehaie certificate and impuriant free 

information, call 800-C[,ARrnN. www.daritin.com.

63. Please send me all 'he fiee items in this category

11. Brown Jordan: Our new hcochurc features all of 
clai-sic lavoriies, along with several exciting new cnllec- 

tioiu created to complement itsday's casual inierior and 

exierior landscapes.

10 44. OACOR Epicure appliances: Gommcni.if uvIc 

coohoi’.i, ranges, and <mns nihr luperior pcrloriiuiti.c 
with many features and heneHis noi found on similar piod- 

Dual-I'uel ranges wiih die worlds first gas baihecue in 
re convection'"” elccnrit oven; ea5y-io<tean cooktops 

. ctKiking suffece: "pure" conrectkin self- 
cleaning wall ovens wiih exiia-la^ capacity. FREE.

out
on.

SACKS Tile a Stone; Free brochure and 
information on how 10 obtain our exquisicc-160 page Cara- 

12. Donohia: Don^ia's elegant and strikingly h.mdsoint 80U-278-TILE. wvzw.antisacksiilc.com.
collections of uphnistered fiimiiuie, textiles, tables, and
related accessories arc well known for their signature styling, Artistic Tile, Inc.: Feainring an impressive selec-

lion of hand crafted ceramic tile, Jeiusalem sinne, tumbled 
marbles, limcsione, slates, and mosaics. Distinctive plumbing 
I'lxrares. Ciicle 30 for free brochure.

29. ANN

ucu.
a “pu 
with 50%

blending classic with modern lines, the Familial with ihc 
unexpected, and an unusual use of lexiurt and enter lensi 
hilitv. Send $3 for a hrtichutc.

USA CoRP.: Our hcauiifol cuter cai- Tabuetop45. Bagoenau
alog takes you through our complete iineofF.ompcan- 
de.signcd cuiroin huili-in appliames for the Kitchen of a 
New Era, Call us at 800-929-1125 or visit 
www.Gag^nau.com, 55,

64. Orrefors: Unique, elegant, handmade ciysiai from 
Sweden. Classic and contemporary barware, stems, candle- 
sticki, deoiniers, and giftsvin;. Iter a fore brochure, call 80t>- 
351-9842 Visii Gallcrl Orrefotsai 58 East 57th Street, NYC, 
and South Coast PIsza, Costa Mesa, CA.

13. Drexel heritage Furnishings: Diexel 
Heiiiagc's styles are exciting and iis finishes unique, btii the 
legacy of quality and craftsmanship has been unonmpnmiis- 
ingsince 1903. Cjll 704-433-3200 fora free brochure,

14, GEORGE smith; Ceoigc Smith 
handnude classic Englisli upholstered forniiute to nidcr. 
Their Rihric line includes hand-prinlcd linen dncumeni 
designs os well as checks, stripes, solids, velvets, and damadts.

tS, Henredon: Henrednn foiniture is among the lliie.si 
made. Fmm lovingly deiaited iraditional, to sleekly sophlsii- 
caicx! cimicmporaty, diis is forniture for a lifetime.

16. Kingsley-Bate, ltd,: America's largest purveyor 
offtncirakfiirninjfe, featuring Isenchcts, dining sets, lounge, 
and resort lines in hand-arved and itadirional styles. 
Brochure, 55. www.KlngsleyBate.cmn.

31. CALIFORNIA Closets: Califumia Closets offers a 
complete range nf quality closet, pantry, parage, hnme office, 
and other storage 'oluiions dc-signed 10 .SIMPLIFY YOUR 
LIFE, For a free brochurecirdc.il.

at

46. ORDHtt INC.; F.xcellencc in ‘linweiheads, Idithen and 
lavatory faiicetc, ihermostaiic and pressure balance valves for 
iiilYslinwer insialkniuns. European styling, qualipz maieiial, 
and st.itc-ol-ihc-an engineering is the hallmaik of Grohe.

47. Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath: Jacuzzi WhiilpiMil 
Baih present.' the HWfi Imcniaiional Designer Colletiinn 
ol whirlpool (saihs, faucetrv, and The J-Dieam " liftmily of 
shower systems. 8110-288-4002. www.jacuzzi.com.
Catalog free nf chaigc.

mfaemres • retails Floors: Haiidciaftcd, decorative, iradi- SiLVER Crystal; Aoilleciion of more 
and colleciiblcs.

32, Country
lional. and contemporary tiles; antiqued and tumbled mar 
hie. liniesionc ami iravenine; mosaics; nia/tdica, terra-cotta 
Hoots, architectural elements, moldings, sturdy floor riles 

glazed
and lerra-cona- All 
lm|Kiried Tiles ,ind Stone; (h) 510 for American Artisan 
11165; or (c) SI for imrodueiory brochures.

65. 5WAROVSKI
than I4U lull-cut Austrian crystal figurii 
Complimentary color catalog, 800-426-3088.

plicate the dUcretc texture ol .miique ail stone 
caialogiies. (a) Send $15 for

66. viETRi: l-landcrafted Itnlian dinnerware and decorative 
gifts bring style and romance with onc-ol-a-kind produers fi>r 

isrihly Italian! (a) 190-page allot catalog. $10.your home. I 
(h) Rtochure free.

33. Get REAL Surfaces; Manufacturing ufcustom 
concrete foi the interior, raiunicriops, casi-in sinks, fireplace 
surrounds, hearthstones, maniels, tile, hacksplosh. and much 

Any color desired. 914-452-3988,

67. Please send me all the free items in this category

more.
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The Spirit of Design:
A Conversation with 
Christophe Pillet
TUESDAY. MAY 19

Brooke Stoddard, Senior 
Editor, at House & Garden, 
will host a conversation tvitb 
French designer Christophe 
Pillet. Only four years after 
opening his otvn design studio, 
Pillet has been named art 
director of Ecart International 
and is changing the global 
design landscape with his 
furnishings for companies 
like Artelano, Ceccotti, 
Domeau & Peres, E &Y, 
and Magfs.
11:00 am

^'Hollywood Hills” Villa 
Debuts at Pacific Design Center
MARCH 25, 1998 - DECEMBER 1999

Verona," an elaborate ItaHan~style villa 
located in the Pacific Design Center's IdeaHouse"^ 
complex, officially opens to the public on March 23-

“Villa Verona" occupies over 4,000 luxurious square 
feet and is owned by a mythical '90s family: Jed, 
executive for a major Hollywood film studio; his 
wtfe, Lisa, a succes^l restaurateur; and dteir 
14-year'Old daughter, less. This fictitious 1929 
home was originally the Hollywood Hills mansion 
of silent-screen legend. Miss Rena Reich, and has 
been designed in keeping with that theme.

an

International Contemporary 
Furniture Fair*
(May 16 - May 19)
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center 
New York City

IdeaHouse^, which also features the fully furnished 
“California Country Cottage," serves to showcase 
dte nearly endless range of products available at 
Pacific Design Center in a consumer-fiiendly 
dxnvcase bouse format. IdeaHouse^ also offers 
consumers unparalleled ideas in home technology 
—virtually everydfingfor every room in the home.

To register for this complimentary 
program, call 1.888.999.3968.

Over 100 leading manufacturers and 40 Pacific 
Desigti Center showrooms have provided product

visitors may also eiqjlorc Pacific Design Center’s 150+ 
showrooms after viewing IdeaHouse". For more information, 
caU. 310.657.0800. ext. 295.

CoNot Hast

House *^^arden



CAMPBELL
WOOLS

ON A Of
NEW ZEALAND

NEW COLORS, NEW ZEAUND WOOL.
For more information call us on 1 BOD 452 8864 

http;//www.Fernmark.cQm

FERNMARK
WOOL
CARPET.
ti

The most
fashionable
colors
aren’t all

wardrobe
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Touch Me, Feel Me
This season, book after book appeals directly to our senses. 

One even has a delectable fuzzy cover
BY CATHLEEN MEDWICK

HE PUBLISHING world has 

come to its senses—in one
first five chapters celebrate the five 
senses, “is one that says every morning, 
‘Come outside.... Brush your fingertips 
across the downy, silvery leaves of pep
permint geranium.... Nibble on a leaf of 
chives and enjoy its mild pungency... 
come, enter, and linger.’” But, he adds, 
clicking shut the door in the garden 
wall, not yet. An inviting garden is a 
mature one, and the gardener has to 
wait for it to grow. Time enough to 
hone the senses dulled by sterile late- 
century American life. Lacy rook 
decades to make his own Eden from a 
drab New Jersey lot; now he sows his

book with opinions—about the virtues 
of kitchen gardens, the vices of subur
ban lawns—bits of history, and tips on 
horticulture. And if he sounds a bit 
complacent, that’s only natural. Privacy 
has its privileges.
A CHILD’S GARDEN: ENCHANTING 
OUTDOOR SPACES FOR CHILDREN 
AND PARENTS, by Molly Dannenmaier 
(Simon & Schuster, $35). Children have 
democratic instincts; they reach for 
anything bright and shimmery, plung
ing their curious fingers into the mud of 
life. Dannenmaier believes that a gar
den made for children will engage 
adults too, because it will be full of 
secret hideaways and sensory delights. 
As she presents examples (an ingenious 
backyard water garden, a living willow

way at least. A profusion of 
books this season urges you, 
the reader, to wake up and 

smell the tea leaves; taste the tomatoes
(heirloom, naturally); touch the marble 
floor with your bare toes; see red in a 
rosebush or in a painted room; hear the 
burble of humanity in a backyard pond. 
THE INVITING GARDEN, by Allen Lacy 
(Henry Holt, $40). Without a touch of 
irony, Lacy, a prolific philosopher- 
gardener, defines an “inviting” garden as a 
“private” one, a closely guarded retreat. 
Such a garden shuts out the world, 
which is in too much of a mad, mecha
nized rush to appreciate it anyway. “An 
inviting garden,” writes Lacy, whose

PAINT JOB Properly colored walls can 
perform miracles for a room. Learn how 
some magicians weave their spells, above.

no HouseCTGarden • may 1998



KALLISTA PRESENTS A

NEW LINE OF ELEGANT

BATH FIXTURES AND

FURNITURE DESIGNED

BY BARBARA BARRY.

ASK YOUR DESIGNER

OR ARCHITECT TO

ARRANGE A VISIT TO

THE KALLISTA SHOW

ROOM NEAREST YOU.
io*.

t OR SEND SIO FOR OUR

FULL COLOR CATALOG.

KALLISTA INC.

2460 VERNA COURT

SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577

TEL 1.888.4KALLISTA

^ FAX 1.888.272.3094
I

I
f www.kailistainc.com

*

KALLISTA
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BOOKCASE

tunnel), she makes points about 
the way children play, the need for 
controlled risks in outdoor spaces, 
and how a garden can therapeuti
cally focus a child’s attention. 
Gertrude Jekyll’s 1908 Children 
and Gardens (reprinted by the 
Antique Collectors’ Club) advised 
British parents to build fully * 
equipped garden cottages for their l 
children. Dannenmaier’s book recasts 
that fantasy, among others, in a fresh, 
American light.
FLOWERS, by Haruhtto Wako and Masato 

Kawai (Chronicle, $19.95). This is a book 
for hard-core plant oglers. Not a word 
adulterates the pristine images— 
per creamy page—of a flush rose, a taut 
tulip, a hectically decaying gardenia. 
There is loads of information here, 
most of it visual, though the thick 
pages, within soft paper covers, are 
meant to be touched. Readers versed in 
meditation will spend time with the 
lotus, viewed from front and back; but 
also with the suddenly compromised 
carnation, flecked with dew. This book 
improves with gazing. Still, index 
chasers will welcome the plant 
grudgingly posted at the back. 
HEIRLOOM VEGETABLES: A HOME GAR
DENER’S GUIDE TO FINDING AND GROW
ING VEGETABLES FROM THE PAST, by 

Sue Stickland (Fireside, $16). Describing 
an heirloom as “something precious

Available at these Fine stores nationwide:

Ceramit Hirmon)' (205) 883-l2(M 
Design Tiic & Stone (205) 753-8453 
Design ’HIc & Stone (.334) 264-86«7

Crafisman Court Ccniinia (602) 970-6611

AL Huntsville
Birmingham
Monigomcry

KL Scoiudalc

CA Lns Angeles Cnuniry Floors, Inc. (310) 657-0510 
San l^cuco Country l-luors, Inc. (4151 241-0500 
Santa Barbara NS Ceramic (805) 962-1422 
San Diego From the Ground Up (619) 551-9902 
Corona del Mar Concepc Studio (714) 759-0606

Materials Marketing (.30.3)777-6007

Country Floors, Inc. (203)862-9900

Country Floors, Inc. (954)925-4004 
Cnuniry Floors, Inc. Q05) 576-0421 
Design Tile be Stone (904) 650-3406 
Tde Market (407) 628-4322 
Tile Market (9411261-9008

CO Denver

cr Greenwich

FL Dartia 
Miami 
Destin 
Winter Park 
Naples BIG AS LIFE Or even bigger. Commune 

with flowers, one per creamy page.GA Adanta RenaitiianccTlIe & Bath (404) 231-9203 

RBC ‘Hie & Stone (515) 224-12(10lA Des Moines

market varieties that have a uniform 
appearance and the flavor of old shoes. 
This book is a testament to the work 
of Kent Whealy and the Iowa-based 
Seed Savers Exchange, which scours the 
world for seeds of nearly extinct plant 
varieties to propagate and distribute. 
The point of Seed Savers, as of this 
book, is to restore genetic diversity and 
a tradition of good taste.
GARDENER COOK, by Christopher Lloyd 

(Willow Creek, $29.50). No dish served 
up in this book could be more savory 
than the image of the twinkly-eyed 
expert gardener and hobbyist cook 
pounding with a pestle in his kitchen 
at Great Dixter. The reader settles 
in there (along with Lloyd’s lucky 
houseguests) to hear about the joys of 
planting, plucking, boiling, sauteing.

ID Twin Falls Twin Falls Sioiw & Tile (208) 736-7356

oneIL Chicago 

KS Overland Park

Hispunic Designe (773)725-3100

Inicmaiional Ivlairrials (913) 383-3383

Tile Showcase (617)426-6515 
TiJe Showcase (5118) 229-4480 
■file Showcase (617) 926-110(1 
■J'hcTlIc Room (508) 325-47.32

MA Bonon
.Sauihhacoogh
Waieriown
Nantucket

ME Bangor 
Ponland

Kcnision's Tile (207) 945-0742 
Kenision's Tile & Design (207) 775-2Z38

Favinisigton Hitts VitgimaTilt (248)476-78511 
Grand Rapids Virgiriia Trie (616)942*6200 
Sterling Hei^u Virginia lUc (8IU) >54-4960 

Virginia-nic (248)649-4422

Ml

Troy

MN Minneapolu 
Woodbury 
Burnsville

Rubble Tile Distribuinra (612) 938-2599 
Rubble Tile Uinribuiots (612) 735-3883 
Rubble Tile Disirihuiots (612) 882-8909

Ceramic Tile Services (314) 647-5132MO Si. Louis

NC Qiarlotle Reiialssanre Tile Si Bath (704) 372-1575
names

NE Omaha RRC Tile 8c Stone (402) 331 -0565

NM Santa Fe CounierpctimTile (505) 982-1247

NY New Yoik 
Rochester 
Rocky Point

Cnumty Floors, i (212) 627-83(10 
Tbe Tile Room (716)473-102(1 
Shoreline Ceramic Tile & Marble 
(516)744-565.3

OH Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus

TilerSinnc (51.3) 621-5807 
TheThnmas Brick Cn. (216) 831-9116 
Surface Style (614) 228-6990

T'leSionc DUtribuiors (918) 492-5434OK Tirlaa

Use Crawforci sOR PortUnJ concern about saise 
deprivation is ivell founded: people do spend countless 

hours in depressingly airtight, colorless environments

I'rait Si Unun Tile (503) 231 -9464

PA Phitadelphir 
Pirrshui^

TN Memphis

Couniry Floors, Inc. (215) 545-1040 
Tile St ihrsigns (412) 362-8453

Monarch Tile (901) 363-5880

TX Dallas French-Blown Floors (214) 363-4341 
Archiieciural Design Resource (713) 877-8566 
VilletoySi Bncb (512) 832-6694

Hnusloa
Austin

UT Salt Lake ary

VA Virginia Beach U Galleria (757) 428-5909 
Adeinas (703) 549-7806

Pran Sc Lmon Tile (425) 882-0707

Comcmpo’nic (801) 262-1717

beyond monetary value,” and explair. 
ing how that definition applies to seeds 
of rare and delectable vegetables 
handed down by families and 
munities, Stickland (with the help of 
photographer David Cavagnaro) gives 
a cauliflower the cachet of an antique 
brooch. In this important book, with 
its helpings of natural history and 
tips on seed conservation, the author 
makes a case for growing unique, color
ful, tasty vegetables instead of super-

and finger-licking from a man who 
relishes a ripe, raw fig as much as (or 
more than) a slice of blackberry pie 
with cream. Lloyd is adept with a sauce
pan but even more so with a spade; 
the garden is his natural habitat. He 
takes his recipes where he can get 
them, some from friends, but most 
from the late Jane Grigson, the admired 
chef. This is a book for gardeners 
who like the fruits of their labor served 
up fresh and warm.

in-AJnandria

WA Bellevue

CANADA
Turunio
Munire-J
Vancouver

Cnutit/y Floora (416)922-9214 
Coumiy Floor, (514) 733-7596 
Counuy FI

vr Tvmbla Murbte, NMpvli BerJers 
at CMfer Paafu Kilebent. iMAaieUf.

Oidei CiitJogoe No 16 )mpoiietl Tiles, Terra Coiia & Sioiie, 
144 pages, $15; Catalog No 27 Special Onicr Tiles,
96 pages, $10, or ask for Free Biochiires.

com-
(604) 739-5966

15 East I6ih Sirecu New York. NY 10003 
(212)627-8300 FAX (212) 627-7742 
8735 Mcltose Ave., Los Aiigclo. CA 9UO09 
(310)657-0510 FAX (.310) 657-2172 
Visit website to request free biochure; 
hr tp://www,coun try lloors.com the trade.
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BOOKCASE

TEA: ESSENCE OF THE LEAF, by Sara 
Slavin and Kart Petzke (Chronicle, 
$14.95). Only a book that makes deli
cate distinctions would have a section 
on water—which, as any tea aficionado 
knows, can ruin the brew if it is stale 
(that is, has been sitting in the pipes too 
long) or overboiled. These elegant 
pages are steeped in lore, including an 
eye-opening Japanese creation talc and 
a gloss on the proverbial English “nice” 
cup of tea. Pages on paraphernalia are 
as appealing as those on ceremony, and 
some of the recipes (smoky tea prawns!) 
will make coffee lovers spill their beans. 
COLOR PALETTES, by Suzanne Butter
field (Clarkson Potter, $40). Architectural 
consultant Donald Kaufman is known 
for his subtle and brilliant application 
of interior paint and for his popular 
color collection. Butterfield, Kaufman’s 
associate, works backward from the 
effects he achieves—the atmosphere 
created by the interplay of pigment and 
light—to the way he modulates color 
from room to room. Referring each 
case to a palette of color swatches, But
terfield examines twenty-six interiors 
that exemplify design principles 
(“Vibrant Contrasts,
Shadow,” “Planes of Color”). A welcome 
elaboration on the bible of color manu
als, Color: Natural Palettes for Painted 
Rooms, by Kaufman and his wife and 
partner, Taffy Dahl, this is a lucid expo
sition of an almost invisible art.
FENG SHUI REVEALED, by R. D. Chin 
with Gerald Warfield (Ciarkson Potter, 
$30) and FENG SHUI IN YOUR GARDEN, 
by Roni Jay (Tuttle, $16.95). They flow as 
quickly—and inexorably—as mountain 
streams, these books on the ancient 
Chinese art oi feng shut, which might 
be construed as a kind of spiritual deco
rating. The latest titles mimic conven
tional design and gardening manuals, 
not only expounding basic principles 
(don’t put stairs directly in front of your 
door, your wealth may seep out; deflect 
bad ch’i, or cosmic energy, with wind 
chimes) but solving modern decorating 
problems. The practitioner-author of 
Feng Shut Revealed helps an out-of-work 
broket position the home office (in the 
money corner) and the kids (in the

Light and

youx points.

For decades, the pros and the plants have agreed. Peters' Plant Food is the way to 

go tiir lush, healthy plants. And no wonder.

Only Peter.s guartmtees 7 micronutrients your plants need for optimal grov'th. 
.And Peters ingredients are specially treated to be absorbed at the right time 

and place. Peter.s also dissolves more completely. That j 

means the food ends up on \\uir plants in.stead of at the hot- 

tom of your watering can.

For more information about Peters, call us toll free at 1-888'
PETERb-5. You’ll find that it doesn’t take a miracle to grow 
great plants. It takes Peters.

Peters. The pick of the pros."' 1 louseLi'Garden - may 1998



COOL AND FRESH 

lls* Crawford admires 
the sensual home 
that penguins inhabit 
at the London Zoo, 
left, and Christopher 
Lloyd rhapsodizes 
ever rhubarb, below.

room where the last 
owner had been 
deathly ill—but hey, W 
that’s a transformative 
space). The author of 'iV 
Veng Shui in Tour Garden, w 
“a professional writer tt 
with an interest in spiri- | 
tual matters,” handles 
ch’i like a difficult house- 
guest (“Ch’i likes to ... get 
into ail the comers of your garden"; 
“Ch’i doesn’t like to move from deep 
shade into blinding sunlight’O. As if 
slugs weren’t trouble enough,
THE SENSUAL HOME, by Use Crawford 
(Rizzeli, $39.95). vSwathed in soft gray 
faux suede and stuffed with New Age 
wisdom (“To think clearly you need 
shadows"), this book is not as dotty 
as its name and appearance might sug
gest. Crawford’s concern about sense 
deprivation in modern life is well- 
founded: people do spend countless 
hours in dcpressingly airtight, colorless, 
odorless environments and can benefit 
from stimulants like candlelight, clean, 
fresh linens, and squooshy leather chairs. 
Readers who can adjust their eyes to the 
overexuberant graphics (the book’s 
designer could learn a thing or two about 
relaxation herself) may appreciate the 
commonsense advice on home comforts 
as well as the quirky back-of-the-book 
“database” on everything from noise 
reduction to scented plants.
THE STYLE SOURCEBOOK, by Judith 
MHI«r (Stewart, Tabori & Chang, $60). 
Leafing through this book— a treasury of 
fabric, paint, wallpaper, flooring, and 
trim—is as close as some of us will ever 
get to decorating heaven. Miller, whose 
gifts are encyclopedic, opens with a forty- 
two-page “Style Guide” tracing the evo-

.•“'1

(LVaL

i.
Tution of design from the Middle 

Ages through the late twentieth century. 
Then, on page after page, she matches 
designs with sources ancient and modem 
so that the reader comes aw^ with, for 
example, not only a working knowledge 
of pictorial fabrics but a historical 
overview, an array of motifs, and an anec
dote about nineteenth-century industrial 
espionage. The only jarring effect is the 
insertion of full-page ads for fabric houses 
and other suppliers: those would seem 
out of place in any century.
THE LANDMARKS OF NEW YORK III, by 
Barbaralee Oiamonstain (Abrams, $49.50) 
and FIFTH AVENUE: THE BEST ADDRESS, 
by Jerry E. Patterson (Rizzoli, $40). These 
two books from the capital of sense 
impressions satisfy the need not only 
for appreciation but for preservation. 
Diamonstein’s latest revision of her 
1988 classic catalogues more than one 
hundred newly designated landmarks, 
including such beauties as Loew’s Par
adise Theater in the heart of the Bronx 
and the Osborne Apartments (incorpo
rating works by the likes of Augustus 
Saint-Gaudens) on Manhattan’s West 
Fifty-seventh Street. This book is redo
lent with history, as is Patterson’s 
Fifth Avenue, where fashion and for
tune linked more than a century ago. 
The Gilded Age was no stranger to 
pleasure—and thanks to books like 
these, neither are we.

too

PotcT> sin>:les arc pre'mca'>iirci,l tor the 

perfect mix ot plant Kh\1 with Jto ine^s.

' iTi'.
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ON THE COUCH

Personal Growth
When the hedges are from Mars, the roses from Venus

BY ROXANA ROBINSON

OGETHER MY HUSBAND and

I own a small piece of coun
tryside: a few slanting lawns, 
ancient sugar maples, some old 
stone walls, a field or two. 

Legally, it belongs to both of us. Horti- 
culturally it belongs to me.

My husband takes no position in the 
landscape. He does not stride like 
Harold Nicolson across our green 
spaces, with measuring tapes and 
sighting poles, setting across our 
uneven slopes the neat grid of his sensi
bility. Nor does he want a garden room 
of his own. He has not claimed the 
vegetable kingdom for himself, building 
a fenced encampment of leafy pole- 
bean tepees, laying down straight green 
lanes of lettuce.

My husband does none of these things. 
What he does in the garden is admire. I Ic 
likes whatever gardens I make, I make 
whatever gardens I like. The arrangement 
plea.se.s us both. There are no arguments, 
the marriage is not tested. It is tested else
where, but not in the garden.

I wonder how it would be to garden 
with a partner, someone with his own 
ideas. I wonder what it would be like to 
share the landscape. I think it could be 
risky and challenging; I think it could 
be rewarding. I wonder about couples 
who manage this, couples who garden 
hand in hand, or side by side, or at a 
wary distance.

I’ve heard of one couple, both men, 
who share a famously beautiful gar
den. They’ve divided their landscape

geographically: a clear, unbroken line 
separates the two territories, invisible 
but highly charged, like buried cable. 
It's a hidden danger, and if you stumble 
on it you’ll feel the shock. Say one of 
the gardeners is showing you his 
primula. You ask him the name of a 
nearby plant, which, though nearby, 
happens to be across The Line. You’ll 
know at once what you have done. Even 
though this plant is on his property, 
even though he has seen it hundreds of 
times, even though he has an encyclo
pedic knowledge of plants, his face will 
snap shut like a turtle’s beak. “I have no 
idea what plant it is. It’s his, ask him,” 
he’ll say coldly, and he’ll turn away.

.Shaken, you will muster tact, and 
coax him back into friendliness. You

£
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thoughtful design have been harmonized throughout 
our line of toilets, seats, lavatories and other products. 
All one piece toilets have a FiveYlar Limiteo WARRANTy 
and come in today’s designer styles and colors. Tlie 
innovative, award winningTOTO toilets are available at 
your local kitchen and badi dealer or plumbing w holesale 

showroom. For froc full line brochures and dealer referrals call 
1-800-350-TOTO (8686) ext.618 or visit us at www.totousa.cx>m.

We’ve observed that nature uses its pow'er most effidentlv 
and effortlessly. We had a.similar concept in mind when 
we created a one piece toilet that provides a quiet, vet 
forceful water How without being wasteful. With )u.st 
one Hush, the natural, Pow'er Gravit)' System InTOTO’s 
one piece toilets delivers water at a fast and smooth rate.
Each one piece toilet comes with a free SoftCIose toilet seat 
that falls silently closed, with a gentle touch. Pei'formance and
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ON THE COUCH

will placate. He will relent. It will be all 
right. But later, after you leave, you will 
think about that high-tension line 
across the landscape, about the sizzling 
voltage that keeps it charged.

Another couple, this one married, 
has a more complex arrangement. Their 
division is horticultural; the wife does 
flowers, the husband, shrubs. They 
confer on major decisions—the con
struction of a terrace, or the acquisition 
of a tree. They cannot proceed unless 
they agree; each has veto power, If they 
cannot agree, a third party is called 
in for arbitration.

■wonder about this. I wonder

■ about the designated third person. Is 

it a man or a woman? Whose friend 
was this person first? I wonder where 
the arbitration takes place. I picture 
the three of them, sitting, of course, in 
the garden. It is late afternoon. They 
are under a small, shady pergola, on 
cast-iron furniture, with striped cush
ions on the chairs. Will the wife bring 
out iced tea and cookies, flagrantly cur
rying favor from the arbitrator? Or will 
she sit militantly at the table, deter
minedly refusing to perform sub
servient tasks? She’s in her thirties, 
thin, very short brown hair. And the 
husband, in his sweatshirt-gray T-shirt, 
his jeans, his work boots, how does he 
behave? Does he lean back in the big 
iron chair, relaxed and competent, as 
though he is merely humoring his wife 
with this procedure? Or does he lean 
forward, aggressive, dominating, over 
the charts he has spread out on the 
cast-iron table, charts that show the 
size of the mature shrub, its shape, its 
habit, the colors of its flowers, and pho
tographs of it, looking spectacular, in 
other settings? All these things he has 
produced as proof that this shrub and 
no other is necessary in this particular 
spot in their garden.

Does the wife say nothing to all this, 
rocking quietly in her springy chair, her 
arms folded over her T-shirted chest, 
her blue-jeaned knees wide, her sneak- 
ered feet crossed at the ankles, waiting 
quietly until it is her turn, when she will 
say with finality that the mere presence

Oak leaf Conservatories Ltd.. York, England

AMERICAN OFFICE
Tel: l'M00'360*628J Fax: 404-250-62M3 • 876 Davis Drive, Atlanta, Georgia 3032

AI.SO AVAll-ABI.b THIMURiH AltCHimTS AND DKSICNERS 

Pleu-tc .st'iwi $10 for u copy of our full ff)lonr hrochwre
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PRESERVE
DESIGNTHE

RETURN 
YOUR 
SAMPLES
Your presentation can*t soar 
without just the right memo 
fabric samples. But they’re an 
endangered species in a design 
world that counts on them.

Do your part to keep our kingdom 
alive with choices and possibilities. 
Return your samples ... so we 
can all thrive!



When they married, things shifted. 
The husband had grown up on a farm, 
and he needed to grow food. He 
removed a looming tree or two beside 
the house and built a wooden deck, in 
the newfound sunlight. There he set 
out narrow wooden boxes planted with 
rows of herbs and kitchen greens —a 
tiny pottedpotager.

ON THE COUCH

of that shrub on the property will make 
the whole place look like a cheap motel, 
and the day that shrub arrives is the day 
she will leave forever?

And what about the arbitrator? I see 
her in late middle age, with short gray- 
white hair and a comfortable girth. She 
wears a fraying straw hat, old jeans rolled 
up once, blue sneakers, and a long- 
sleeved, faded-blue-denim smock with 
white buttons. Her glasses are round, 
withvery dark tortoiseshell frames. Her 
head is cocked in the beautiful late-after- 
noon sun that filters lacily through the 
wisteria.

Thoughtfully, frowning with the seri
ousness of all this, she sets down her 
glass of iced tea, Droplets of condensed 
water trickle down the outside of the

Orrefors In Full Bloom

SATURDAY, APRIL 25TH

Please join House & Garden 
for a special “In Full Bloom” 
event and floral design 
seminar. Come view 
vignettes demonstrating 
ways to bring the outdoors 
in through the use of fresh 
flowers, floral-inspired 
linens, and a selection of 
Orr^ors merdjandise. 
BloomiAgdale’s
Riverside Square Shopping Center 
Route 4
Hackensack, New Jersey 
2:00 - 4:00 pm

For more information, 
please call 212.880,4996.

“Sweet Dreams

Sealy and House & Garden 
announce the winner of the 
Luxurious Sleep Contest
In House & Garden's Luxury Issue, 
September 1997, Seafy and 
House & Garden invited readers 
to share with us their idea of w’hat 
constitutes a “luxurious sleep.”
The answers ranged from “a clear 
conscience” to “listening to the 
sound of crickets.” The winner was 
Robyn Foley who wrote:

"The cat is in her usual station 
at my feet. A few pages of a good 
b(x)k. My daughter comes in to 
tuck me in... Tomorrow is Saturday."

Congratulations to Ms. Foley, 
and pleasant dreams to her as she 
luxuriates on her new Sealy 
Posturepedic® Crown Jewel 
Sleep System*.

HE LINE BETWEEN these gardens 
seemed clear: his was culinary and 
outdoors, hers was aesthetic, and 

in, But the line was lightly drawn, 
and easily erased. The husband was 
intrigued by his wife’s tiny bowl-garden 
and made a gentle incursion into her 
domain. He began his own.

Moss, stones, lichen—his is very like 
his wife’s, but with one important dif
ference. In his small green world, a sin
gle tiny blueberry bush spreads its

I could imagine what kinds of gardens

they would have: hers would he charming and 

haphazard: his. tidy and predictable

glass, onto the cast-iron table, where 
they are lost in the intricate pattern of 
its surface.

“Well,” she begins, her voice calm 
and responsible. The husband and wife 
wait, listening, intent. They do not look 
at each other,

>y branches over the moss. From one of 
these branches hangs a very small blue
berry, awaiting the harvest.

Last summer I was invited to 
another couple’s Maine gardens. They 
each had a garden of their own. The 
wife is a teacher and writer with an 
engagingly absentminded manner. The 
husband is a trusts-and-estates lawyer 
at an old New York firm. I could imag
ine what kinds of gardens they would 
have: hers would be charming and hap
hazard; his, tidy and predictable. I was 
curious to see how they’d work 
together.

I parked in front of their small 
Shingle-style house. A neat brick walk 
led from the driveway to the front door. 
The red brick was edged with pink 
dahlias, silver lamb’s ears, deep-blue 
salvias. Everything was weeded, 
trimmed, deadheaded, neatly staked; a 
lawyer’s garden.

My friends came out to greet me.
“I’m admiring your garden,” I told 

the husband. “It’s beautiful.”
“Actually, this one’s mine,” said the 

wife, smiling wfith pride. She walked

NOTHER GARDENING COUplc I
know lived together for a num
ber of years before deciding to 

marry. In the summers, they went to 
Maine, where she owned a house on a 
densely wooded coastline. It was not a 
pretty garden site, but she didn’t want a 
pretty garden. Her landscapes were 
deeply urban or wholly rugged —she 
wanted nothing in between. She did 
have a garden, though, one that 
required little sunlight and less mainte
nance. At the start of each summer, she 
set, into a glass bowl, fat dabs of deep- 
green moss, a pinecone, a smooth 
stone, bark covered in pale-green 
lichen. Kept cool and moist, this was a 
living centerpiece, glowing, verdant, 
lush—a diminutive echo of the silent 
woods surrounding the house.

Check out Conde Nast 
Currency online at 
www.cncurrency.com.

CoNDt Nast
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when the lure of solitude beckons... 
when cleansing goes beyond skin deep...
when a faucet becomes the instrument for rinsing away the day.

Turn it on.
Art and engineering harmonize.
You are transported...you are refreshed.

At the end of the day,
there can be no reason for less than simple perfection. Finally...

CROHE
FAUCETS

available through designers and architects
'{ISQSOOlf: © 1996 GROHE America, (nc. Write or call us for a complete set of literature; GROHE America, Inc, • 241 Covington Drive • Bloamingdale, IL S0!0B • 630,562.7711 • fax 630.582.7722
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Take a step

in a new direction.

The Nina Campbell Carpet Collection

designed exclusively for Saxony.

Available through

architects and designers.

CARPET COMPANY INC.

979 Third Avenue (D&D Building) New York, NY 10022 212-755-7100 Fax: 212-223-8130 www.saxcarpet.com



UNCORKED

A Toast to the Plant Kingdom
Austria’s little-known Gruner Veltliners are polite 

enough to flatter vegetables and wise enough to complement fish
BY JAY MclNERNEY

THINK ONE of the reasons I have 
never been seriously tempted by 
the vegetarian option is that, in my 
experience, most wines seem to 
become surly and depressed when 

they are forced to associate exclusively 
with legumes, grains, and chlorophyll- 
based life-forms. Like girls and boys 
locked away in same-sex prep schools, 
most wines yearn for a bit of flesh. But 
I have recently discovered Gruner 
Veltliner, an Austrian varietal, which 
seems to be remarkably friendly with 
broccoli, tubers, and arugula.

It’s possibly the ultimate vegetar- 
says Terry Theise, a highly 

respected Maryland-based importer. Sip
ping a 1995 Briindlmayer as an accom
paniment to a plate of polenta custard 
with root vegetables at New York’s 
Arcadia restaurant, he says, “There’s a 
certain synergy the palate notices.” If 
Gruner Veltliner, like most Teutonic 
wines, is a mystery to most Americans, 
it’s not for lack of passion and prosely
tizing on the part of Theise, who flies 
around the country saying incredibly 
mean, witty things about Chardonnay.

While Austria produces beautiful 
Rieslings, which are generally fatter and 
riper than their German counterparts, 
Gruner Veltliner is the most widely 
planted varietal and perhaps the most 
intriguing. To me it tastes a little like a 
theoretical blend of Viognier and 
sauvignon blanc—or, more specifically, of 
Condrieu and Pouilly-Fume—combining 
the wildflowers element of the former 
and the stony, minerally elements of 
the latter. It sometimes has a kind of 
wild, peppery element found in neither 
of these wines, and many tasters note

I lan wine

§
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The Perfect Dinner Party Requires Hours Of 
Planning And Preparation. Having 

Decent Appliances Doesn’t Hurt, Either.

Fresh herbs as opposed to dry. Going to the butcher instead of the supermarket. 

The wedding china, not everyday. Her dinnerparty was that special.

Perhaps the brilliant shine of stainless steel inspired her, from a kitchen that was 

special too. Filled with restaurant-quality appliances-aka the Pro-Style"' Collection from Jenn-Air. 

From the quintessential cooktop to the matching refrigerator and

dishwasher, they’re all sleek, gleaming and state-of-the-art.

The creme de la crime, as they say.

True, throwing the perfect dinner party is a major project.

But if you’ve got the perfect kitchen, it’s a labor of love.

mrara u EiM N-Ai R
The Sign of a Great Cook'

For a free brochure, call 1-800-JENN-AlR or visit our Web site at www.jennair.com



The best Griiners seem to come from 
the Wachau, Krerastal, and Kamptal 
regions, in the vicinity of the Danube 
near the Czech border. While Austrian 
wine is even less familiar to American 
drinkers than German wine, it is proba
bly easier for the American ripeness-is-all 
palate to appreciate. Terry Theise sug
gests that, in many ways, Austrian wines 
have more in common with those of 
Alsace and the Loire than with those of 
Germany. Until recently, however, the 
few Austrian wines that made it to this 
country were seen as cheap alternatives 
to German wines, “German wannabes,” 
as Theise says. The best wines stayed in 
Austria. In 1985 a scandal involving cer
tain makers who added diethylene gly
col (i.e., antifreeze) to their wines 
severely damaged what little credibility 
Austrian wines enjoyed abroad, though it 
resulted in strict new laws and a certain 
amount of soul-searching, which have 
ultimately been beneficial. ‘At this 
point,” says Theise, “I think it’s one of 
the most superb and sophisticated wine 
cultures in the world.”

Austria’s wine terminology can be 
nearly as confusing as German/s, so the 
best thing to do is ignore most of it.

One term that is helpful to know is Alte 
Rehen, which means “old vines.” Many 
of the best Griiners are from older, low- 
yielding vines. Sometimes the German 
terms Spdtlese and Auslese are used in 
addition to specific local terms, but 
since most Griiners are vinified dry, you 
can ignore these confusing terms and 
look at alcohol content. Any wine over 
12.5 percent, by law, has had no sugar 
added, and is therefore naturally ripe. 
Generally speaking, the higher the 
alcohol, the richer and more full- 
bodied the Gruner. Of the vintage 
years currently available, ’95 was out
standing in most regions; ’96 generally 
produced slightly leaner, less fleshy 
wines. As is true in most parts of the 
world, the most important thing to 
look for is the maker; my favorites 
include Briindlmayer, Knoll, Nigl, 
Hirtzberger, and Pichler.

I’m still not quite ready to give up red 
meat, let alone seafood, but if I ever do, 
at least I know what to drink alongside 
my kasha-and-broccoli casserole. In the 
meantime, I have a new excuse to look 
forward to lobster season.

UNCORKED

green vegetable elements, which helps 
explain its compatibility with such 
foods as green beans and snap peas. 
It’s higlter in acid than, say, Pinor Grigio, 
but like other Austrian whites, is lower 
in acid and higher in alcohol than most 
German Rieslings. It’s also almost 
always a dry wine.

Besides being chlorophyll-friendly, 
Gruner Veltliner harmonizes beautifully 
with one other food group: crustaceans. 
The first time I ever tasted the wine, it 
was paired with chef Anne Rosenzweig’s 
chimney-smoked lobster at Arcadia. 1 
was thinking Puligny-Montrachet when 
Rosenzweig emerged from the kitchen 
in her whites and recommended a 1994 
Knoll Griiner Veltliner as a perfect 
match for the dish. I’d never even heard 
of the stuff, but when a chef of Rosen
zweig’s abilities gives you a tip, you take 
it. Exotically lovely as the wine was on 
first sip, it was even better with the lob
ster, and I have since discovered that 
Gruner Veltliner works wonders with 
shrimp and crab dishes, though I can’t 
really tell you why. THE OENO FILE

’95 BRUNDLMAYER GRUNER VELTLINER 

ALTE REBEN: This has the richness, power, 

and glycerol of a Grand Cru burgundy with

out the oak. An incredible combination of 

muscle and delicacy, of wet limestone peb

bles and wildflowers. S23.

'95 PICHLER GRUNER VELTLINER 

KLOSTERSATZ FEDERSPIEL TROCKEN: 
One of the most elegant white wines around, 

so perfectly balanced it's hard to say 

whether it's tart or sweet. Long finish. $25. 

’95 FRANZ HIRTZBERGER GRUNER VELT

LINER HONIVOGL; Starts with a deep, 

full-bodied bass note and finishes with 

spritzy cymbals. Honey, pepper, and lemon 

along the way. $40.

'95 KNOLL GRUNER VELTLINER LOIBEN- 

BERG: An exotic wine that's almost as 

colorful as its label. The ripe fruit is jazzed 

up with smoky, peppery, and, dare I say it, 

sweaty highlights. A wild one. $25.

’96 NIGL GRUNER VELTLINER KREMSTAL 

ALTE REBEN: A classic, somewhat svelte 

Gruner with the stony, mineraily element 

dominating the wildflowers at present. $22. 

’96 HIEDLER GRUNER VELTLINER VIER 

WEINBERGE: One of the fuller and richer 
'96s. Cries out for a plate of shrimp. $12.^:^
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INTERNATIONA!.

Since 1959 available through fine architects and interior designers.
All products manufactured by Phylrkh International are covered by a lifetime warranty. 
For our complere 6 color catalog send $25.00 (outside U.S. $50.00), or phone us for the 
location of our distributor nearest you. Department P21, 1000 North Orange Drive, Los
Angeles, CA 90038-2318. Call 213.467.3143 or 800.PHYLRICH (800.749.5742)
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October 1977
In the era of big hair, big bathrooms 

were a sign of serious grooming
BY V^RONIQUE VIENNE

HE SWIVELING,rocket-shaped 
hair dryer is poised in midair, 
ready to be lowered over the 
rollered head of an intrepid 
glamour-seeker. In the ’70s, 

American women were willing to sub
mit to these noisy helmets to get the 
cascading locks of Farrah Fawcett. TTie 
availability of handheld blow-dryers 
would soon change all that, but the 
spa-like bathroom was here to stay. 
This one, a transformed guest room, 
celebrates what was probably the

last hurrah of the three-inch-roller do.
To make lounging around while 

doing your hair more luxurious, both 
sink and toilet have been hidden from 
view in this beauty den. The low, seven- 
foot marble tub, which appears to be 
floating on its base, forms an island of 
serenity. The countrified tile floor, 
wicker baskets, and potted plants are 
meant to offset the functional and spar
tan mood of the customary bathroom. 
The easy chair, with its Porthault-by-the- 
yard terry-cloth .slipcover, matches the

towels. Dark-blue vinyl walls and blinds 
softly illuminated by incandescent rods 
hidden beneath the dropped ceiling sug
gest a peaceful midsummer night sky, 

But on the wall, a painting of two 
genderless figures clues us in: This 
residential beauty parlor is not for 
women only. Although a Burt Reynolds 
wannabe didn’t have to sit under the big 
helmet, men also needed a place to 
manage their fashionably long hair. 
What better environment than this 
bold roomful of blues? cStJ)
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first principle Sometimes a decorating style simply takescoff—garnering 
fans from all over the globe. Such is the case with the look we define as 
the New International Style: tailored yet textured, streamlined yet soft 
around the edges. Although it is reminiscent of design from the thirties 
and forties, this look is less rigid, if not less rigorous, and more relaxed. 
Drawing inspiration from such revered masters as Jean-Michel Frank, 
Eileen Gray, and Billy Baldwin, a generation of sophisticated designers 
is assured enough to add its own dose of creativity to this urbane style.
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Architect Donald McKay 

and designer Thomas O'Brien 

of Aero Studios open 

up a new frontier in a staid 

Toronto neighborhood

I

BY SUZANNE SLESIN

PHOTOGRAPHED BY TODD EBERLE

STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS





N LONDON AND PARIS, in NcW
York, Chicago, andToronto, the 
look of the moment is clear: it’s 
spare and functional, long on 
texture, short on froufrou. 

“Plainness is out, visual satis
faction is in,” says Thomas O’Brien, the 
thirty-seven-year-old owner of Aero 
Studios, a New York City design firm 
that is one of the leading exponents of 
the New International Style. While the 
term “International Style” has long 
referred to the unadorned modernism 
of twentieth-century architecture, the 
New International Style has made mod
ernism user-friendly, infusing contem
porary interiors with luxe and livability.

O’Brien is well known for designing 
such high-profile interiors as Emporio 
Armani shops in New York, Houston, 
and Las Vegas, and a David Barton Gym 
and the Patroon restaurant in New York 
City For the past six years, he has also

I

Back-to-back sofas, left, divide the living 

room. The sofa in the foreground, inspired 

by Eileen Gray, was redesigned by 

Thomas O’Brien, who had it covered in 

a Clarence House cotton. Antique fencing 

masks sit on the end table. The Stickley 

Mission chairs are from Peter-Roberts 

Antiques, Inc. A 1996 photograph by 

Sharon Lockhart, top, hangs over a chair 

covered in a Manuel Canovas woven silk.
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The intensity of McKay’s mechanical
language is torqued by O’Brien’s sensuous 

early-modern furnishings — SANDRA SIMPSON

been slowly designing and refining the 
furnishings for a bold steel-frame house 
that belongs to Sandra Simpson, a dealer 
in contemporary art and the owner of 
the S. L. Simpson Gallery in Toronto.

of unapologetic modern buildings,” says 
McKay, who combined engineering 
bravado with artisanal detailing that he 
describes as “fiercely plain.

“Everything is made of commonplace 
materials,” McKay adds. “The glazing, 
the brick, the oak flooring don’t draw 
attention to themselves, and drywall 
over plywood is the best material to put 
up if you’re installing art, because it’s 
strong and can easily be repainted.” 
O’Brien was careful to make decorating 
decisions that accommodated the art. 
“I saw it as a seriously designed house 
that was meant to show art, not the 
other way around,” he says.

Although McKay had designed a lot 
of the built-ins and some of the fiomiture,

Simpson decided that O’Brien’s sensibil
ity was what she had in mind for the 
interiors after she saw some of the New 
York designer’s work in a magazine. “I 
thought he would be able to egress 
visually some of the things I was feeling,” 
she says. “The contrasts are what 
intrigued me the most,” she adds. “The 
intensity of McKay’s mechanical lan
guage is torqued by O’Brien’s sensuous 
early-modern furnishings. It is an envi
ronment that resonates with beauty and 
brute integrity.” Not that O’Brien’s task 
was an easy one. “My own taste is 
extremely specific,” Simpson says.

But then, so is O’Brien’s. Although 
the designer casts a wide net, he often 
returns to what he considers basic

HE THREE-STORY, 6,000-

square-foot house, finished in 
1991, was designed by Don
ald McKay, a Toronto-based 

architect. Red I beams streak dramati
cally across the large rooms, which flow 
into one another rather than being 
closed off by doors. The walls conceal 
the heating and air-conditioning ducts, 
which run vertically, not horizontally, 
so that every space capitalizes on the 
ceiling height. “I see it in the tradition

T
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seriously designed house that



solutions. “I am always inspired by 
Eileen Gray and Jean-Michel Frank, 
and I’m drawn to their history and cre
dentials,” he says. But having a long 
time to plan every detail also gave him 
the opportunity to take even well- 
known vintage designs one step further. 
“I really loved drawing each piece with
out guessing at how it would look in the 
end,” O’Brien says. The idea is to be 
respectful, yet not reverential. “I cele
brate the thirties and forties,” says the 
designer, “but I’m not afraid of having 
something from the i88os and 1890s or 
mixing steel in with it. I like to call it 
the uncommon mix.”

Late-nineteenth-century metal carts, 
vintage architect’s stools, and such eso
teric accessories as an old and suitably 
rusty farm trough are juxtaposed with

soft and elegant textiles. “It was a 
difficult house to paint," says O’Brien. 
“The walls have no boundaries, and in 
the beginning everything was painted a 
bright white. That’s why we decided to 
use five neutral colors from the Donald 
Kaufman Color Collection that get 
deeper and deeper as you go upstairs.” IN THE LIVING room,which was 

divided into two seating areas, 
O’Brien added large pillows and 
cushions to two Gray-inspired 

sofas designed by McKay and custom- 
made, small Frank-style screens and 
tables. Accessories such as galvanized 
flour bins and battered leather hat- 
boxes add another layer of texture, 
while Caucasian carpets that O’Brien 
insisted be exclusively in blues and

I
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Soft-textured fabrics, above, give 

the master bedroom its serenity. The 

armchair and ottoman were custom- 

made by Aero and are upholstered 

in Collobrieres from Pierre Frey. The 

custom-made wool carpet is from 
A. MorJIkian Co. Inc.; the duvet fabric 

is from Manuel Canovas. In the bath

room, left, the towels and rug are from 

Portico, NYC. Sources, see back of book.
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then. This interior, like many of O’Brien’s 
projects, is both subtle and startling. 
“Spare but not sparse” is the way he 
describes the look. “I wanted the house 
to be simple and understandable, but I 
didn’t want it to be so plain that it was 
totally flat,” adds O’Brien. “There must 
always be something to look at, other 
than its plainness,” he concludes. “In 
the end, it has to be human.”

The living room and dining room are 
meant to accommodate both the large 
and the small groups of people Simpson 
entertains. “That’s when she brings out 
all her beautiful candles and candle- 
holders,” says O’Brien. “This is a mod
ern house that’s run in a very formal 
way, very much like houses were at the 
turn of the century.”

Except that they looked a bit difierent

browns (“I was always editing them,” he 
says) replace the more formal Tabriz.

For O’Brien, reworking fiurniture, 
deciding on paint colors, and designing 
draperies are only some of the elements 
in the decorating process. “Choosing 
the china, the linens, the glass is all part 
of it,” he says, ‘And I love to do that for 
my clients. In this case, entertaining 
was a particularly important factor.”
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trade secrets

new classics
From Las Vegas to Kuala Lumpur, Aero principal Thomas O’Brien has | 
injected his hot mix of cool industrial and classic i^^os and 1940s styles into , 
showrooms, restaurants, andprivate residences. For a house in Toronto, he 
created a subtle but luxurious backdrop for contemporary art. Inspired by 
Jean-Michel Frank, Eileen Gray, and Billy Baldwin, the furniture desired by 
OBrien is upholstered in raw silk, linen, and plush velvet. —JOrCE BAUTISTA

.■JA
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globe-trotter
A THOMAS o’brien, 37, developed an eye for good 
craftsmanship and design on childhood visits to his 
father’s office, which was furnished in pieces by Knoll. 
During a five-year stint for Polo/Ralph Lauren’s creative 
services team, he designed Ralph Lauren’s residences. 
He has also designed showrooms and stores for Giorgio 
Armani and Donna Karan, and the restaurants Indo- 
chine West in Los Angeles and Patroon in New York.

textile sensations
A AS IN THE LIBRARY, abovc, luxurious siJk and wool fabrics, 
all in a neutral palette, provide textural interest throughout 
the house. From top: Fabrics from Larsen, Pierre Frey 
Manuel Canovas, Donghia, Gretchen Bellinger, and Rogers 
& Goffigon. Custom-made linen and wool floor coverings, ; 
above left, are from Patterson, Flynn, Martin & Manges. J

the rover’s eye
< o’brien is always on the lookout for things like these, 
which fit his aesthetic. 1 Antique French ladder, $1,650, from Robert 
Altman, 212-832-3490; 2 Ceramic tableware by Teresa Chang,
$22 to S55; 3 Veneer lamp byTed Abramczyik, $1,250; 4 German 
typing table circa 1925, $3,200; all available at Aero, 212-966-4700.
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frank'Ophlie
byJEAN-MICHEL FRANK,A

Leopold Diego Sanchez
(Editions du Regard) is the
bible for a new generation of
designers. The parchment X
lamp, inset left, by Frank,
$2,134, is from Maxfield, Los

improvisations Angeles, 310-274-8800. The
reproduction Frank sofa.< IN THE LIVING ROOM, O’Brien
above left, is from Palazzetti,reinterpreted early-20th-century
NYC, 212-260-8815.design in the oak ottomans, inset

drawing, top left, and mahogany
coffee table. All are custom-made
for Aero, his SoHo gallery and

foldingstylehis Frank-hop as is
wood screen, inset, below left.
which he designed for
placement behind the sofa. /
The Gustav Stickley
Mission chairs are from
Peter-Roberts Antiques,
NYC, 212- 226-4777.

aero dynamics
A OBRIENS OWN versions
of’30s and ’40S designs
make a bid to be classics
in their own right. Flis
celadon velvet club chair.
$4,100, is Frank-inspired.
His book-cloth-and-
calfskin table lamp, left,

master mixer $1,375, softened by its
SMALL SITTING ROOM, astool from Robert rounded shade. Both areA IN THE

Altman and an Alvar Aalto table from Aero are part of available at Aero. Sources,
O’Brien’s “uncommon mix.” The blue-and-brown see back of book, rfej
Caucasian carpet is, like those at left, from Patterson
Flynn, Martin & Manges. The photographs above the 143

sofa are by Allan McCollum and Laurie Simmons.



Creative sparks fly, as they did when traditionalist decoratorI



chintz meets steel
Mario Buatta worked with modernist architect Lee Skolnick

Painted mantelpleceii match the crisp wood
work and stand out .Hiainat the bottle^reen

wall in the living room. They give the room

an unusual )olt in character with the updated

Federal-style house. A Regency stool,

covered in a faux-leopard lahric, is placed In
front of a mid-1830s secretaire. The arm

chairs are upholstered in a Lee Jofa chintz;

the Chinese needlepoint rugs are from Stark.



Uncurtained windows let light stream into the

dining room and provide an unobstructed view of

the garden. Catching the light is an 1820s Regency

chandelier over a Sheraton table surrounded with

Hepplewhite chairs, all from Kentshire Galleries,

NYC. A custom*made cabinet functions as a buffet

and a pass-through to the kitchen. The Egyptian

hand-knotted wool rug is from Stark.



/T BEGAN VERY SIMPLY, as a homc for a 
bachelor who saw the potential in one of 

Greenwich Village’s lovely but in-need-of-work 
Federal-style houses. Then she came along, he fell 
in love, and they got married. By the time the 
house was more or less finished, the nursery was 
being designed and their baby boy was about to 
be born. The project was a tandem performance 
by Lee Skolnick, an emphatically modern New 
York architect, and Mario Buatta, the New York 
interior decorator known for his lavish, chintz- 
bedecked rooms.

The unlikely collaboration—one of the clients 
calls it “a creative opportunity for compro
mise”—turned out to provide the couple with just 
what they wanted; a completely renovated house 
with a decor she calls “formal without being 
forbidding.” The client, who was well aware 
of the possible pitfalls, adds, “I feel it turned 
out as a beautiful marriage between form 
and function, and the combination of the 
two styles pushed the project forward.”

Still, it took time for it all to come 
together—because, as Skolnick says, the 
project involved “taking down the entire 
house.” Skolnick had renovated the house 
next door and says, “I got involved because 
our clients thought we’d know all the ins 
and outs.” After a presentation to the Land
marks Commission —which, explains Skol
nick, “looked at every brick, every color, 
every detail”—the architect decided to 
restore the facade and rebuild the rest.

Skolnick, who knew he would be collab
orating with Buatta, was determined to 
work in a style that didn’t cla«?h with the 
period look of the house. “We brought our 
history book to see how we could make new 
.spaces that would be consistent with its his
tory," he says. During the worst of the con
struction, the decorator happened to drop 
by “One day the house was there, one day it
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Though formally furnished, the public rooms 

are ideal for relaxed family living. In the 

living room, above right, a recamler from 
Kentshire Galleries is in front of Christopher 

Norman silk-taffeta draperies. The study, 

right, has a sofa in a Brunschwig & Fils cot

ton, a needlepoint rug from Stark, and a 

swing-arm lamp from Ann-Morris Antiques.
A



A French chintz from Clarence House, voile cur

tains trimmed in a glass-bead tassel fringe from

Scalamandre, and a wool-pile rug from Stark give

the master bedroom a light, airy feel. The antique

table is from Philip Colleck Ltd., NYC. The painted

Spanish chest is from Kentshire Galleries.



was gone,” says Buatta. “They redesigned 
everything, but they did save the original front 
stair railing and newel post.” The walls near 
the bottom of the stairs were another matter.

It was Buatta’s idea to use faux limestone. 
Skolnick disagreed. “I didn’t want to use lime
stone at all because it’s not a Federal-style 
material, but if I did use it I wanted it to be 
real,” says Skolnick. But faux it is. “The painted 
stone looks light and airy,” says Buatta, “and I 
like the naivete of the painting.”

The major architectural work was con
centrated at the back of the approximately 
19-foot-wide, 3,700-square-foot house, which 
overlooks a small, mature garden. “We opened 
up the back,” says Skolnick, who worked with 
his associate Paul Alter, “adding a curved bay 
that looks almost like a garden pavilion and 
.spans the width of the house.” The main 
floor—large living room, study, kitchen, and 
dining room—is now bathed in light. On the 
floor above, the bay is recessed, allowing for a 
terrace off the large master bedroom.

This bedroom is a perfect synthesis of 
Buatta’s and Skolnick’s design sensibilities.
The king-sized sleigh bed, comfy, floral- 
chintz-covered chaise, and painted Spanish 
cupboard take on an even more frothy air 
because of the light that streams in through 
the faceted window. Throughout the house, 
choosing elaborate draperies or bare win
dows—a classic decorator/architect conun
drum-required the utmost diplomacy. 
Yellow silk swags across the living room windows, 
which face the street; the dining room window is left 
uncovered. “I don’t think you made an allowance for 
curtains there, did you?” Buatta asks Skolnick.

The living room, originally a double parlor, had a 
special challenge: a fireplace with an additional 
chimney only a few feet away. Skolnick decided to 
create a matching fireplace. “Wasn’t that my idea?” 
asks Buatta, who placed an antique secretaire in the 
alcove between the fireplaces and had the wall 
painted a deep bottle green. The decorating choices 
worked well for both intimate family time and enter
taining. “The baby can drop things, I can spill my 
coffee, my husband can have friends over to watch 
TV and have hero sandwiches,” she says. “Mario’s 
brilliance is to make a living space for people.”

Murals by decorative painter Robert Jackson make 

the nursery, above right, cheerful. The striped 

carpet is from Stark; the curtain is a Brunschwig & Fiis 

linen; the lamp is from John Rosselli International. 

Mario Buatta, left, and Lee Skolnick face off in the 

garden, right. Sources, see back of book.
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&
Frederic Mdchiche makes an elegant 

partnership of con temporary 
art and 18th-centuty furmshir gs for a 

Lx»ndon town house

PHOTOGRAPHED bY RENE STOELTIEWRITTEN BY JEAN BOND RAFFERTY

PRODUCED BY SUZANNE SLESIN STYLED BY BARBARA STOELTIE

The sophisticated simplicity of this

London drawing room was inspired by

the purity of Adam-style, 18th-century

English decor. The sofas are Georgian

and the chairs are 18th-century Italian.

The only window treatments are

natural-pine shutters with straw roller

blinds. All told, a perfect setting for

the abstract painting by Callum Innes.
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AYFAiR, LONDON. A GEORGIAN TERRACE of immaculate, dark- 
brick houses. The black-lacquered door of one of them is opened by 
a liveried butler, and the lady of the house emerges. Dressed in a cou

ture tweed suit, her blonde hair perfectly coiffed, she slips into her chaufFeured black 
Bentley As French decorator Frederic Mechiche recounts the scene, he smiles and 
says, “Luxury, when it is based on discretion and refinement, can be true elegance.”

m
The sophisticated interiors Mechiche created for this distin- began more than eighteen years ago. Now, after they have dec- 

guished woman and her husband, international art collectors orated several very different houses together, they are also 
who prefer to remain anonymous, in their London house were friends and colleagues. “They are not interested in decoration 
constructed according to this tenet. The marvelous meld of his
torically landmarked 1790 architecture and the clients’ collection 
of ultracontemporary art in an ensemble of delightfully livable 
rooms is evidence of Mechiche’s ingenuity and imagination.

The story of the designer’s collaboration with his clients

but in a certain notion of harmony and elegance and, above ail, 
in contemporary art,” affirms Mechiche, who is himself a pas
sionate art collector. “We’re on the same wavelength.”

The pale, light-filled drawing room perfectly exemplifies the 
brilliant blend of past and present, art and architecture. The
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They are nor interested in decoration 
but in a certain notion of harmony and elegance 

and, above all, in contemporary
5

— FREDERIC MECHICHE
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abstract paintings by Callum Innes, Philip TaafFe, Ian Daven
port, and Zebedee Jones that punctuate the walls were the 
primary consideration in every decision. “Unlike most 
decorator-client conversations,” recounts Mechiche, “in ours 
we speak of paintings and exhibitions; we compose our decor 
from that.” Which, he says, is how they came to choose the 
pale mix of tones that is almost mauve for the drawing room 
walls. “Most people think it’s an eccentric color,” he says, “but 
it works very well with the London light, and it’s a magnificent 
foil for paintings. An art collection evolves. When we speak 
of color, we ask, ‘Could we put a Basquiat here?

If the location of the drawing room, on the second floor of the 
house, is in accordance with English tradition, the windows are 
amazingly bereft of fabric, the furniture almost minimal. I opine 
that, to many, a London drawing room without staggering swags 
of curtain and punctilious pelmets and a squadron of squishy sofas 
piled with pillows might be considered, well, shockingly foreign.

“I’ll prove to you that the interiors are very English,” asserts 
Mechiche, who was assisted on the project by London decora
tor Joanna Wood, He defends the deceptively simple decor as a 
return to an eighteenth-century, Adam-inspired purity “The use

The use of a lor of fabrics is 
a caricature of English 

decoration formulated bv 
the Victorians.... It’s as 

if French style were defined 
by Napoleon III

— FREDERIC MECHICHE

J

of a lot of fabrics is what I call a caricature of English decora
tion, formulated by the Victorians, reinvented by the American 
Nancy Lancaster, and picked up by the French and the English 
themselves as ‘English style,’ ” explains Mechiche, obviously 
armed with extensive research into the English decorative arts. 
“It’s as if French style were defined by Napoleon III."

He points to an illustration in a book he has on English castles, 
as well as to an Elizabethan painting in a catalogue for the sale of 
a stately home, as patrician precursors of his use of pink plank par
quet and sea-grass carpeting. “It’s not a new invention, but it was 
very recherche in the eighteenth century,” he says of the carpet.

To arrive at these serene spaces, he had almost literally to strip 
away the centuries, In the ground-floor library twentieth-century 
fabric concealed nineteenth-century paneling, which itself hid 
handsome eighteenth-century pine paneling. On the floor under

Mechiche argues that fussy fabrics and overstuffed furniture 

do not define English decorating. He favors the marble floors 

and hand-painted wali of the hall, above left. In the library, left, a 

sea-grass rug and Regency chairs welcome a painting by James 

Brown over the mantel, and one by Sandro Chia to the right.
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bronzo hares caper beneath an

ISth-esntury Italian chandelier.

The rug is 19th-century Indian. The

Gustavian sofa is covered in Mechlche’s

signature black-and-white cotton.
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When you create a room, 
you must be careful not to do it too perfectly

— FREDERIC MECHICHE
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the caqDet, he found a nineteenth-century parquet; and then, 
“by a miracle, under that was an eighteenth-century parquet.”

The furnishings are a highly selective assemblage of English 
mixed with pieces of various European provenance that an 
aristocratic Englishman might have brought back from the 
Grand Tour in the late eighteenth century. Two Georgian 
sofas, almost modern in form and covered in simple ecru cot
ton, complement the suite of eighteenth-century Italian gilt- 
wood fauteuils in the drawing room; in the conservatory, 
Regency chairs and a Gustavian sofa play a counterpoint to 
the eighteenth-century Italian crystal chandelier; while the 
dining room’s silver candlesticks were made by a notable En
glish silversmith in 1790, the very year the house was built.

If one prerequisite was that the basic architecture not 
be touched, another, equally pressing,
Mechiche, “to create the spaces adapted to the lifestyle needs 
of the clients.” Mechiche carries off this seemingly irrecon
cilable brief with superb sleight of hand.

according towas,

PROFESSIONAL KITCHEN, where the couple’s chef 
can prepare formal meals for luncheons and dinner 
parties, was tucked into the basement. The dining 
room, where guests gather around a large mahogany 
table under a late-eighteenth-century Swedish crystal 

chandelier, was conjured up from a small brick-walled courtyard 
at the back of the house. In a seamless fusion with the rest of the 
house, the diningroom’s windows, cornices, and door and window 
surrounds were meticulously modeled on those of the drawing 
room; the floor was covered in an eighteenth-century oak par
quet; the antique wallpaper, which echoes those in Mechiche’s 
book on English castles, was found at a New York auction. 
Another master stroke was the glass-domed conservatory which 
was created atop the dining room simply by painting the brick 
courtyard walls white and adding a Georgian cornice along with 
the dome. Inspired by eighteenth-century English winter- 
garden rooms, this light-flooded space serves as an agreeable 
breakfast room or informal dining room as well as a pleasant 
place to sit and read in the company of sculptor Barry Flanagan’s 
exuberant bunnies. “When you create a room, you must be care
ful not to do it too perfectly,” advises Mechiche. Which is why 
he included a prominent ironwork radiator from an old house.

“Wlien I compose a decor, the most important considerations 
are the needs and tastes of those who will live there,” he declares. 
So the master bedroom suite includes separate baths and sepa
rate dressing rooms. There is also a small kitchen on the second 
floor. The design is conceived to make serving dinner for two in 
front of the fire as effortless as possible. ‘As luxurious as it is for 
us to be served at table,” Mechiche notes, “for people with a large 
staff preparing your own pasta and dining in complete privacy is 
the ultimate luxury Here one can live in perfect tranquillity.”riiij

a

Jean BondRt^erty is an American writer based in Paris.

tn a nod to English-style window treatments, Mechiche added 

the pelmet motif to the headboards in the master bedroom, 

opposite page, and to its curtains, top right. The rug, cotton 

wall fabric, and headboards are custom-made. He installed 

mahogany paneling in the bath, right, to give it a masculine air.
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I the own-T S DAME JUDITH

ers say when you see a ghost in this 
Santa Barbara cottage, especially if the 
ghost is confessing to a murder or two. 
For the last thirty years of her life, 
actress Dame Judith Anderson made the 
cottage her refuge from a career spent 
portraying bloodthirsty villainesses on 
stage and screen. Here in a quiet corner 
of a Montecito estate, Lady Macbeth 
doted on her dachshunds, Medea enter
tained the neighbor kids, and Mrs. Dan
vers did her own housework, albeit in 
her own fashion. When Dame Judith 
died, in 1992, at age ninety-three, her 
Australian heirs sold her home to a New 
York family. “It was a shambles,” the 
present owner says cheerfully. “Dame 
Judith had lived on her own nearly to 
the end. The neighbors say she washed 
the dishes once a week.”

The legacy of thirty years of negligent 
housekeeping did not daunt this family. 
They hired Thomas Beeton, a Los Ange
les interior decorator who specializes in 
historic renovations. “The place was like 
a fabulous ruin,” he says. “It had a magic 
that cried out to me to leave it alone.” 
The designer counts himself lucky that 
his clients heard the same message.

The first order of business was to pre
serve the magic of the original architec
ture. Built in the 1930s on an estate laid out 
by the legendary Santa Barbara landscape 
architect Lockwood de Forest, Jr., the cot
tage was designed by Russell Ray in the 
historicist vernacular then in its heyday.

The theatrical history of the house is 

reflected in the dramatic living room furnish

ings. The ottoman/coffee table, designed 

by Beeton, is in Aragon from the Ralph 

Lauren Home Collection. The abaca rug and 

nito basket are from the Waldo Collection. 

The striped sofa and armchair are in Firenze, 

in the color Lafitte, from Jagtar & Co. The 

19th-century Louis XlV-style armchairs are 

covered in Organza fabric from Diamond 

Foam & Fabric. The fireplace tiles were 

done by Cissie Cooper Design Services, 

Sherman Oaks, CA. The lamp is from Pat 

McCann Art & Antiques, Los Angeles.
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A 19th>century fruitwood dough-rising table, above, makes an unusual focal point for the main 

hall. The 18th-century pavers beneath it are from Paris Ceramics. The dining table, opposite 

page, was designed by Beeton. The antique French chairs are in Orvieto, a cotton-and-linen fab

ric from Quadrille. The 19th-century Swedish chandelier is from Amy Perlin Antiques, NYC.

not to ‘frost’ good architecture with a lot 
of fussytouches.”The calm and clarity of 
his interior are the result of what Beeton 
left out. The tile and oak floors are often 
bare. He put nothing on most windows, 
recognizing that what makes this house 
special is its light. Furniture is grouped 
in clear-cut arrangements the designer 
intends to be flexible. “The family can 
move things around and the room 
won’t fall apart,” Beeton says. “My view

A steep-pitched roof^ gables, exposed 
beams, and thick stucco walls evoked an 
English cottage. But the proportions 
were unusually refined for a cottage. 
Although some of the recessed windows 
were small, they opened to the garden, 
giving the interior a beautiful light.

The new owners appreciated the 
architectural virtues of the house as 
they found it. But they also required 
two home offices, a romantic master

bedroom, guest quarters, a maid’s room, 
a kitchen/family room, and space for 
their five-year-old and his friends, They 
hired Robert Glaus, who doubled the 
cottage’s square footage by adding a 
story over a bedroom and extending the 
dining room wing, Miraculously, there is 
little change in the cottage’s appearance 
on a shady neighborhood street.

“When the architecture is this good,” 
Beeton says, “it should be felt. My rule is
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for the kids.” The lighting is straightfor
ward. “We didn’t overlight the room,” 
says Beeton. “Nor did we have cascading 
curtains that overdramatize the height.” 

Everyone’s favorite room is the dining 
room, a tribute to its square shape and 
splendid natural light. Beeton commis
sioned ajames Jennings table in aged wal
nut, with delicately tapering legs inspired 
by a Directoire-style Italian piece. It is 
teamed with nineteenth-century French

chairs and chests found in Provence.
The master bath exploits the glamour 

of luxurious stone in a simplified set
ting. A freestanding tub makes a sculp
tural focal point. The new master 
bedroom embodies Beeton’s dictum 
that romance be practical. The canopy 
bed, by Cartouche, is exceedingly sim
ple, a handmade copy of a seventeenth- 
century Italian bed. All of the sensuous 
bedcovers are all washable, including

is that a room is not a walk-in still life.” 
Yet the owners were looking for a 

touch of drama in the public rooms. Bee- 
ton underscored the inherent drama of 
the double-height vestibule and living 
room. “The scale of everything we put in 
the rooms is meant to make you com
fortable with their height, but without 
overplaying it.” He installed ample sofas 
and an ottoman “large enough to be a 
cocktail table, a footrest, or a trampoline
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Cissie Cooper, of Cissie Cooper Designs,

emphasized the windows in the master bath,

above, to create plenty of contrast between

dark and light. The Kohler tub and the Saari

nen Tulip chair provide another source of

contrast. In the powder room, right, a pair of

Italian architectural elements form a console;

an antique bowl was converted into a sink.

a silk coverlet and pillows by Ann Gish.
Although the ejqjanded interior retains

cottage proportions, its atmosphere is sur
prisingly bright and open. In the new
rooms, one still feels the presence of the
old-fashioned garden and the neighbor
hood’s former grand estates. The owners
believe Dame Judith approves of the reno
vation. “Guests do say there’s a spirit in the
house,” the wife admits. “It doesn’t scare
them. They say she’s a happy spirit.”ciL>

Dtana Ketcham is a San Francisco-hasedarchi
tecture critic and author of Desert de Retz.
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The place was like a f3bulOUS fUin. It had
magic that cried out to me to leave it alone

(.i
a

r>

-THOMAS BEETON

The bedroom has as much flair as a movie set.
The Cartouche custom-made bed, a reproduc

tion of a 17th-century Italian piece, is covered

in Bronzine Quilted Taffeta from Ann Gish.

The canopy is in Isadora, a silk from Gretchen

Bellinger Inc. The chaise longue is from

a flea market. Sources, see back of book.
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I have in my hand a small red pop^y. . . . NoWpanng

outside coarseness—no interwr.secrecies;of colour anywhere n

open as the sunshine that creates if—John ruskin

Beauty of Livermere
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‘Champagne Bubbles

cultivation
Poppies grow best in full sun and deep, well-drained soil and thrive in most parts of 
the United States. These dramatic flowers are easy to raise, but can V stand being trans
planted. Annual varieties are the simplest: scatter successive handfuls of seeds where 
they are to grow and you’ll get weeks of beautiful, if short-lived, flowers. ‘Champagne 
Bubbles’ is a popular mix of Iceland poppies (Papaver croceum), which comes in a 
cheerful blend of yellow, orange, salmon, and red. More sinister in reputation is the 
beautiful opium poppy (Papaver somniferum), which blooms mauve, red, or white 
above its blue-gray leaves. In recent years, some zealous law-enforcement agents have 
seized it from gardens, even though the seeds are sold legally in catalogues. (“The legal
ity of growing opium poppies,” Michael Pollan noted last year in Harper’s, ts a 
tangled issue.”) The most popular seed mix of the corn poppy (Papaver rhoeas) is 
‘Shirley,’ in all shades of delicate pink, blush, white, and pearl gray. If you want some
thing more long-lasting, try the perennial Oriental poppy (Papaver orientale), whose 
spectacular flowers measure up to six inches across, held high on tall stalks. These aris
tocrats require some time to establish themselves and are infamous for their habit of 
disappearing (leaves and all) after blooming. Beauty, they remind us, is fleeting. iiiiP
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eifec^ powder rooms

“powder ROOMS ARE as close as have prices to match. “Powder 
we come to fantasy,” says John R Sal- rooms can receive as much attention 
adino, an architectural designer who as the kitchen,” adds the designer, 
has done dozens. Originally meant as who lists special plumbing fixtures, 
the place to powder one’s wig in the beautiful surfaces, flattering lighting,

great antique accessories, scented 
candles, special soaps, and even fur-

- t-us symhdlfii'-'^iX^ompare them to necessities.'Apowder
the perfect three-strand necklace of is not a place to shower or shave,” he 
South Sea Island pearls,” Saladino says. “It’s a two- or three-minute fan- 
says. The diminutive domains can tasy.” No wonder it has to be perfect.

■s'ay'S7"th'g “sm’afli8th century, he 
spaces have become jewel-like sta-

room

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DARRYL ESTRINEBY SUZANNE SLESIN

STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

KING i.'rmiiiiuntrrttmitumii'
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What’s a perfaot powder room without a 

row of embroidered linen guest towels on 

which to dry one’s fingertips? The ones 

shown here are from Gracious Home, ABC 

Caipet and Home, Area, and Porthault, 

ail in NYC. Soirees, see back of book.
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John saladinomaster class
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Fantasy is the single most important aspectit

powder rooms should be sensual
They have more to do with dreams than with need

To add privacy, the studded-

leather folding screen,

reflected in the mirror, hides

the stainiess-steel toilet.



The three-sided mirror and

overhead recessed light recall

the sexy glamour of a Hollywood 

dressing room. “Powder rooms 

are rooms of desire,” says

Saladino, The bleached floors

and ‘‘egg crate” ceiling are a All the walls and doors 

are painted with a high- 

gloss tomato-red lacquer. 

“The client likes color and 

uses it to brighten up the long 

winters,” says the designer.

foil for the bright-red walls.

It’s like walking into a tube of lipstick<(

a
o
£
a
<
I(j
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<
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e luscious lip color
< THE CONCEPT A lacquered JapaneseZ
o

box—plain on the outside, but a delightful surprise inside 
VANITY Red porcelain by John Saladino 
FIXTURES Red spigot, knobs, and basin from a 
Scandinavian bath company
ANTEROOM An ideal that is not always posable in small 
spaces. The toilet is in an adjoining room (see^or plan).
"If you have the space, it’s extremely elegant to have 
an antechamber or a little reception room, ’’ says Saladino. 
MIRROR Three connected panels
TABLE Wire and glass, by Warren Plainer, available from Knoll 
FLOOR Six-inch-wide planks of edge-grained oak

zceiling lighting 
throughout B

<

I

Vto
a

separate 
toilet roomIo tableo

o

za
X

<

o
SIZE 56 square feet



John saladinomaster class

Mirrors, whether highly

decorative, like this sunburst* '

shaped one, or installed as

wall panels, visually extend

the pencil-box-sized space.

The door was designed to blend

with the outside wall, so guests

would feel like they’d stumbled

upon a-secret hideaway. Each,
paper paneiavas carefully set

e panels appiM
to be a continuous designr

A tiny 18th-century pedestal

inet, fitted with a pewter
k, hides the plumbing.

hidden treasure
THE CONCEPT A walk-in Piranesi print. “A
powder room should be a cocoon where a person feels

enveloped with exquisite details, ” says Saladino.

VANITY Pewter sink set into a marble countertop

FIXTURES Silver pewter finish, by P. E. Guerin

TOWEL BAR Howard Kaplan Antiques

MIRROR Gilded sunburst by Saladino Furniture

WALLPAPER A Pi'raHew woodblock print enlarged

and custom-printed in a sepia tone

SOAP DISH A scalloped shell, far ri^t, addsa
special note. “Soaps should be presented as though they

are rare jewels, ” he says.



Off-white|ceramic tiles, in a
THE CONCEPT Below: Romantic opu
lence. “Powder rooms fulfill some inner libido, 

especially for women, “ he says. “They are for 

women what the media room is for men." 

MURALS Painted by David Brawley of 
Montgomery, Alabama 

BASIN AND FIXTURES Gold-plated, 
front Waterworks

COUNTERTOP Carved pebble granite

MIRROR AND SCONCES From

lit 4vm above, were hand-
niche1

made after a classical design. “I

wanted the room to be very

warm and didn’t want a white*

tiled inetttufional look,” he

Saladino Furniture, Inc.The designer chose natural
materials, “it's for a country
house made of simple materials^

n :concrete, wood, and brick,
says Saladino. instead of the

traditional marble, the sink and

counter were carved from one
piece of lignum vitae—a wood

so dense it doesn’t float.
O

3<

O• -a-
-

•-e
o

SIZE 30 square feetZ

o
z<

watercolor washsculpted formso
<
<5

The softly-painted periwinkle and -O .XHE-CONCEP-T Above: A rural temple inspired 
by the design of an elevator in a former Rockefeller 

family residence. “1 thought if they could do 

it in brass, we could do it in wood,” says Saladino. 

BASIN AND COUNTER Carved from one 

piece of wood by a Japanese artisan 
FIXTURES Silver pewter, by P E. Guerin 

MIRROR Antique from Saladino Furniture 

TILES Handmade by a Connecticut artisj, 

SCONCES In brass, from Authentic Designs 

CEILING Has its own pitclxd roof, separate from 
that of the rest of the house, which adds airiness.

I celadon mural of overscale acan-

O thus leaves, the gold-finished
O sink and fixtures, and the graniteID

Ci countertop provide a luxuriousozX and serene backdrop. “Always

treat yourself,” says the designer.^j<
X

ItUse silver- or gold-finisheds 4'
a accessories, not glass or plastic.”o

The window and daylight—rareo
in apartment powder rooms—Z

o
along with the light-coloredZ<
mural, bring the outdoors in.

< Sources, see back of book.
X
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SIZE 42 square feet



other voicesmaster class

A powder room should be whimsical. Install a

sink shaped like a shell or put a found object to 

some use for which it wasn’t intended.

The room should be a surprise
—ALISON SPEAR

A magnifying mirror
with a built-in light

would be an incredibly personal touch

—JEFFREY BiUHUBER

A g)(xlpiece of
art is terrific.

/ knew a fashion designer 
who had a small 

Picasso leaning up against 
the toilet

I like a powder 
room off the entrance foyer, 

because you need
an element of privacy.

If the powder room is 
off the library and somebody 

IS m there, you 
dont want to hear the 

toilet flush
— JOHN M. DAVIS

—JOHN STEDILA

Some people just don’t bother with enough
towels or fresh soap. But if you do, it’s as if 

you were taking extra care with your
guests—like giving them a very nice meal

— GEORGINA FAIRHOLME
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You need perfOCt lighting- Recessed bulbs in
the ceiling and swing-arm lamps with translucent 

paperlike shades give a wonderful glow
— THOMAS BRITT

It’s great to have

shaped and sculpted
forms, an oval

Whatever you do^
try to get a window in it.

I know ifs hard^ hut

bathtub, an octagonal room. 
Exaggerate the space

— CARL D’AQUINO

it makes a huge dijference
TOM SCHEERER

Pmvder rooms 
have to be clever, but not 

gender-specific. I like
burnished gold leaf

because it
works for both sexes

always include some kind of container-

a wall cabinet with a tassel key or

a beautifully decorated box
for the vanity—that people feel comfortable 

opening up. Inside I put every kind of
product guests could need, so that they 

don’t have to ask for anything

— CRAIG RAYWOOD

LETA AUSTIN FOSTER

Gild th© ceiling or the floor—amuse your guests!
—MARIETTE HIMES GOMEZ

It’s a great place for a collection—

photographs, interesting bottles, shells
— CHRISTOPHER COLEMAN

‘79



SIR TERENCE CONRAN,'the famed British entrepre
neur, is lord of the bath. Sojme of his i,ooo-piece-strong
home collection, including bath linens and toiletries,

theU.S One enormous differencealready availableIS m
between the English and thi Americans,” he says, “is that

we like to take baths rathejr than showers. A nice long
soak is just the place to think about things.” Could there
be a better place to do so than his London bathroomPfiii;



BY SUZANNE SLESIN STYLED BY STAFFORD CLIFF



FtLL tT UP The first essential in

bringing the spa experience home

is a bathtub big enough to let you

really stretch out. (See also “Object

Lesson," page 65.) Below; The

Vintage Whirlpool Bath from Kohler

is outfitted with a polished-chrome

spigot and six-prong-handled

faucets from Kohler’s Antique line.
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TEA AND SYMPATHY Steal

ing a solitary afternoon to

combine a civilized cup of

Earl Grey with honey and

lemon, a manicure, and a

good soaK is sure to soothe

your spirits. So settle in

and layer on a few coats

of Christian Dior coral.

'S terry-PLOOR PL

ol and Ad HoC’scove V.
it are good to have between

u anda cold tile floor. The hexago^-

iUds^re. purchased

IbOad-board
/'Waits <-9 ■ > /
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-'TEA:.: HEA ' The oversized steam shower with a marble bench, ctKtom-built by Rick 

Marino of the Rose Hill Group, is big enough for the entire family (about 4' x 7 ). A good con

tractor can convert your shower into a steam bath by first making the shower stall as air

tight as possible and then installing a generator that converts water into steam. Generators 

are available through a variety of sources, including Steam Mist, Jacuzzi, Steamaster, and 

McCoy Sauna & Steam. They can be hidden in a cioset or a room adjacent to the shower 

stall. McCoy also offers glass doors that make a nearly airtight space a simple proposition.

T T

NUMBER^ Display a fewPOWER IN
dozen towels, here from Calvin

Klein Home, on ample shelves.

You won’t use them all, but you’ll

feel the comfort of their presence
anyway. The matte finish on a------- *

collection of Haeger pottery echoes

the towels’ luxurious simplicity.
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FOR HIS TRENDSETTING BATHROOM, ilXturCS for Duravit, a 
German compariy whose products areJavailable in this countrj>
Philippe Starck, the famous French designer, marri^ what he 
calls “iirchaism and Iiigh technology.” He was inspir^ bv his idio

syncratic version of bathing history. .^When jjeople first washed,
they used old-fashioned things like thdpump and the zinc tnl>,
he says. “Then came the idea of hygijeiiie, the clinical liathrooin,
and later, the space module.” His synthesis- gleaming-white,
rounded fixtures — is a return to thfe c^ssence of things, 
tub is a large trough; the sink, a basin on a table; the toilet, a

So the





SINK BIG These fixtures are
as pretty as jewels; some even
contain semiprecious gemstones
1. Rock-crystal lever set, $2,610,
Sherle Wagner. 2. Malachite and
chrome Serdaneii knob, $3,800,
AF Suppiy. 3. Maiachite and
brushed-nickel knuried knob
set, $2,803, Sherle Wagner.
4. Bleu Soladite and polished-
nickel lever and 5. spigot, $1,368,
Phyirich through AF Supply.



CRYSTAL PALACE These

faucets borrow from fine table
ware. 1. Dieter Sieger’s Belle de
Jour spigot is just one part of
a larger set, $1,010; and 2. Veninl
glass handle, $575. Both from
Dornbracht USA. 3. The Kallista
Baccarat Bambous knob is



TAPPED IN Above:

Meissen porcelain Decor I
and II, $575 each, Dornbracht
USA. Left: 1. Barbara Barry
spigot and 2. lever, Kallista.

3. Cube knob , $1,284, Sherle
Wagner. 4. Serdaneli knob,
$1,400, AF Supply. 5. Split
lever, $1,284, Sherle Wagner.

GO WITH THE FLOW Ornate to

geometric. Below: 1. Bamboo set,
$1,195, and 2. custom lever, $425,
P. E. Guerin, Inc. 3. Adam lever set.
$1,562, In 24-karat-gold plate, Sherle
Wagner. 4. Shirlee set, $625, Simon’s
Hardware & Bath, NYC. Right: 5. Open
Sphere knob set, $1,369, in polished
chrome, Sherle Wagner. 6. Spigot
and 7. handle accent, $365, Delta.1 8. Ball Cluster set, $1,284, Sherle
Wagner. Sources, see back of book.
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TO CELEBRATE HOW big her fam

ily’s business had become, Heather
MacKenzie-Childs commissioned
something very small —a miniature
mansion. “We offer everything from
socks to trailers,” she explains. “I
wanted people to see all of our prod
ucts in a living situation, instead of
just in the store.” Built on a one
quarter-life-size scale, the rooms
contain reproductions of the compa
ny’s hand-finished furnishings. Thus
the Lilliputian bathroom is lined
with tiles from the firm’s workshop,
the sink sports a skirt in the store’s
popular floral stripe, and the lamps
are wired. Tiny toothbrushes, work
ing windows, and running water in
the tub make the house “feel lived-
in,” MacKenzie-Childs says. Desi,
one of the store pets, seems to agree
as he angles for a seat on the com
pany’s signature tuffet.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BRIAN OGELSBEE

SOURCES. SEE SACK OF BOOK





They were looking for a place on the water. They got a 
house on a rock. When Elaine and Richard Berman bought their hilltop 
Connecticut farmhouse, it was the ample kitchen that attracted them more 
than the property’s eighty acres of fields and woods. The following spring, 
when the daffodils bloomed, followed by waves of perennials and wild- 
flowers, they were intrigued, then excited, and ultimately hooked. Now the 
garden has become their passion. “We had no experience in anything, but

trying out everything,” Elaine says. They spend many a winternow we re
weekend shopping for new and interesting indoor plants at Logee’s Green
houses in Danielson, Connecticut, and Elaine, who until recently worked
in publishing in New York, says, “Now I’m outside all summer, weeding!”

Built at the top of a hill overlooking Fishers Island Sound, the old
house seems to grow out of rock ledge. A huge natural terrace of granite
stretches out behind and to one side of the house, with dips and depres
sions in the stone serving as natural birdbaths and shallow planting beds.
Creeping dianthus and sedums carpet the stone, and hundreds of culi
nary herbs flourish in random pockets of soil. The herbs coexist happily
with the wild oxeye daisies, ferns, and black-eyed Susans that have prob
ably always grown in the rock crevices. Banks of purple chives bloom in 
spring, and lavender, sage, oregano, and tarragon soften the harsh rock 
and spill out of old stone walls. Old-fashioned lilacs and billows of white 
rugosa roses surround the ledge, giving the garden a feeling of timeless
ness and a strong sense of place.

Beyond the stone terrace is a once overgrown field that has been
reclaimed from the opportunistic tree and shrub seedlings that can quickly 
cum a field into forest. Today a flockerte of sheep keeps down the brush and 
adds to the pastoral atmosphere. The girls, as Elaine calls them, are so



entertaining that the term “lamb chop” has been expunged
from the Bermans’vocabulary. “I used to run to the mailbox to
get The New Tbrker” Elaine says. “Now I can’t wait for the next
issue of Sheep. I had no idea that sheep had such interesting per
sonalities.” While researching sheep feeding, they found that
Madeline, Dandelion, and Juno prefer “the caviar of hay,'
according to Richard: a special hay from nearby farm in
North Stonington. Sheep breeding is in the offing, and Richard,
a recently retired gynecologist, may do the delivery honors.

A i20-foot-long perennial border stretches along an
old stone wall bordering the pentway, a grassy roadway that
runs through the property Though the soil is studded
with boulders, plants in the long border flourish because of
the southern exposure, generous soil amendments, and the
shelter and warmth of the old wall. In June, the border is
filled with pink and white peonies and poppies, and bearded
and Siberian iris in mostly blue shades. The remarkable
health of the bearded iris is a result of the good but not
overly rich soil, full sun, sharp drainage, and the baking the
roots get later in the summer.

i d produces a steady stream of plants• t
from seeds and cuttings in the potting shed that is his special
province. Since wiring the building for electricity, he has
been able to add lights, a ventilation fan, and, for winter,
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Although the soil is studded with boulders, plants in the long

border flourish because of the southern exposure, generous

soil amendments, and the shelter and warmth of the old wall

Conor, the killer cOrsi, this -■
page, routinely patrols the

-pentway in frontofthe lorig
border. In June, peonies,
Oriental poppies; and iris,

■ both Siberian and bearded,
establish the color scheme

Thethat lasts all season
Bermans, opposite page,
with meoibers of their flock.
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The Bermans are sensitive to the fact that their property

has always been a farm and are careful to maintain the air of 

- simplicity that a New England farm embodies
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b Native ferns have colonized the 
far end of the long border, blend
ing it naturaliy into the edge of 
the woods. Dozens of old stone 
walls run through the Bermans’ 
property. Richard says the 
spaces in the walls are integral 
to their strength and iongevity.

f



A huge natural terrace of granite stretches out behind and

to one side of the house, with dips and depressions in the

stone serving as natural birdbaths and shallow planting beds



heater and humidifier to provide the perfect growing
environment for the rosemary, lemongrass, bay laurels, and
tropical bloomers that winter over in the balmy atmosphere.
Once spring arrives, most of them go out into the garden.
Abutilons. daisy-flowered Euryops, and other plants that
thrive in chillier temperatures live in the greenhouse
attached to the main house.

The Bermans are sensitive to the fact chat their property
has always been a farm and are careful to maintain the air of
simplicity that a New England farm embodies. This means

foundation plantings around the house, no modernno
rhododendrons or azaleas, and no dotting about of new beds
and borders that might mar the harmony of fields, outbuild
ings, and old-fashioned plantings. One of the few new gar
dens is a holding bed—in the shelter of an old barn
foundation—for extra divisions of perennials until they can
be potted up for garden-club and herb-society plant sales or
shared with friends. As for what’s next, Elaine says, “I think
Tm ready for chickens.

Carol King is a syndicated garden columnist for the New London Day
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SOURCESThe hottest trend 
in decorating... Whereto Buy It

WHAT'S 1 
' NEWS 'TRADE SECRETS

Pages 142-143 Page 58

THRESHOLD Page 10
Top to bottom, left to right, bowl, S85, Takashimaya. 
800-753-2038. Latte Kiwi bowl, $35, Wolfman-Gold & 
Good Company, NYC. 212-966-7055. Asiaphilc Capiz 
bowl, Si2,'Ilie Gardener, Berkeley, CA. 510-548-4545. 
Rice bowl, S8, Williams-Sonoma. 800-541-1233. 
JonatbonAdler rice bowl, $24, Barneys New York, 
NYC. 212-826-8900. Latte Ambre bowl, $35, Wolf- 
man-Gold & Good Compai^ Bowl, S85, Takashimaya. 
Grass cereal bowl, S15, Felissimo. 800-565-6785. Cup, 
S13, GlobalTable, NYC. 212-431-5839. Bowl, $8,Jamson 
Whyte, NYC. 212-965-9405. Rice bowl, $13, Global 
'Bbie, NYC. 212-431-5839. Capiz bowl, The Gardener.

Products Inc., Molalla, OR. 503-829-4524, Page 70, 
Max Pike Bathrooms. London, England. 44-171-730- 
7216. The Conran Shop, London, England. 44-171-589- 
7401. Page 74, CaracaJla, Milan, Italy. 39-2-7600-2195, 
Wbitchaus Collection. 800-527-6690.

HOME ECONOMICS Page 82
Ligne Reset. 8oo-by-roset.

2Q0/0 DEALER'S CHOICE Pages 86-89
Textile Gallery London, England. 44-171-499-7979.

' OFF! SKETCHES Page 90
Ecart International through Pucci International, NYC. 
212-633-0452. Artelano, Paris, France. 33-1-44-18-00-00. 
Domeau et Peres, Colomb, France. 33-1-47-60-93-86,

1
WELCOME Page 16

Patrick Garelle, NYC. 212-737-6141.hy live in rooms that are 
too perfect to be enjoyed?

J
Let design authority Rachel 
Ashwell show you how to easily 
ri (and inexpensively) transform your 

1 rooms into havens of comfort, 
ftr I tranquility, and timeless elegance.

Clear away clutter and recycle 
what you have in imaginative 

ways Add timeworn treasures 
from flea markets and salvage 

yards Discover the secrets of 
using fabrics, lighting, and flowers. 

Shabby Chic will help you achieve 
the intimate, inviting style that's 

i" sweeping the design world.

208 pages, 8"x 10". hardcover, with 
color photography throughout.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 35-48
Page 35, Deck chair, Si,200/set of 4, Rooms & Gar
dens, NYC. 212-431-1297, Love seat rocker, S350, bird- 
house, $75, Terra ^ferde, NYC. 212-925-4533. Butterfly 
pillow, $248, ABC Carpet 3c Home, NYC. 212-473- 
3000, ext. 256, Birdcage, $150, Cranberry Hole Road, 
NYC. 212-334-0034, Carriage lamp, $75, and Plant 
stand, S150, Penine Han Antiques, NYC 212-226-2761. 
Curtains, Paula Rubenstein Ltd., NYC. 212-966-8954. 
Birds, Urban Bird, NYC. 212-219- 
3010. Tbpiaries, S15 to S90, Smith 
& Hawken. 800-776-3336. Page 36,
The Hammock Source. 800-334- 
1078. Uoyd/Flandets, 800-526- 
9894. Page 42, KitchenAid.
800-422-1230. Translucent Euro
style Electric Kettle, S22. Toast- 
ess. Quebec, Canada. 514-697-3320.
Four Seasons Hotel, NYC. 212-758- 
5700. Canoe Bay 800-568-1995.
Shutters on the Beach, Santa Mon
ica, CA. 310-458-0030- Page 44,
Jacuzzi. 800-288-4002. Page 46,
Beverage Warmer, S15, Brook- 
stone, Nashua, NH. 603-880- 
9500. Judith &James Milne Inc.,
NYC- 212-472-0107. Page 48,
Santa Barbara Heirloom Nursery,
Santa Barbara, CA. 805-968-5444.

UNCORKED Pages 124-126
Sam’s Wine 3c Spirits. 800-777-9137, The Wine House. 
800-626-9463. Acker Meitall & C-ondit Company, NYC. 
212-787-1700. Northside Wine 3c Spirits, Ithaca, NY. 
607-273-7500.

>

•r-

NORTH STAR Pages 132-141
Architect, Donald McKay Toronto, Canada. 416-651- 
9002. Interior Design, Thomas O’Brien, Aero, NYC.

212-966-4700. S. L Simpson Gallery 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 416-504- 
3738. All febric, carpet.s, and rugs avail
able throu^ architects and des^er.s. 
Pages 134-135, Clarence House, 
NYC. 212-752-2890. Screen, fencing 
masks, books, urns, Aero. Peter- 
Roberts Antiques, NYC. 212-226-4777. 
Manuel Canovas, NYC. 212-752-9888, 
'TTirow pillow in Diamant, Don^ia. 
800-DONGHIA. Xlamp, Maxfield, 
LA,, CA. 310-274-S800. Suitcase, 
Luxor Gallery, NYC. 212-832-3633. 
Teapot, Takashimaya. 800-753-2038. 
Carpet and rug, Patter.son, Flynn, 
Martin & Manges, NYC. 212-688- 
7700. Furniture contractor, Jonas 
Upholstery, NYC- 212-691-2777. Pages 
136-137, Historical Materiaii.sm,
NYC. 212-431-3424. Robert Altman, 
NYC. 212-832-3490. Available throu^ 

architects and designers. ^Xyeth,NYC. 212-925-5278. 
Orient Express sofa fabric, Clarence House.
Leather ottoman upholstery and book-clotb 
lamps, Aero. Pages 138-139, George Knvacs, Glendale, 
NY 718-628-5201. Available through architects and 
designers. Pages 140-141, Pierre Frey, NYC. 212-213- 
3099. A. Morjikian Co. Iik. 800-223-1030. Portico Bed 
& Bath. 888-759-5616. Stool, DavidStypmann, NYC. 
212-226-5717. Curtain and duvet fabricators, White 
Woikioom, NYC. 212-941-5910. Vico curtain fabric, 
Larsen, NYC. 212-647-6900. TFay table, Aero. Raso 
shams, Pratesi Linens, NYC. 212-288-2315.

r

ih.' ::
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WHAT A TURN-ON 
Pages 190-193

HUNTING & GATHERING Pages 51-58
Eastern Settings, Page 51, Sara, Cumix, Inc., NYC. 
212-772-3243. Aero, NYC. 212-966-1500. Takashimaya. 
800-565-6785. Betgdorf Goodman. 800-218-4918. 
William Laman, Montecito, CA. 805-969-2840. 
Chri.stofle. 800-799-6886. Page 52, The Gardener, 
Berkeley CA. 510-548-4545. Vietri. 800-277-5933. Saint 
Louis. 800-238-5522. Baccarat. 800-777-0100. Calvin 
Klein Home. 800-294-7978. Laurie Gates Designs. 
800-680-4973-Williams-Sonoma. 800-541-2233. Shang
hai Tang, NYC. 212-888-0111. Page 54, Felissimo. 800- 
565-6785. Globa] Table, NYC. 212-431-5839- Georg 
Jensen. 800-546-5253. Dakota Jackson, NYC. 212-838- 
9444. Available through architects and designers. 
You’re So Vain, Page 56, Henri Bendel, NYC- 
247-1100. Verduta, NYC. 212-758-3388. Sentimento, 
NYC. 212-750-3111. Shanghai Tang, NYC. 212-888-0111. 
Odegard, NYC. 212-545-0069. Available throu^ archi
tects and designers. Gloves, La Crasia Gloves, NYC. 
212-594-2223. What’s News, Page 58, Neotu, NYC. 
212-262-9250- Domus, Atlanta, GA. 404-872-1050. 
Summer lill Ltd., Redwood City, CA. 650-363-2600. 
Barneys New York, NYC. 212-826-8900.

OBJECT LESSON Pages 65-76
Page 65, Waterworks. 800-899-6757. ABC Carpet & 
Home, NYC. 212-473-3000. Bath rug, Crate & Barrel. 
800-451-8217. Page 66, Martin Lane, Los Angeles, CA. 
310-274-1131. Craft Caravan, NYC. 111-431-6669, Alga 
Bar, Ix)s Angeles, CA. 310-360-3500. Page 68, Kohler, 
8oo-4-KOHIJJB. Sheet, Portico, NYC. 212-961-7722. 
C.I.T.E. Design, NYC. 212-431-7272. Oriental Hinoki
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CALL TOLL FREE
800 438 9944

'A TRADE SECRETS Pages 142-143
Available through architects and designers. Palazzctti. 
212-799-8200. Gretchen Bellinger, Cohoes, NY 518- 
235-2828. Rogers & Goffigon, NYC. 212-888-3242.

212-

(all ORDtaS MUST BE PREPAIO)

or send check or money order for 
$24-20P/o off the cover price of 
$30-plus $3.95 for shipping and 

l\ handling, to:

The Conde Nast Collection 
Box 10214 

Dept. 365049-236 
Des Moines, lA 50336

WHEN CHINTZ MEETS STEEL Pages 144-149
Architect, Lee H. Skolnick, NYC. 212-989-2624, Inte
rior Design, Mario Buatta Inc., NYC. 212-988-6811. 
AH fabric and carpets available through architects and 
designers- Pages 144-145, Leejofe, Bethpage, NY. 516- 
752-7600. Stark, NYC. 212-752-9000. Pages 146-147, 
Kentshire Galleries. NYC. 212-673-6644- Vase holding 
bottles, Evergreen Antiques, NYC. 212-744-5664. 
Christopher Norman. NYC- 212-647-0303. Brunschwig 
& Fils, NYC. 212-838-7878. Ann-Morris Antiques, NYC. 
21Z-755-3308. Available through architects and design
ers. Pages 148-149, Scalamandre. 800-932-4361. Philip 
Colleck Ltd., NYC. 212-505-2500. Robert Jackson,
PO. Box 117, Germantown, NY 12526. John Rosselii

A

^ TLEASE ADD SALES TAX IN CA, CO, GA, lA, IL, KY, MA, ^ 
t. Ml. Ni, NY. OH. ALLOW UP TO 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 1
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& ANOTHER THING P«g« 206
Candlestick, $8,550, Geoigjensen, NYC. 212-759-6457.

Kohler. 800-4-KOHLER. Ad Hoc, NYC. 212-925-2652. 
AHAVA, 800-25-AHAVA. The Thymes Limited. 800-366- 
4071, Portico Bed & Bath, NYC. 212-961-7722. Felis- 
simo. 800-565-6785. Waterworks. 800-899-757. Pearl 
River, NYC. 212-431-4770. Pages 184-1S5, Calvin Klein 
Home. 800-294-7978. Kiehl’s. 800-543-4571. Christian 
Dior, NYC. 212-759-1840. Perfumes Isabel! through 
Saks Fifth Avenue. 800-330-8497, Rick Marino Rose 
Hill Group, Pelham, NY 914-738-7571. Steam Mist 
through ^st Plumbing, Yorktown Heights, NY. 914- 
736-2468. Jacuzzi. 800-288-4002. Steamaster, ^therford, 
NJ. 201-933-0700. McCoy Sauna & Steam, Novi, MI. 
248-476-oni. Lee’s Studio, NYC. 2I2-58l-^4400. Page.s 
186-187, Boyd’s, NYC. 212-838-6558. Origin.s. 800-ORi- 
GiNS. Ftedecic Fekkai, NYC. 212-753-9500. Aveda. 800- 
318-0849. Crabtree & Evelyn. 800-573-5680. Robern 
Inc., Briitol, PA. 215-826-9800. Klaff’s. 800-Klaffsi.

International, NYC. 212-772-2137. Available through 
architects and designers. High chair, Florian Papp 
Antiques, NYC. 212-288-6770.

HOME COURT ADVANTAGE Pages 150-151
Architect, Barry Betkus, Santa Barbara, CA. 805-963- 
8901- Door, Overhead Door Co., Worcester, MA. 508- 
791-3912. Home of the Future, Coppell, TX. 
972-315-3658. Sponsors; BUILDER, Washington, DC. 
202-452-0800. HOME magazine, NYC. 212-767-5519. 
B3 Architects ♦ Planners, Santa Barbara, CA. Centex 
Homes, Dallas, TX, 214-981-80QO.

PHOTO CREDITS
Domestic Bliss, Page 36, Porches from top right; 
Culver Pictures (1); Brown Brothers {2). Page 38, 
from top right; Brown Brothers; Culver Pictures; 
FPG; Chuck Choi. Page 40, House ^Garden, 
September 1938, courtesy of CNP Archives, Page 
128, House b Garden, October 1977, courtesy of CNP 
Archives. Pages 142-143, Portrait by Laura Resen, 
Interior detaik by Todd Eberle. Still life by Norman. 
Vericer lamp and sofa by Davies ♦ Starr.

CORRECTION
On page 44 of the March 1998 issue in “Heaven Scent," 
the correct name is International Flavors and Fra
grances. On page 103, in “One Look Back And Two 
Seeps Forward,” the illustration is by Perry Guillot.

The preceding is a list of some of die products, manufac
turers, distributors, retailers, and approximate list prices 
in this issue of How* b Garden. While extreme care is 
taken to provide correct information, HousebGarden 
cannot guarantee information received from sources, All 
information should be verified before ordering any item. 
Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and 
personal collections not be priced, and some prices 
have been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY LIEZEL MUNEZ

GHOST STORY Pages 160-165
Interior Design, Thomas M. Beecon, L.A., CA. 310- 
657-5600. Architect, Cissie Cooper Design Services, 
Sherman Oaks, CA. 818-990-0525. Pages i6o-t6t, 
Ralph Lauren Home CAjUection, NYC, 212-642-8700. 
Waldo Collection, L.A., CA. 310-278-5786. Available 
through architects and designers. Jagtar & Co., L.A., 
CA. 310-550-7079. Available through architects and 
designers. Diamond Foam & Fabric, L.A., CA. 213-931- 
8148. Pat McGann Art & Antiques, l-.A., CA. 310-657- 
8708. Fabrication of ottoman, Monte Allen Interiors, 
West L.A., CA. 310-207-7676. Pages 162-163, Paris 
Ceramics, NYC. 212-644-2782, Quadrille Inc., NYC.
212- 753-2995. AmyPerlin Antiques, NYC. 212-744-4923. 
Dining table executed byjames Jennings, L, A.. CA.
213- 655-7823. Available through arcliiteccs and designers. 
Vases on buffet, J. F, Chen, L.A., CA. 213-655-6310. 
Pages 164-165, Kohler. 800-4-KOi n.ER. Tblip chair, 
Modernica, LA., CA. 213-933-0383. Cinema fabric on 
chair, Larsen, NYC. 212-462-1300. Available throuj^ 
architects and designers. Soap dish and perfume bot- 
de, Retro Gallery L.A., CA, 213-936-5261.1930s table, 
J. F. Chen. Towels, Upstairs at Diamond, L.A., CA. 213- 
933-f5fi' Ann Gish, Newbury Park, CA 805-498-9893. 
Available through architeCTs and designers, Gretchen 
Bellinger Inc., Cohoes, NY. 518-235-2828. Available 
throu^ architect.s and designers.

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT Pages 188-189
Duravit USA Inc. 888-387-2848.

WHAT A TURN-ON! Pages 190-193
Pages i90-i9i,Sherle Wagner. 888-9WAGNER. AF 
Supply 800-366-2284. Pages 192-193, Dornbracht 
USA. 800-774-1181. Kallkta, 888-4-KAixiSTA. P. E. 
Guerin, NYC. 212-243-5270. Simon’s Hardware & 
Bath, NYC. 212-532-9220.

LITTLE WONDER Pages 194-195
MacKenzie Childs, Aurora, NY. 315-364-7123.
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EVERYTHING’S COMING UP POPPIES 
Pages 166-171

Iceland poppies 'Champagne Bubbles’ Mix, 
Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Albion, ME, 207-437-4301; 
Select Seeds Antique Flowers, Union, CT 860-684- 
9310; Shepherd's Garden Seeds, Torringcon, CT, 860- 
482-3638. Corn poppies ‘Shirley Series,’ Pinetrec 
Garden Seeds, New Gloucester, ME, 207-926-3400, 
and Thompson & Morgan, 800-274-7333. Oplu*** 
poppies 'Shirley Series,' The Cook's Garden, 800- 
457-9703, and Park Seed, 800-845-3369, Oriental 
poppies ‘Beauty of Livermcre,' Bluestone Perenni
als. 800-852-5243, Oriental poppies 'Helen Eliza
beth,’ Busse Gardens, Cokato, MN, 320-286-2654, 
and Wayside Gardens, 800-845-1124.

MASTER CLASS Pages 172-177
Gracious Home. 800-452-2285. ABC Carpet & Home, 
NYC. 212-473-3000. Area, NYC. 212-924-7084. 
Porthault, NYC. 212-688-1660. Pages P E.
Guerin, Inc., NYC. 212-243-5270. IGF. 800-123-1620. 
Scarf, $125, Polo Ralph Lauren, NYC. 212-606-2100. 
Clutch, $1,900, Gucci. 800-348-6785, Knoll. 800-445- 
5045. Aragon hand towels, Srj, Ralph Lauren Home 
Collection. NYC. 212-642-8700. Slate soap dish, $35, 
and soap, $5- S15, Ad Hoc, StYC. 212-925-2652. Pages 
176-177, Howard Kaplan Antiques, NYC. 212-674- 
1000. Yoko hand towel, $60, Frette, NYC. 212-988- 
5221. Soap. $5-$i5, in shell, wooden soap dish, $9.50, 
and sandlewoodsoap, $8, Ad Hoc. Authentic Designs, 
West Rupert, VT 802-394-7713. Spigot and fixures, 
Waterworks. 800-899-6752. Props, ABC Carpet & 
Home, NYC. 212-473-3000. Page 178-179, Powder 
puffs, $31 to S79, Fioris, NYC. 212-935-9100.

TESTING THE WATERS Pages 180-181
Terence Conran products, Design Solutions, New 
Canaan, CT 203-966-3116.

Selected by

KELLY KLEIN
154 astonishing photographs: 

the body beautiful, the body shocking 
the body erotic, the body sublime

5

BUBBLE BUBBLE, FEEL NO TROUBLE 
Pages 182-187

Candles, beauty, bath products, Bulgari, NYC, 800- 
BULGARI-2; Philosophy, NYC, 212-750-5707; Shiseido, 
NYC, 212-805-2300; Chanel, NYC, 212-305-5050; 
ThierryMugier, NYC, 212-75S-0400; Elizabeth Arden, 
NYC, 212-261-1200; Avon, 800-367-2866; Tsumura, 
NYC, 211-213-3940; Clarins, NYC, 212-980-1800; 
Tiffany & Co., 800-526-0649; Body Shop, 800-541-2535; 
Kar! ligerfeld, at Bloomingdale's, 800-555-SHOP, Cer
ruti through Nordstrom's, 888-451-7752. Pages 182-183, introduction by ANNE RICE

Published by Knopf
With an
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Wc asked 
inrenor designers 

and decorators to let us 

in on :ir
Pairs of candlcsricks

Pet PeevesA single one, maybe, or groups 
of three or more can be nice.

But two perfectly placed side by side 
simply drives me up the wall 

Aliji'.rt HADi.iiY, NYC
Pa in red clouds 

on ceilines
D

if you need to look up, go outside 
Madkline Stuart, L. A.

When I walk into a house 
and just can’t see any reflection of the 

character of the people 
who live there 

Dan C^ARmiKKS, Atlanta

n ‘All-white or all-beige rooms.
Who lives in them? 

Obviously someone who never 
reads a newspaper 

Davui H M rrniru . Wa^ii rNOTON, 1) C

i
Bare liuhrbulbs

£DfcNJAMIN NuKllifTA-Ol<tJA. NYC

Sisal ruos.
C/

They look good, but you can’t 
clean them 

Betty Sherkili.. NYC

Swagged, tasseled, gimped, 
gallooned environments that give the 

impression of living in a crinoline 
( Ilodacui. NYC

W

Collections of S111 d 11 O LlJ CCPS
People who live 

surrounded by chandeliers yet 
run around in sweat suits 

John Wheatman, .San Fkancksco

U
(C

on every surface 
Charles Spada. Boston

Oz

Oo
o
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Gluteus Maximus:H

<ler to truly experiencedesigners did not skip anatomy class. Because in or
fortakle. We invite you to take tke Intrigue for a test drive today.

kile sitting d

Just a reminder tkat our
a great car, you skould ke really com

exactly kow muck fun you can kave wi. And own.see

Oldsmobile
1-888-4INTRIGUE www.intrigueGar.com

:U1.veJ. ‘Optional. LeatKer not available on kaec moc1.®19'5S CM C..t>.AII rijliic



CHANEL
CHANEL BOUTIQUES; NEW YORK. BEVERLY HILLS, COSTA MESA. CHICAGO, DALLAS, BOSTON, 
SAN FRANCISCO, PALM BEACH, BAL HARBOUR, HONOLULU, MAUI. ASPEN, WASHINGTON, D,C,

For information on CHANEL fashion, please call 800-550-0005


